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PREFACE. 

THE design or plan of this work is simply the illus- 
tration of an idea which I have long entertained of 

the requirements of a book on the grasses that 

would meet the wants and merit the approval of the 
practical farmer. With this object in view, I have 
made a selection of the most valuable of the true 
and artificial grasses, and brought them out, as it 
were, in bold relief, in the first and second parts of 
this work, thus bringing them in close proximity to 
each other for the purpose of a close and thorough 
examination of their respective merits. The analy- 
ses given are those made by Professor Way, of the 
Royal Agricultural Society, and are universally ac- 
knowledged to be the most reliable ones ever made 
of the grasses. By a careful comparison of the anal- 
ysis the reader is made acquainted with the compar- 
ative nutritive values of the grasses analyzed. Fol- 
lowing this is given the history of most of the val- 

_uable grasses from the different periods of their in- 
troduction until the present time, and the experience 
and directions for their successful cultivation by emi- 
nent practical agriculturists in both countries. In 
order to avoid confusion in the names of genera and 
species, and to assist in making the natural system 
the standard one of this country, also to make this 
work acceptable in part to the student of Botany. In 
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the arrangement of generaand species. Part third of 
this work I have followed, as Mr. Flint has done in 
his valuable treatise, the natural order adopted by 
Professor Gray, to whose Manual of Botany I refer 
the student for a specific description of the grasses of 
no agricultural value. All grasses having an agri- 
cultural value have their generic and specific charac- 
ter given in this work. And lastly I have given suit- 
able mixtures for various soils. 
Although much has been said and written on the 

subject. of grass culture, there still remains a great 
work to be accomplished in this important industry. 

Perrennial grasses constituting rich, permanent 
meadows and pastures are generally acknowledged 
to be the true basis of the agricultural prosperity of | 
a country, consequently the want of these must be a 
serious inconvenience and drawback to agricultural 
communities. What must then be thought of the 
practice, followed in many sections of the country of 
making a speciality of growing Timothy, which isa 
short-lived grass, and almost totally unfit for perma- 
nent pasture, to the exclusion of other grasses, many 
of them equaling it for hay crops, but all surpassing 

_ it in permanency of meadow and pasturage. 
If my humble efiorts will have the effect of indu- 

cing farmers to give mixtures of those valuable 
grasses a fair trial, which must result in individual 
wealth and general prosperity, clothing the fields 
with luxuriant verdure and giving the country an 
appearance which would betoken enlightened agri- 
cultural progress, I will not have labored in vain. 

JOHN HENDERSON. 

Northport, L. I., June, 1875. 
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GRASSES OF GREAT BRITAIN AND AMERICA, 

INTRODUCTION. 
THE most distinguished agriculturists ard farmers 

of America agree in opinion that the knowledge of 
the comparative merits and value of all the different 
Species and varieties of grasses, and consequently of 
the best mode of cultivating them, is very. much be- 
hind that of the other branches of practical agricul- 
tare. Timothy (Phlewm Pratense) has received 
more attention than all the other grasses combined ; 
it is indebted, most probably, for this distinction, to 
its value as a hay crop and the preference given it in 
tie markets of large cities. Orchard Grass (Dactylis 
Glomerata,) however, is speedily superceding it in 
many sections of the country through the successfv1 
practice and recommendation of advanced and en- 
lightened farmers. 

““Grass,”? says an eminent professor, “‘commonly 
forms one single idea ; and a farmer, when he is look- 
ing over his fields, does not dream that there are up- 
wards of three hundred species of grasses, of which 
thirty or forty may be at present under his eye.’ In 
this age of progress it is no longer excusable that the 
humblest farmer should be ignorant of the above 
facts. Comparatively speaking, some grasses are of 
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no value to him, whilst others constitute the founda- 
tion of his riches, as they are the staff of life to the 
most valuable of the domestic animals. Though the 
numerous species and varieties of grasses differ so 
widely from each other in value, yet the simplicity 

- which pervades their whole structure is too great to 
afford any certain marks of distinction without hav- 
ing recourse to particular-rules, made from a consid- 
eration of those parts of their structure which are not 
subject to vary from culture or change of situation. 

The botanical, or discriminating characters, of 
which these rules consist, are often minute, and some- 

times perplexing even to professed botanists. To 
those, therefore, who have made botany no part of 
their study, the number and difference of value of 
all the species and varieties of grass will appear com- 
paratively small, and the necessity and importance 
of a particular selection proportionally little. The 
natural consequence resulting from this would be 
confusion in the choice of seed, all of which is obvi- 
ated by attention to the characters of each species ; 

hence the necessity of giving the specific characters 
of all the valuable grasses treated of in this work. 

The past winter has added another proof to the 
many already experienced of the necessity that ex- 
ists throughout the Northern States of feeding cattle 
under shelter from five to six months of the year ; 
and although corn-fodder forms a considerable por- 
tion of our means, yet we are mainly dependant on 
the grasses for the better part of our supplies. It is 
therefore evident that grass culture demands more at- 
tention in the future than has hitherto been given it. 

As it is necessary for a proper understanding of 
the subject, I shall endeavor to give a brief history 
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of all the useful grasses. It is my purpose to make 
each article as complete as possible so as to fix an in- 
dellible impression of the character, etc., of each 
species of grass on the mind of the reader. 

After mature deliberation, the form I have adopted, 
viz.: Name of Grass, Specific Character, Analysis, 

History, etc., appears to be the best adapted for that 
purpose. I have been familiar with the theory and 
practice of grass culture for the last forty years, part 
of which time Ihave given it my special attention. 
For the purpose of being able to communicate valu- 
able information on the subject of the grasses to sub- 
scribers and purchasers of this work, I have upwards 
of thirty species of the best grasses of Europe and 
America growing finely in my experimental eros 
at the present time. 

The subject of laying down lands to grass, whether 
for lawns, meadows or pasture, also the selection, 
mixture and sowing of grass seed, will receive care- 
ful attention, and be treated of in the concluding 
chapters of this work. 
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CHAPTER I. 

MEADOW CAT’S-TAIL OR TIMOTIIY. 

Phleum Pratense—Specific Character. 

Tall; spike cylindrical: elongated ; glumes ciliate 
on the back, tipped with a short bristle, leaves long, 

flat, rough, with long sheaths; roots perrennial, 
’ fibrous on moist soils, on dry ones often bulbous. 
—_—— Grows best on damp, peaty soils. Flowers end of 
_ June and ripens seeds in July. 

—~ + — | 

—— 

Way’s ANALYSIS. 

100 parts as taken green from the field, June 13th, 

Water..... BERR A ee ate a= aoe Gals a e.g arate DT.24 
Albuminous, or flesh forming principles............. 4.86 
NEG 2. sa ss eR Ow alae om ayer ie #250 
Heat producing principles, starch, sugar, guia, etc.... 22.8) 
Ef ors 82 'p aS Oh era ape a ayde 11:32 
PMEEELEEN OY Stl of Ln ee ee he aa 2.26 

106.00 

<4 100 parts of the grass dried at 212° Fahr. © 

Albuminous, or flesh forming principles............. 11.36 
MUEEMRSNALLCT... 2. os se ees ees SER Se gee ec ok 3.55 
Heat producing principles, starch, sugar, gum, etc... 53.35 
MEN 602d 6 Vin ahs eda eda wade beeen, ORS 
Mineral matter or. ash... . 62 c.6¢62.+-ceeeseeteee’ 5.28 

100.00 

Herds Grass, as it was then called in the Eastern 
States, was first introduced and brought into cultiva- 
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tion in the State of Maryland, by Timothy Hanson, 
a native of one of the New England States, who built 

the first grist mill on Jones’ Falls, now forming 

a part of the city of Baltimore, about the year 1720. 

W hen it first came into.notice it was called Timothy 

Hanson’s Grass, and sold in ‘‘Baltimore Town,” by 

that name. The character and name of this grass 

was soon established by the fine crops of it grown on 

the Hanson Farm, and the name it received then, 

will, in.all probability, forever adhere to it. It is 

supposed to have been introduced’into England from 

Virginia, about the year 1760, and for years after- 

wards its cultivation was confined to moist and peed? 

reclaimed, peaty or moorish soils. 

The first general notice taken of it was after the 

W oburn experiments, made by George Sinclair, in 

1824, when it was found to possess the advantage of 

affording double the quantity of nutriment when its 
seeds were ripe thatit did ifcut when in flower, hence 

it presented an increased stimulous to its cultivation 

from its seeds, being procured without its being less- 

ened in value asa hay crop. It was considered after 

this discovery to be equal to any of the Rye grasses. 

Yet Iam not aware of much progress being made in 

its cultivation until the year 1850, since which time 

its cultivation has become general in the United 

Kingdom. The analysis made of it by Professor 

Way, and the well known preference given to Timothy 

hay inthe American markets, have no doubt con- 

tributed largely to the experimental cultivation of it 

by the English farmers. But the excellent hay made 

from a mixture of the various grasses, and particu- 

larly rye grass, which is al ways for sale in the 

markets of England, and held in high estimation by 
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turf-men, will probably operate strongly against 
Timothy ever monopolizing too large a share of at- 
tention in that country. 

In the New England and Middle States, from an 
early period down to the present day, Timothy has 
been cultivated almost exclusively for sale in the 
markets of the large cities. The preference given to 
this hay, is no doubt in a great measure owing to 
its attractive uniform appearance when well cured. 
The little waste with which it may be handled, and 

the easy means afforded of judging pure Timothy, 
compared with other kinds offered for _ sale, 
are considerations of no little consequence to dealers 
and owners of horses in cities. 

Similar reasons have operated in favor of Rye 
grass hay, for two centuries in English markets. 
For hay crops, both in regard to quantity and quality, 
Timothy is perhaps unequalled, but it isa great im- 
poverisher of the soil, each ton of hay, as shown by 

analysis, taking from the land at least one hundred and 
fifty pounds of potash, &c., an equivalent, to which 
must be returned in annual top dressings, or else in 
a few years the land becomes exhausted, aud the 
Timothy disappears. <A late writer in the Country 
Gentleman, W.J.F., Monroe Co., N. Y., remarks; 
“The roots of Timothy grass are fine and near the 
surface, often in the second year forming a perfect 
mat. Its net-work of roots takes only the strength 
of the surface soil; but they do that thoroughly, 
while all beneath is left hard and not permeable to 
airand light. In-such conditions soils gain nothing 
if they do.not absolutely tend to sterility. In two 
or three years the surface is exhausted, and unless 
annually overflowed or artificially manured, the 
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Timothy begins to die out. If it is then plowed and 
seeded with Timothy again, this exhausted soil is 
turned to the bottom of the furrow, and the inert soil 
brought up to have the process repeated. A few 
years of such treatment will take the virtue out of 
any land, provided Timothy is grown alone.”’ 

The experience of farmers in different parts of the 
country, in the cultivation of Timothy, is as diverse 
as the soils on which it is grown. While many of 
the theories advanced by them may be correct to the 
extent of their own observations, there are circum- 
stances of soil and climatic influences which tend to 
produce results not always accounted for in their 
calculations. 

For instance, in the dairy district proper of Herki- 
mer county, New York State, where the land is 
moist with a rich surface underlaid with a compact 
subsoil, Timothy can be grown to advantage under 
systems of treatment that would not answer in Suffolk 
county, Long Island. My observations and experi- 
ence in the growth of Timothy on the Island leads 
me to favor the practice of allowing it to stand until 
the seed is well formed. My reasons are as follows, 
Wid. 

1st. The analysis made by Sinclair and Way both 
agree in showing that this grass affords double the 
quantity of nutriment when its seeds are ripe that it 
does if cut when in flowers. 2nd. That about the 
time the seed begins to ripen, the rains of August are 
drawing neas. And 3rd. That the stubble roots of a 
matured perrennial plant will suffer less from the » 
heated rays of a July sun thai those of animmatured 
one. And lastly, the ripe seeds falling from the hay 
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on vacancies over the ground will make up whatever 
deficiences that may have existed in the sward. 

The soils best adapted for the growth of Timothy 
are moist, peaty or loamy, although there are fair 
crops grown on light, gravelly soils, by heavy ma- 
nuring, yet there are other grasses far more suitable 
for such lands. As it is generally conceded that 
Timothy is only profitable to grow as a marketable 
hay crop, to make it as remunerative as possible, is 

the object of the farmer, which can only be accom- 
plished by the selection of suitable soils, liberal ma- 
nuring, thorough pulverization and cleansing of the 

land. 

The common practice is to seed down with wheat 
in September, or later with rye, at the rate of one 
peck, or 11 pounds of Timothy seed per acre; itis 
sometimes sown alone,in August or September, on 
land which has been previously well prepared, at 

the rate of 30 pounds per acre. 
Either a chain harrow or a grass one should be 

used in covering the seed, in order to give the proper 

depth of covering. 
The practice of sowing red clover with Timothy, 1s 

not approved of, on account of the different seasons 
of flowering; Timothy being later than red clover. 
But the mammoth or alsyke clovers obviate this 
difficulty, as the two latter flower or mature about 
the same time of the Timothy; and during their 
srowth, the clover retains the dew and moisture longer 
and thus preserves the Timothy from drought and 
heat, which would otherwise affect it. As soon as 

the first and second joints of the grass begins to turn 
it should be cut, and the machine so guaged, as not to 

cut below the second joint above the tuber; this is of 
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the greatest importance, as many a fine field of 
Timothy has been ruined by close mowing in the hot 
days of July. It would well repay a top dressing 
immediately after the hay has been removed off the 
stubble. All stock should be kept off during the re- 
mainder of the season, and the grass allowed to take 
its natural course until it again arrives at maturity, 

The close cropping of the aftermath of Timothy by 
horses, sheep, or even cattle, is fatal to the tubers of 

the plant, which require the aid of the green portion 
or leaves to preserve its vitality and strength during 
the winter, hence it is quite evident that Timothy 

alone is not adapted for permanent pasture under any 

circumstances. 
A mixture of Timothy, however, with the seeds of 

‘other grasses for permanent pasture, would give 
variety of food both in pasture and meadow, an im- 
portant thing for stock ofall kinds. The quantity of 
clover usually sown ona Timothy brairdin the spring, 
is from 6 to 8 pounds per acre.. 

CHAPTER II. 

ROUGH COCK’S-FOOT, OR ORCHARD GRASS. 

Dactylis Glomerata—Specifie Character. 

Rough, rather glaucous, (3 foot high) leaves broadly 
linear; branches of the panicle naked at the base ; 
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spikelets 3 to 4, flowered. Root perrennial. Flowers 

in June and seeds ripens in July. Common in fields, 

especially shade. 

Way’s ANALYSIS. 

From 100 parts, as taken from the field June 13th. 

Mates. %5../6 0. Wi Rey Ale erties ao Beda 43 5 eet 70.00 
Albumiuous or flesh forming principles ...........+: 4.06 
REDE 5.6. oe < own nw cln ev kisi nis ao He cee wes eens’ 94 
Heat producing principles, starch, sugar, gum, &c... 13.30 
mer OPENS Si S2s5 Ss hail ase ease cecwes Heese 10.11 
Mimmeralmatter Gr Ash) . 0% 2. See cs oe ee oe eielge s 1.59 

100.00 

100 parts of the grass dried at 212° Fahr. 

Albuminous or flesh forming principles............. 13.53 
MEI ORs e728 DEEL Lo qo sepe eW e's epee a elaie ote 3.14 
Heat producing principles, starch, sugar, gum, &c... 44 32 
IE EO aoe annie «oso a das 4h @ aCe Tcieig> pein age 33.70 
geet) Matter or Ash... . 0. 2. ce. ca Sot ee meweme 5.31 

100.00 

This valuable (though much neglected) grass is in- 
digenous to the soil of America, and from its adapt- 
ability to various soils, its early and late growth, 
luxuriant foilage and nutritive qualities, is well en- 
titled to an equality with any grass, either native or 
foreign, which is being cultivated in this country. 

It appears that this grass was introduced into Eng- 
land previous to 1760. It forms one of the most 
common grasses in English pastures, and enters either 
more or less into all mixtures for meadow or pasture, 
but is used very sparingly in mixtures for lawns. It 
has been found highly useful as an early sheep feed, 
and it grows well in winter. It grows in mid-sum, 
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mer ina drought when everything else is parched 
or burnt up. 

In the Norfolk Agriculturist it is stated that Sir 
M. Martin, observing by an experiment, that this. 
grass grew four inches in less than three days, deter- 
mined to attend more particularly to it, he remarked 
that when sheep were let out of a fold they ran over 
every thing to get at a baulk that was full of it, and 
there ate it in preference to other grasses; on an ex- 
amination of the roots, they were perceived to be so: 
strong that some suspicion was entertained that they 
might exhaust the soil, and the land was therefore: 

sown foratrial. The results were quite satisfactory 

that all apprehensions of the kind were ill founded. 

The late Judge Peters, of Pennsylvania, one of the 

most distinguished agriculturists of his time, said of 

the Orchard grass, in 1817, ‘‘I know its value, having 

constantly sown it for a period of 40 years. All 

beasts are fond of it, both as pasture and hay; it is 

permanent, whilst clover is short lived; it grows in 
the shade luxuriantly, hence it is called Orchard 
grass; any soil is suitable if not wet. The Orchard 
grass should be cut for hay when the panicles are 
fairly formed, and this is the time the clover begins 

toturn. For seeds it must be ripe, but some let it 
stand too long for that purpose. Itis best to raise a 
spot purposely for seed, whereof it furnishes great 
plenty.”’ 

The Rural Advertiser says of it, ‘‘Many of our 

best farmers who feed all their hay, and do not de- 

pend on selling it, value a mixture of Orchard grass 
and red clover more than any other grasses. It 
makes a highly nutritious hay and is much relished by 

stock of all kinds. Clover hay,(so called) that is hay 
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where clover predominates, so far as we know, is sel- 
dom cut, for the reason that it grows too rank and 
coarse first year after wheat, unless for soiling. Red 
clover is a biennial plant, and every farmer experi- 
ences that it is only after the second year from wheat 
that the timothy has much time to develop, and 
that makes the article so saleable in market under 
the name of timothy hay. 

Orchard grass, when sown with clover, obviates this 
difficulty, grows as rapidly as clover, starts in the 
spring as early, and by this similarity of habit makes 
a suitable grass to mix with it. For pasturage we 
greatly value Orchard grass, for three reasons: It 
stands a drought better than any other, will bear 
heavier stocking, and comes forward in the spring 
_very early. We have often been surprised to ob- 
serve how quickly Orchard grass recovers and 
grows after being closely cropped; a> week or ten 
days of summer growth will make quite a good pas- 
turage. f Orchard grass, also, by its great amount of 3 
fibrous roots, tends to improve instead of impoverish 

the soil/ and we have observed that an Orchard grass 
sod generally turns up a good dark color on being 
plowed. Itis not at all fit for a lawn, as it some- 
times grows in bunches or tusseks, especially when 
sown thin. The proper quantity, when sown alone, 
is two bushels to the acre;/when sown with clover 
one bushel is sufficient.) Perhaps there are no other 
two grasses that can be sown together with so great 
advantage as red clover and Orchard grass, by their 
union the crop is nearly double what it would be if 
each were sown separately; they grow and flower 
well together, come to maturity about the same time 
and the clover is supported from falling by the un- 
common strength of the Orchard grass.”’ 

? 
? 
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W. F. Tallant, Montgomery Co., Virginia, in > 
Country Gentleman, says of it, ‘‘There is no grass 
that can be compared with it. /This year, 1874, we 
have experienced the most severe drought known 
for years, and the hay crop, even on our moist blue 
grass bottoms, have, in many instances, been an en- 
tire failure. Fortunately for me a large part of my 
farm is Orchard grass, and I have now an abundance 
of hay from it. Muchof our Timothy did not head 
out at all. Our clover was. hardly worth cutting, 
and our blue grass did but little good until after the 
late rains; while all the Orchard grass that I saw 
seemed to be little affected by drought,/ 

I prefer Orchard grass hay to timothy hay as it 
has more blades, timothy dies out in the course of 

a few years, While an Orchard grass sod will continue 

to get better each year for many years. One acre 
of Orchard grass will afford as much pasture as two 
of clover and timothy. #1 believe timothy to be an 
impoverisher of the land, while Orchard grass forms 
such an immense sod that for plowing under it is 
equal to a clover one./ Ira Porter, of Chautauqua 
Co., N. Y., in Country Gentleman, of April, 1875, 
says, ‘‘With me Orchayd grass has been a success. 
Asa pasture grass it is much better than timothy; 
vith clover it is the most satisfactory crop for hay 
that I ever tried. The yield is far more than any 
yield of timothy that I was ever able to obtain from 
the same land. My soil is a gravelly loam, no water 
standing within 10 or 12 feet ofthesurface. Timothy 
has never succeeded well upon this soil, unless the 
months of May or June were wet. The quality of 
the Orchard grass appears to be first-rate, and it is 
well liked by stock of allkinds. It does not run to 

——— lr 
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seed the second time, but makes a fine growth of 
grass./It does not come to its best yield until the 
third year from sowing.”’ 

Mr. William Crozier, of Beacon Stock Farm, 
Northport, L. I., who has had a large experience in 
the cultivation of Orchard grass, states that he con- 
siders it the most profitable grass a farmer can raise, 
whether for meadow or pasturage. <A ride over his 
fields during the early part of this month (June) con- 
vinced me of its superior merits. While the timothy 
meadows in many parts of Long Island were so 
backward as scarcely to appear more than six inches 
high on an average,/I found his Orchard grass and 
mammoth clover meadows averaging fully two feet, 
and in flower. yf Abundance of this rich, succulent 

herbage was being cut and fed to his horses, &c. 
His elevated and rolling pasture lands, studded with 
Alderneys, Ayrshires and Devons, amply supplied 
with a sweet herbage, composed of a mixture of | 
grasses In which Orchard grass predominates, and 
with which these pastures are luxuriantly covered. 
A twenty acre field of oats seeded down with Or- 
chard grass and mammoth clover, 23d of April, was 
making a ‘ine appearance, the Orchard grass being 
then several inches high, and coming up very evenly 
all over the field. There isno doubt but that his 
success is, in a great measure, owing to the excellent 
system he adopts. He recommends thorough pul- 
verization and cleansing of the land, liberal manur- 
ing, and liberal seeding, even sowing on a rolled sur- 
face and covering with a chain harrow afterwards. 
He has succeeded well with both spring and fall sow- 
ing of seeds under the above conditions; he sows 
from one and a half to two bushels of Orchard grass 
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seed and fifteen pounds of mammoth clover seed per 
arce, with his spring or winter grain; nearly double 
that quantity if sown alone. A bushel of good fair 
Orchard grass seed should weigh 15 pounds to the 
bushel, cut during the season that intervenes be- 
tween the flowering and forming of seed. 

CHAPTER ITI. 

PERRENNIAL RYE GRASS. 

Lolium Perrenne—Specifice Character. 

Roots, perrennial; glume, shorter than the spike- 
let; flowers, 8 to 10; awnless or sometimes short 

awned. Flowers in June and ripens seeds in July. 
Way’s ANALYSIS. 

Of 100 parts as taken green from the field, June 8th. 
RE Che os ots See sk ein oe Re a eee Ree 71.43 
Albuminous or flesh forming principles...... ee ae 3.37 
Ry URAELOY scans ss o's oak 035 tees CUS E wine BO Re cee 91 
Heat producing principles, starch, gum, sugar, &c.... 12.08 
Woody fibre...... Ay ore nts Wye Es 5 10 06 
Mismeral anather Or ash. %..02 s...06 6h 6 Seon ee tap chee 2.15 

100.00 
In 100 parts of the grass dried at 212° Fahr. 

Albuminous or flesh forming principles............. 11.85 
iauy MALLCLS » i. si subs stew cea ews Pwo a isle ee cae. 3.17 
Heat producing principles, starch, gum, sugar, &c.... 42.24 
DV ODOY TLC. 2), nsccsacae eae hes ae ca ee ee Eee 35.20 
Miusiera) matter “or agh | .7.:. 91, Bir.'c oun Ba ee we Ce tok 7.54 

100.00 

Perrennial Rye Grass (Lolium Perrenne) contains 
upwards of sixty varieties some of which are annual. 
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It is mentioned in ‘‘Worlidge’s Husbandry,’’ 1677, 
as being cultivated at that early period, since which 
time there have been numerous improvements on the 
common sort, of which those best known are Russell’s, 
Pacey’s, Whitworth’s, Stickney’s and Ruck’s, which 
are all considered perrennial. 

It is found to flourish on most kinds of soil, and 
grows under circumstances of different management 
on many upland situations, though sound and some- 
what moist midlands are the most appropriate. — It 
soon arrives at perfection and produces in its first 
year of growth a good supply of early herbage which 
is much liked by cattle. It produces an abundance 
of seed which is easily collected. Perhaps there is no 
other grass so widely known, and in years past, so 
extensively cultivated as Rye grass has_ been, 
throughout the United Kingdom. At present it is 
supplanted to a great extent by the cultivation of 
timothy, which seems as in this country to have be- 
come an universal favorite. Like timothy, the Rye 
grass is an impoverisher of the soil, and requires 
annual top dressing, else in a few years the land be- 
comes exhausted and the grass dies out. The anyl- 
sis of this grass will favorably compare with 
the best of the cultivated grasses, and should be a 
strong recommendation in favor of its cultivation on 
a more extended scale than has yet been given it in 
America. It is superior to timothy, as a mixture for 
permanent meadow or pasturage. 

Perrennial Rye grass was cultivated by Robt. 
Barnard, at- Normanstone, near Georgetown, D. C., 
in the year 1823, and succeeded very well. ‘‘Ruck’s”’ 
‘Perrennial Rye Grass, as it was called, was imported 
and grown by agriculturists in the neighborhood of 
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Baltimore, in 1824, and succeeding years; it was ther 
in high repute both sides of the Atlantic. 

Mr. Crozier, of Beacon Farm, L. 1., has grown this. 

grass successfully, but gives the Italian rye grass the 

preference. All the rye grasses should be cut for hay 

shortly after they blossom, else their nutritive prop- 

erties will be greatly diminished. The seed of the 

Rye grass weighs from 18 to 30 pounds per bushel, 

and for a separate seeding from 25 to 30 pounds per 

acre will be required, less if sown with either spring 

or winter grain. White clover is best to sow with it 

at the rate of 3 to 4 pounds per acre. 

CHAPTER IV. 

ITALIAN RYE GRASS. 

Lolium Italicum—Specifie Character. 

Observations. The marked distinction between 
Italian Rye Grass and the perrennial rye grass and 
its varieties is that the Italian Rye Grass has an awn 
or beard adhering to the seed while the varieties of 
the perrennial are beardless. It flowers in June and 
ripens seeds in July. 

Way’s ANALysis. 
100 parts as taken green from the field, June 13th. 

WALT oo Sos ive tee tan ad eG Rp eee en eek eee ae 75.61 
Albuminous or flesh forming principles............. 2.45 
abby MBtters ss. ek. sk see ete tee eis aileis's bee ise bole 80 
Heat producing pinciples, Bizech sugar, gum, etc.... 14.11 
WViOOCY TDC. ais, wig: eas & hole a ee gene cites pts ath wiks'p eee 
Nimeral sattervor ash). 2.g ace es aie fel eseatngs pale tats 2.21 

100.00: 

—._—-. . 
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In 100 parts of the grass dried at 212° Fahr. 
Albuminous or flesh forming principles.............. LOO — 
MUERTE LGC S00, soo cid'e | told das diets ve et fs cbs 3.27 
Heat producing principles, starch, sugar, gum, etc... 57.82 
RENN A eee oS SD cars sila aes oo) vo B04) PE ate eel ht 19 76 
eee ri ayter-or ash. 2. 52-4 %,5 ue. fe sas Soils e Coca 9.05 

100.00 

Compared with any of the varieties of common 

rye grass, the Italian Rye Grass affords a stronger 
braird, arrives at maturity sooner, has a greater _ 

abundance of foliage, which is broader and of a 
lighter or more lively green color, grows considerably 
taller, is more upright or less inclined to spread on 
the ground, its spikes as already stated are longer, 

spikelets more thinly set, and upon the whole pro- 
ducing a less bulk of seed which is smaller. In 
France this grass is stated to be generally sown in 
the autumn at the rate of 16 to 18 pounds per acre, 
and the seed rolled in; that in the next autumn the 
turf is covered like an old meadow, and the crops 
of the following year is more than double; its growth, 
also, is so rapid, that ifsown with clover or lucerne, 

it will quickly choke them. It is also said to be of 
such a hardy nature that when cut in November, it 
has put forth fresh shoots of a foot in length in the 
close of December, and it has been found to stand 

the winter in the North of Europe. In quickness of 
srowth this grass has excelled all others of the 
true grasses which I have sown this spring and, bids 
fair to be a good crop notwithstanding the severe 
droughts it has been subjected to. Italian Rye 
grass is preferable to any of the other varieties for 
soiling purposes, it gives an early, quick and suc- 
cessive growth till late in the fall, it will stand any 
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amount of forcing by irrigation, liquid manures 
or phosphatic applications, a system which has al- 
ways been practised in the vicinity of the cities and 
towns of the United Kingdom, and which hasalways 
been considered a paying one. 

in one of the large tields of the Beacon Stock Farm 
wich was seeded down last fall with a mixture of 
o.cnard grass, timothy, Rhode Island bent, Ken- 
tucky blue grass, red top and Italian Rye grass, 
there is about two acres which was sown exclusively 
w.ih Italian Rye grass, and its superior appearance 
is quite noticeable. 

CHAPTER YV. 

NNUAL RYE GRASS. 

Lolium Annum. 

Way’s Awnatysis. 
100 parts as taken green from the field, Juve 8th. 

Wiser os See AE. la) 2 eee eee ee 69.00 
Aioaminous or flesh forming principles......-...... 2.96 
Mawy Matters 6.2.25 26S pene ee ope eee .69 
Heat producing principles, starch, sugar, gum, etc... 12.89 
Weody fibre 0 hoo.) hace oe etaes te pean eee 12.47 
Niners matter or asi 6.800 A pee ee ee eee 199 

100.00 

Owing to the acquired annual habits of the sort 
generally known by this name, it differs from the 
more perrennial varieties by having fewer roots, 
leaves, and a greater quantity of culms and stalks 
which are rather longer and furnished with asmaller 

a 

. 
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proportion of foilage than most of the perrennial 
varieties. From the quantity and length of its stalks 
and culms, this sort has been considered as yielding 
‘a greater bulk of crop the first season and so better 
suited for single crops of hay than the perrennial 

sorts, but the result of experiments tend to show that 
the quantity of root and stalk leaves which these 
last produce fully compensatetes*for any deficiency 
which may arise from the weight of their culms, be- 
sides rendering the hay less wiry and more palatable 

than that of the Annual Rye Grass. 

CHAPTER- VI. 

MEADOW FOX-TAIL. 

Alopecurus Pratensis—Specifie Character. 

Culm, upright, smooth, 2 to 3 feet high; palet 

equaling the acute glumes; awn protruding more 

than half its length, twisted; the upper leaf much 

shorter than its inflated sheath. The spike not so 

long as that of timothy which it very much resem- 

bles, the spike of Meadow Fox Tail is soft, while 

that of timothy is rough. It flowers in May and 

ripens seeds in July. ~ 
Way’s ANALYSIS. 

100 parts as taken green from the field, June 1st. 
RN og 33. Ra eiviniciniars sin 86 iS Dein dieses ae. oe 80.20 

Albuminous or flesh forming principles............-- 2.44 

MAGGS MALLETS. 2. 2.05 cece cece t ence cess sseccese 2 

Heat producing principles, starch, sugar, gum, etc... 8.59 

MOON TIDE... 5 oe a cece ec tecrscsnsaceies Bete oles « Ge 

Mineral mattef or ash... ...05-.cccc cscs sssecuece 1.55 
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100 parts of the grass dried at 212° Fahr. 

Albuminous or flesh forming principles............. 
Fatty matteR ai niet cia sone BOs. 2 5 Rouse 
Heat producing principles, starch, sugar, gum, ete... : 
Woody. floragecin oe Stas ee ace sony eee ovccee 33. Sot 
Mineral matteF Or asti«s oc c-sis oc 2:02 be obs 6 acove'e ase als als ana 

100.00 
This well known English grass is one of the earliest 

and most valuable grasses produced in England. — 
It vegetates with extraordinary luxuriance and is — 
therefore both as a first crop and as after grass justly — 
considered as holding the first place among the best. 
erass whether used as green fodder or made into hay; 
cattle are fond of it, though it is said to be less relish- 
ed by oxen than by any other stock. It requires ~ 
two or three years to arrive at maturity. It has 
been found more hardy against frosts than many 
other grasses, a property which recommends it for 
cultivation in this country. It sends forth its spikes 
almost as soon, and in some situations quite as early, 
as the sweet scented vernal and is consequently 
equally valuable as an early grass, and as itismuch — 
longer and quicker in its growth, it is of course — 

much more productive. It shoots very rapidly after 
mowing, producing a very plentifwk-aftermath, but — 
on account of its not attaining its full productive 
powers under three years er owth it is inferior to 
orchard grass for the purposes of alternate croppings 
and to many other grasses besides. Yet for perma- 
nent pasturage or meadow on medium or fertile soils 
it should never form a less proportion than one eigth — 
of any mixture of different grasses prepared for that 
purpose. Its merits demands this whether with re- 
spect to early growth produce, nutritive qualities or 
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"permanency. This grass is making fair progress with 
me this season, notwithstanding the dry weather ex- 
perienced during the months of MayandJune. The 
seed of Meadow Fox Tail is covered with the soft and 
woolly husks of the flower while the large glume is 
- furnished with an awn, these peculiarities account for 

_ the small weight of a bushel ofits seeds. A bushel 
of seed only weighs 5 pounds. About 2 pounds of 
Seed is sufficient to enter into a mixture with other 

- grass for permanent meadow or pasture. 

Many dh Ba ea map? 

CHAPTER VII, 

TALL OAT GRASS. 

Arrhenatherum Avenacewm—NSpecifie Character. 

Spikelets, open panicled; two flowered, lower 
fiower staminate, bearing a long bent awn below the 
liddle of the back; leaves, flat,acute,roughish on both 
ides, most on the inner; panicle leaning slightly on 
one side; glumes, very unequal; stems, from two to 

three feet high; root, perrennial, fibrous, sometimes 
bulbous. Observations. This grass is the avena 
elatior of Linneus. Flowers from May to July. 

Way’s ANALYSIS. 

100 parts as taken green from the field July 17th. 
PIER EOMEG a C/G a wos Galo Scld c's sled ace eibwee: welebee ed 12:65 

ous or flesh forming principles............. 3.54 
tty matter. ° ° eeeeveeeeeveeevpeeoeseeveeeeeee eevee eve7e78 8 88 @ Ot 

est producing principles, starch, sugar, gum, etce..... 11.21 
Yoody Mee eh ee ae 9.37 

SE TULTOEIOP A261. 00.5 te cs eee des seen se tencce: 2.00 
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100 parts of the grass dried at 212° Fahr. 
Albuminous or flesh forming principles.....ceeeeeee 12.95 

~ Fatty matters scab bea vessels seers > bubs Gees chews ee 3.19 

Heat producing principles, starch, sugar,gum, etc.... 38.03 
‘Woody fibre ececeoee eeeeeeeeseee eeeeeees @eeeG@eeoser 34,24 

Mineral matter or ashe ..eccccecee a Wiens biwou ne snot ae 

100.00 

Tall Oat Grass, though a coarse plant, yet vege- 
tates with great luxuriance; it is early and pro- 
ductive, and affords a plentiful aftermath. It ap- 
proaches the meadow fox tail in excellence, for which 
it may prove a substitute in many cases. It is some+ 
times found abundant in meadowsin England. And 
on the continent of Europe itis cultivated with ad- 
vantage. Itis found most beneficial when retained 
in aclose state offeeding. It makes good hay, is 
natural tosandy loams but thrives best on strong, 
tenacious clays in England. Tall Oat Grass was in- 

presentcentury. Judge Buel, of Albany, speaking | 
of it in 1823, says: ‘‘It possesses the advantage of 
early, quick and late growth, for which the cock’s 
foot is esteemed, tillers well and is admirably calcu- 

& troduced into this country about the begining of the 
+ 

lated for a pasture grass. I measured some on the ~ 
20th of June, when in blossom, (when it 

should be cut for hay) and found it fourand a half 
feet long. I have sownit in autumn and spring, with 
clover, on a sandy loam, with good effect.”’ 

W.F. Tallant, Christiansburgh, Virginia, writing 
to me, 15th of February, 1875, says ofit: ‘‘Tall Oat 
Grass (or as itis called here in Virginia, Peruvian ~ 
grass,)is a very valuable variety of grass, and in — 
one or two points has the advantage over orchard 
grass, whichit resembles in its time of maturity, 
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quickness of growth and its earliness and lateness. 
I have sown the Oat grass on wheat in the fall, made 
a good crop of wheat, and late in the fall have mown 
a fair crop of hay from the same land. Orchard 
erass always takes two years to make a full crop, 
while Oat grass sown in the fall on good land will 
make a crop of hay the next summer. It has also — 
the advantage over orchard grass in seeding. It 
may be sown either in the spring: or fall, while or- 
chard grass in this climate must always be sown in 
the spring.”’ 

I think the fall is the best time to sow the Oat grass 
but it can be sown either in the spring or fall, with 
almost a certainty of getting a set, as it very- rarely 
fails. Notwithstanding these two advantages over 
the orchard grass, itis not as valuable a grass, it 

never forms as thick and compact a sod as orchard 
grass. It is more liable to injury from drought. It 
must never be lett one day after it blooms, if you 
want first class hay, anda rain will injure the looks 
of Oat grass three times as much as it will injure 
orchard grass or timothy. If, however, it is cut and 
handled right, it makes beautiful hay. Ifcut early 
-and the summer is not an excessively dry one it will 

head twice in the same summer. I consider the Oat 
grass a more valuable grass than timothy, as_ it 
is not nearly as exhaustive to the soil and if properly 
handled will make as good hay and twice as much 
of it. | | 

In reply to enquiries Mr. T. B. Baker, Thorndale, 
Chester Co., Pa., writes me, March, 1875: ‘‘ln the 
spring of 1863, on two acres of good ground I sowed 
four bushels of Oat grass seed and mixed with usual | 
quantity of barley and both drilled with the ordinary 
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grain drill. In the fall the grass obtained a growth 
of 18 inches, the blades very numerous and fine. In 
the spring of 1864, and every year up to 1871, [have 
cropped it for seed and mowed the stubble for hay. 
The stubble makes superior hay, because of the 
numerous green blades about a foot long growing 
from the roots of the grass while the seed is ripening. 
T have now about 100 acres of land seeded with this 
grass and orchard grass mixed. The grass matures 
for hay about the 5th of June and for seed about 
the <10th= to 15th. . <The ‘seed: “is --very..ditem: 
to save, the moment almost that it is ripe it 
falls off; the top seeds ripens a few days earlier 
than the lower seeds. For two seasons, I lost all the 

seed by delaying cutting a few days. There is no 
difficulty about getting three crops a year for soiling 
cows. By the middle of May the grass will be from 
ten to fifteen inches high. In the beginning of July 
it will be fit to cut again, and a third time in the lat- 
ter part of August. “For pasture it excells all the 
grasses with which [am acquainted. Cattle, horses. 
and sheep prefer it to any other grass I have on the 
farm. 

I have heretofore seeded it with wheat in the fall; 

the only objection to this is that the grass grows as 
fast as the wheat and is quite as tall at the harvest as 
the grain. The straw however is better than most of 
the hay thatis made. The quantity of seed to the 
acre should not be less than two bushels. I prefer 
three. The grass ripens for hay rather earlier than 
than clover, and is therefore better to sow with clover 
than timothy.”’ 

_ A bushel of Tall Oat grass seed weighs seven 
pounds, 

7 
‘ 

- 

; 
7 
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CHAPTER. VIIT. 

SMOOTH STALKED POA OR MEADOW GRASS, JUNE 

GRASS, KENTUCKY BLUE GRASS, COMMON SPEAR 

GRASS. 

Poa Pratensis—Specific Character. 

Culms sending off copious running root stocks 
from the base, and the sheaths smooth; ligule short 
and blunt; panicle short pyramidal; spikelets 3 to 5 
flowered; crowded, and most of them almost sessile 
on the branches, ovate lanceolate or ovate; lower 
palet 5 nerved, hairy along the margins as well as 
the keel. Observations: This grass is distinguished 
from the Poa Trivalis rough stalked meadow grass 
by its strong creeping roots, sheaths of the straw 
being smooth; whereas in the Poa Trivalis the 
sheaths are rough to the touch, the sheath scale is 
blunt, in the Poa Trivalis it is pointed, the leaves 
are blunt, those of the Poa Trivalis are acuminate. 

Flowers in June and ripens seeds in July. 
Way’s ANALYsIS. 

100 parts as taken green from the field June 11th. 
PONCE e ics ois enn 6 cic oaime's «sacs Setsia ae Gala «i 6 a cued ot de 67.14. 
Albuminous or flesh forming principles........ee0002 341 
SEAMIMMMIEAUEGT Os sinld ojo coil elias ond sie loath Ccedvoseec cud ae 
Heat producing principles, starch, gum, sugar, etc... 14.15 
BT acne ale acne oie .n pies cinh, + oo gis e ole sicaid ay MEAG 
Mineral matter or Bela de ate & sara sie cw a cee nae 1.95 

100.00 
100 parts of the grass dried at 212° Fahr. 

Albuminous or flesh forming principles. .ssceeesseees 10.35 
Fatty POTS on ad's de aw bb a.d se elaie wees «00 6 stabs cee 2.63: 

Heat producing principles, starch, sugar, gum, etc... 43.06 
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Woody fibre eeoeeeereeeeeeeeeeeee CoO COC seoeeeresoses 38,02 

Mineral matter or aShescscsasclecvccoss  inite's olde - 5.94 

100.00 
This grass has always been a favorite one in Eng- 

jand as a mixture with other grasses for permanent 
pasture, meadows and lawns; but as a separate crop 

it is rarely or ever cultivated. 
Mr. Curtis, in his valuabie Flora Londonensis, 

says of it: ‘‘The Smooth Stalked Poa is a sweet 
grass, and readily eaten by cattle in general, it carries 
its verdure in the winter better than most others, and 
in the following spring throws out numerous yourg 
shoots, so as to make excellent spring food. It pro- 
duces a good crop of leaves at the bottom, which 
makes exceedingly fine hay and is fit for cutting 
early in the spring.”’ 

Another writer says: “This is one of the most 
useful grasses, for it vegetates in the driest soils, sup- 
ports its verdue during the winter and in the spring 
throws out numerous shoots for early pasture, the 
the hay is also of fine quality.” 

George Sinclair, inhis Hortus Gramineus, says: 
‘‘This species sends forth flowering stems, but once 
in the season, and these being the most valuable part 
of the plant for the purposes of hay, and considering 
the superior value of the aftermarth, over that of the 
seed crop it will appear from these properties to be 
well adapted for permanent pasture. It is however 
the property of all creeping roots to scourge the soil 
and when plants with fibrous roots can be substituted 
in the place of those with an equal prospect of ad- 
vantage in regard to early growth produce and 
nutritive qualities it will be found to repay the labor 
with interest.”’ 
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Although Poa Pratensis is kown all over Northern 
Europe as far as St. Petersburgh 60 degrees north 
latitude, yet in no part of Europe has the merits 
of the Poa family been so fully developed as in the 
states of Virginia, Maryland and the far famed 
Kentucky Blue grass region, which lies across the 

middle of that state and covers about twenty counties 
including on area of 15,000 square miles. This region 
also extends over several counties in Ohio, but the 

grass does not seem to flourish so luxuriantly ou the 
Ohio side, although in other counties of Ohio it is 
said to grow as luxuriantly and form as staple a 
pasture grass as it doesin any part of Kentucky. 
The cultivation of this grass must have improved 
wonderfully within the last fifty years. In an ad- 
dress delivered by Col. Emory to the Agricultural 
Society of Queen Anne Co., Maryland, in 1822, and 

afterwards published. Referring to the neglect of 
cultivating the natural grasses, he remarked: “In- 
deed, so far are we from promoting tbe vigorous ef- 
forts of the invaluable grasses of the Poa class, which 
by nature as if out of patience seems in her bounty 
determined to force upon us that we are in the habit 
of denouncing them (next to the Hessian fly) as our 
deadliest enemies, and of excercising our best but 
misapplied skill to extirpate them forever. If our 
neglected flocks of cattle and still more neglected 
sheep, could be endowed with the power of speech, 

how eloquently would they defend those friends 
which give them power enough almost unaided to 
weather the winter storm, and which came to their 

aid in the spring just time enough to keep life and 
carcass, together. I allude to the grasses commonly 
called the Blue grass and the green grass. They are 
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highly valuable to all farmers, except those who are 
fond of a naked fellow. This appeal in favor of the 
cultivation of the Blue and green grasses shows the 
difference of opinion that existed of their merits and 
demerits at that time.” 
W.S. Rand, of Lewis Co, Kentucky, who has. 

had a large experience in the cultivation of Poa 
Pratensis, says of it: “Common Spear grass and 
Kentucky Blue grass is one and the same, varying in 
size and appearance according to the soil and latitude 
in which it grows. The plant is a light green color, 
the spikelets frequently variegated with bluish 
purple. Flowers in June, but once a year, which 

recommends this for lawns. The produce ordinarily 
is small compared with other grasses, but the 
herbage is fine. It grows ina variety of soils, from 
the dryest knollstoa wet meadow. It doesnot stand 
severe drouths as well as the orchard grass. _ It 
endures the frosts of winter better than all other 
grasses, and continues luxuriant through mild 
winters. It requires from two to three years to be- 
come well set, does not arrive at perfection as a 
pasture grass till the sward is older than three years, 
hence it is not suited to alternate husbandry, or 
where the land is to remain in grass only a few years 
and then to be plowed up. The best Blue grass is 
found in shaded pastures. Itis the first plant that 
puts forth its leaves and remains green if the season 
is favorable. Early in the fall it takes a second 
growth and flourishes vigourously until the ground 
freezes. Blue grass makes the sweetest and best of 
hay. Itshould be cut as the seeds begins to ripen, 
spread well and protect from rain and dews, on the 
second day. stock and shelter and salt. Blue grass 
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is not commended to cultivate especially for hay. It 
is not as profitable a product to merchandize as 
timothy and orchard grass. Blue grass on limestone 
land is perpetual, if properly managed, and the per- 
fection it attains in Kentucky is to be attributed to 
favorable soils, a temperate climate and mild winters, 
all of which have contributed to make Kentucky 
Blue grass the basis of our agricultural wealth and 
prosperity.” 

In the states of Pensylvania and Delaware, also in 
other places, there is great confusion casued by call- 
ing other grasses of the Poa family by the name of 
Biue grass. The editors of the Country Gentleman 
took great pains a few years ago to set this matter 
right. They state: ‘‘We have, ourselves, in Ken- 
tucky, Ohio, Pensylvania and other states, given 
particular attention to the subject, consulting with 
those best qualified to speak authoritively. Poa 
Pratensis is unquestionably the grass known in Ken- 
tucky as ‘‘Blue grass,’”’ and in other states by the 
name of Kentucky Bluegrass. In Pennsylvania and 
Deleware, however, this same grass is popularly called 
“oreen grass,’’ while the variety botanically termed 
Poa Compressa, does have priority of claim to 
designation as Blue grass, but there is no doubt that 
what is known as Kentucky Blue grass, the grass 
which gives their peculiar value to the grazing lands 
of Fayette, Woodfurd, Bourbon and adjoining 
counties in Kentucky,is something quite different and 
is in fact Poa Pratensis. In Eastern Pennsylvania 
and Delaware the farmers will say that green grass 
produces the herbage which renders their best 
pastures of almost unrivalled excellence, and will 
point out as Blue grass specimens of Poa Compassa, 
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which may also be found quite generally, wondering 
not a little as they do so that in Kentucky, Blue 
grassisso highly esteemed. Let it be remembered then 
whatever may be the botanical name of Blue grass 
in other states, Kentucky Blue grass is Poa Pratensis 
and nothing else. It willdo no harm, moreover, to 
recollect that the green grass that grows on the 
banks ot the Brandywine, is also Poa Pratensis, and 
that the Blue grass of the latter and other eastern 
localities is not Kentucky Blue grass, but is Poa 
Compressa.”’ 

The seeds of Poa Pratensis are very small and 
securely covered with husks, but when rubbed hard 
between the palms of the hands, appear of a long 
oval shape, wax color and hard. From 3 to 4 
pounds enter intoa mixture with other seeds for 
permanent meadow or pasture, 20 pounds to two 
bushels, if sown alone. ‘The seeds of this grass 
weigh 13 pounds per bushel. 

CHAPTER IX. 

FLAT STALKED OR CREEPING POA. 

Poa Compressa—Specifie Character. 

Panicle flowering on one side, rather dense, spike- 
lets oval oblong, 6 to 7 flowering ; flowers connected 
at the base by a complicated web of hairs; culm 
compressed; rootcreeping. Observation: culms from 
a foot to a foot and a half high, compressed decum- 
bent at the base, oblique afterwards, and erect to- 
wards the top, striated smooth, sometimes sending 
forth culms at the joints; leaves short linear, acute 
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flat, somewhat glancous, bluntish condensed; florets 
from three to nine, according to the age and strength 
of the plant; closely imbricated, oval angular, these 
three nerved purple below the tips which is silvery 
and scariose at the base, connected by very fine com- 
plicated short villous hairs. Flowers in July and 
ripens seeds in August. : 

In England this grass flowers during the greater 
part of the summer, and is considered one of the 
most valuable of the tribe, for its dark green leaves 

grow so firmly together as to form a short turfof the 

richest pasture which is supposed to contribute much 
to the delicate flavor of the flesh of sheep and deer, 
to which animals it is peculiarly grateful. Its bluish 
green stems retain their color after the seed is ripe. 
It shrinks very little in drying, thus making a hay 
very heavy in proportion to its bulk. It will be 
seen in the latter part of the preceeding chapter on 
Poa Pratensis, that this grass is extensively cultiva- 
ted in the states of Pennsylvania and Deleware, 
to which states it is principally confined, as I cannot 
learn of its cultivation to any extent in the Northern 

or Hastern states. 

CHAPTER X. 
; 7 

ROUGH STALKED POA, OR ROUGH STALKED MEADOW 
GRASS. 

Poa Trivialis—Specific Character. 

Webbed florets; outer palea five ribbed; marginal 
ribs not hairy; ligule long and pointed; stems two te 
three feet high; distinguished from June grass by 
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having rough sheaths, while in the latter the sheaths 
are smooth, the ligule obtuse and the marginal ribs 
of the outer palea furnished with hairs, it differs from 
June grass also in several other respects. The Rough 
Stalked Meadow grass has a fibrous root, that of the 
June grass is creeping. Flowers in June and ripens 
seeds in July. 

Way’s ANALysIs. 

100 parts as taken green from the field June 18th. 
WV GECE LAS E0% 'he ls cies eataneete w Sis see's s's't'a'b e's coseccees 10.00 
Albuminons or flesh forming principles...... coosee 2.58 
Fatty matters...esssseeee cee ces cer ccece sieves es Pare rs | 
Heat producing principles, starch, sugars, gum, etc.. 10.54 
Wy Cody atDTe. 20... ee e/a MGyeise ve wo 6/0 seein eocee 10.11 
Peener thariatier OF Asi ss. 6 k's sie's Sees 's'e oe nes Se 2.20 

100.00 
100 parts of the gaass dried at 212° Fahr. 

Albuminous or flesh forming principles................ 9.80 
aiiyreanthers, <5 ttn. PNA Oe Oe eee ee 3.67 
Heat producing principles, starch, sugar, gum, etc... 40.17 
imam ore, Bi oa RP ie caw VE IS eee Be 38.03 
Wagers matter or ash: ~.. > 21S) es et ee 8.33 

100.00 

This grass has got quite an European reputation. 
In Lombardy it is accounted the queen of meadow 
plants. In England it is considered an excellent 
grass on good moist loamg, and much relished by 
cattle of all sorts. Though this grass has much simi- 
larity in appearance to poa pratensis, especially in 
the mode of flowering, it differs essentially in its 
qualities, the latter principally occurs in moist mead- 
ows and the former is chiefly found in dry pastures. 
It delights in moisture and sheltered situations, on | 
which account, though there are few more productive 
or better adapted for the purpose of pasturage or hay, 

‘ 
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it is tender and liable to be injured by severe cold or 
drought, and in moist, rich ground it has been ob- 
served to grow tall, while it has been found equally 
diminutive in-poor land. It however yields abund- 
ant herbage, and in places suited to it, it grows to 
such a prodigious length that it is said to have been 
found on the famous Orcheston meadow, near Sals- 
bury Plain, fully eight feet long. This grass should. 
only be sown on moist, fertile and sheltered soils, 
and about 3 pounds of its seed should enter into 
a mixture of other grasses for that purpose. 15 

«pounds of Poa Trivalis seed makea standard bushel. _ 
I have sown it this spring, separately and with 

other grasses. wn, 

rf 

or CHAPTER XI. 7y 

ly 

ar 
HOWL MEADOW .-—_FALSH- RED TOP: 
Ret 

a Poa Serotina—Specifie Character. 

Culms tufted without running rootstocks ; leaves 

narrowly linear, soft and smooth ; ligules elongated, 
spikelets 2 to 4 (rarely 5) flowered (1-12 to 1-6 inch 
long), all short, pedicilled in an elongated panicle, — 
often tinged with dull purple ; flowers and glumes 
narrow ; lower palet very obscurely nerved. 

Flowers in July and August. 
This grass has been known and cultivated in the 

New England states from an early period. 
Jared Elliot, writing in 1749, mentions it as grow- 

ing tall and thick, making a more soft and pliable 
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_ hay and better adapted for pressing and shipping off 
for the use of horses on board, than Herd’s grass 
(Timothy).- It yields well to che acre, and will not 

4 mowing. It must be sowed in low moist land. The | 
cultivation of this grass seems to be principally con- 
fined to the New England states, where it is consid- 
ered a valuable grass. Its merits consist in its thick 
and abundant growth on land more moist than is 
well adapted to common upland grasses. It_never 

C rows so coarse or hard but that the stalk is sweet 
and tender, and eaten without waste. | 

It should enter largely into a mixture with other 
grasses sown on good, moist soils. I have sown it 
this spring. 

CHAPTER XII. 

CRESTED DOGS’ TAIL. ie 

Cynosurus Cristatus—Specific Character. 

Its spikes are simple, linear; spikelets awnless ; 
stems one foot high, stiff, smooth ; root perrennial, 

fibrous and tufted. Flowers beginning of July and 
ripens seeds end of July. 

Way’s ANALYsIs. 

100 parts as taken green from the field June 21st. 

Water. eeeveevevoeseeeeeveeeeeeeeeeeee eeeeeeoevee ee eee ¢ 62ska 

Albuminous, or flesh forming principles........ eine oe Ste 
Fatty matters eeeeeeseese eevee eee@ereeeveee ec eeeseeeeeese te ee 132 

Heat producing yrinciples, starch, gum, sugar, etc... 19.64 
- Woody Fibre. ceoeeeveeevereeeeeeseeseeeeeee eee es eeeee 9.80 - 
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Mineral matter or ash....+eee. Rea, iter nee ee ee 

100.00 

100 parts of the grass dried at 212° Fahr. 

Albuminous or flesh forming principles...-++.+++ee- 11.08 

Fatty matters. .....cccesescececcvccuscce Ce oer 2 OW 

Heat producing principles, starch, gum, sugar, ete.... 52.64 

Woody Fibre.......... Siraraleuareeate «sie Giese eds siawiy sra'6 26 36 

Meme tmathey Or ash, \cs.' 5c s io deks veces Senos oe 6.35 

100.00 

This grass grows upon sandy and calcareous soils, 

and is therefore well calculated for dry upland pas- 
tures, where it forms a thick, short turf and affords 

wholesome food for sheep. It will not thrive in 

very moist meadows, but grows best in dry situa-_ 

tions. In some parts of Woburn Park this grass 

forms the principal part of the herbage. It also 
abounds in the famous pasturages of Pampton, in 

Devonshire. It is also the prevailing grass in the 

best grass meadows of the vale of Pickering. 

From its forming a close turf, and having rather 

fine foilage, it may be advantageously sown on lawns 

and other places to be kept down with the scythe, it 

not being so difficult to cut as its hardish like culms 

and leaves would lead one to suppose. At least 10 
or 11 lbs. should enter into a mixture with other 

suitable grasses intended for lawns, which are to be 

cut frequently. The weight of a bushel is 26 lbs. 
This grass has been introduced into this country 

and the seed may be had at the principal seed stores 
in New York city. 

I have sown it both as a mixture with other grasses 
and separately, for experiment, this spring. 
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CHAPTER XIII. 

SHEEPS’ FESCUE. 

Festuca Ovina—Speeific Character. 

Panicle somewhat one-sided, short, usually more 
or less compound, open in flowering ; spikelets 3 

to 8 flowered ; awn not more than half the length of 
the flower, often much shorter or almost wanting. 
Indigenous in Northern New England, Lake Supe- 
rior and Northward : naturalized farther south as a 
pasture, grass. Flowers in June and ripens seeds in 
July. 
The Sheeps’ Fescue is easily distinguished 

from the festuca duriuscula, by its dwarf and more 
tufted habit of growth ; its short, stiff, upright leaves 
and above all by its square like culms or stalks; its _ 
quality of produce is much inferior to that of the 
other cultivated Fescues, but it is admirably adapted 
for growing on elevated, moorish sheep-pastures, and. 

is so well liked by these animals that it has been said ~ 
they have no relish for pasture except where it exists. 
Although its foilage is fine, yetitis not adapted for 
sowing on lawns, etc., on account of its small, tufted 
habit of growth and the difficulty experienced in 
cutting it with the scythe, like most of the common 
fescues. Only1 or 2 lbs. of seed should enter a mix- 
ture of other seeds for permanent pasture. A bushel 
of this weighs 14 lbs. I am cultivating this grass 
this season, both separately and mixed with other 
grasses. 
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CHAPTER: ATV. 

HARD FESCUE GRASS. 

Festuca Duriuscula—Specific Character. 

Talier than the sheep’s fescue, with spikelets 
rather larger usually in a more compound panicle ; 
culm leaves often flat or less convulate, and the 

lower with their ie either smooth or hairy. 
New England and Virginia, natural and indigenous ; 
Northward, Gray. Flow ers in June and ripens seeds 

in July. 
Way’s ANALYsIS. 

100 paris as taken green ae the field June loth. 
PME ea 2 os) ge erate ao. SS Lye. Sy ee Ree 69.33 
Albuminous or flesh forming principles................ 3.7 
“PLL EAU a ill ga eal ge IIe eA SIAC edhe 1.02 
Heat producing principles, starch, sugar, gum, etc.... 12.46 
mm Ch eh oa fs Dee poe SO er ae ans 11.85 
eeeaiseceromAsh?)) 50: lc A Sa 1.66 

100.00 

100 parts of the grass dried at 212° Fahr. 

Albuminous or flesh forming principles................ 12.10 
MEEPEMIEREL EES: 5 20026.) oF. ne Ek toc oo See 3.04 
Heat producing principles, starch, sugar, gum, etc... 40.43 
0 ETL OS ee ie a a eT oF Sala pe eet ce 38.71 
Mereeral mater or Ash = oo. ke ceca Jost 2 

100.00 

The hard fescue may be classed amongst the best 
native grasses for general purposes ; it will thrive on 
a great variety of soils, and produce a greater weight 
of fodder than might be expected from its dwarf 

habit of growth compared with some of the others ; 

and is found to resist the effects of severe drought in 
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summer and to retain its verdure during winter in a 

remarkable degree. It constitutes a great portion of 

the most natural pastures in Scotland, especially 

when the soil is light and dry. From the pureness 

of its foilage and greenness in winter it is well 

adapted for sowing in parks and pleasure grounds, 

especially for sheep pasture, but for short grass to 

be kept down with the scythe it should, from its 
wiry nature, enter sparingly into the mixture. About 

9 Ibs. with a mixture of otherseeds. A bushel of the 

seeds of Festuca Duriuscula weigh 10 lbs. [ have 

sown it this season. 

CHAPTER XV. 

MEADOW FESCUE. 

Festuca Pratensis—Specifice Character. 

Its panicle is nearly erect, branched, close, some- 

what inclined to one side; -spikelets linear, with 
from nine to ten cylindrical flowers, leaves linear, of 
a glossy green, pointed,striated, rough on the edges ; 
stemns round, smooth, from two to three feet high, 
roots creeping, perrennial. Its radical or root leaves 
are broader than those of the stem, while in most 

other species of fescuejthe radical leaf is generally 
narrower than those of the stem. Flowers in June, 
seeds ripe in July. 

Col. St. Leger is supposed to be the first who en- 
tered largely into the culture of this grass in Eng- 
land. It comes near in its appearance to rye grass, 
but seems greatly superior, at least for the purpose 
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of forming or improving meadows, as being larger’ 
and more productive in foilage. It is hardy, strictly 
perrennial, and thrives well, not only in wet, 
but in dry grounds, growing in all situations. It 
abounds in the best meadows in the best hay districts, 
and in short, seems well calculated to supply the 
defects of rye grass. It has also the quality of pro- 
ducing more seeds than most of the other sorts of 
grasses which grow rapidly and are easily gathered. 
No plant, whatever, deserves more the attention of 
the farmer than this, it being of certain growth, easy 
culture, productive and remarkably sweet. It will 
thrive in either dry or wet soils, an advantage which 

most others do not possess ; and, except in point of 
early growth, it appears to be little inferior to Fox 
Tail. This grass, which is seldom absent from rich 
meadows and pastures, is observed to be highly 
grateful to oxen, sheep and horses, particularly the 
former. It appears to grow most luxuriantly with 
the hard fescue. -This is said to be the Randall 
grass of Virginia. About 2 lbs. of seed as a propor- 
tion in a mixture with other seeds. A bushel of this 

-seed weighs 14 lbs. I have sown this grass In a 
mixture, also seperately, for experiment. 

CHAPTER XVI. 

TALLER, OR MEADOW FESCUE. 

Festuca Elatior—Specific Character 

Panicle narrow, contracted before and after flower- 
_ ing, erect, with short branches ; spikelets crowded, 
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5 to 10 flowered, the flowers rather remote, oblong 
lanceolate ; lower palet 5 nerved, scarious margined, 
blunt, acute, or rarely with a distinct but very short 
awn. The type is large, 3 to 4 feet high; spikelets: 
about half an inch long, in an ample and compound 
panicle ; root perrennial, fibrous, somewhat creeping’ 
and forming large tufts. Flowersin June and ripens 
seeds in July. 

This species may be easily distinguished from Fes- 

‘tuca Pratensis by being much larger (nearly double) 

in all its parts, it is also like it perrennial and fib- 

rous rooted, grows naturally on moist, superior 

soils in waste places, by the banks ofrivers, etc. It 

is rather a coarse like grass, but may be sown either 

for hay or permanent pasture on moist soils, shady 

places, ete. It yields an abundant crop, and not- 
withstanding its seeming coarseness, is relished by 

cattle generally. It stands highest, according to the 

Woburn experiments, of any of the-Fescues as to 

the quantity of nutritive matter afforded by the whole 

crop when cut at the time of flowering. Itis a very 

valuable grass to sow on wet or moist lands, from its 

rapid growth it is caleulated to smother or keep 

down the coarser kinds which naturally abound in 

these situations. Fora separate seeding from 20 to 

28 lbs. per acre; for a mixture with other grasses, 

judgment must be exercised in all mixtures of 

grasses, whatever grass is required to prodominate 

must be sown in excess of the others. A bushel 

contains 14 lbs. 
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CHAPTER XVII. 

SWEET SCENTED VERNAL. 

Anthoxanthun Odoratum—Specific Character. 

Spikelets (brownish or tinged with green), spread- 
ing at flowering time; one of the neutral flowers, 
bearing a bent awn from near its base, the other 

short awned belcw the tip. Perrennial. Flowers in _ 
May and ripens in June. 

Way’s ANALysIS 

100 parts as taken green from the field May 26th. 
Ne aN ET ac ge ee ee 80.35 
Albuminous or flesh forming principles.......22....2.. 2.05 
RNG E rac ccs er eal eo EGE 
Heat producing principles, starch, sugar, gum, ete... 8.54 
emmremratar e980 DL a eccel wee ee 7.15 
emeeemdalter or Ash. :.. 2... 2225 tie Se: 1.24 

100.00 

100 parts of the grass dried at 212° Fahr. 
Albuminous or fiesh forming principles...........2... 10.43 
MNMPIR PCV Es oe ol ee Pe Svs 3.41 
Heat producing principles, starch, sugar, gum, etc... 5.48 
RUMI FO ek eye A a ee 36.36 
Seemeetoatieror Ash, = o°-si. 3 ree 6.35 

100.09 

This is one of the earliest of the English grasses, 
and grows on almost any kind of soil. Although 
neither very productive nor nutritive, and far from 
being a favorite to cattle when given them alone. It 
yet possesses the peculiar value of being the only 
fragrant plant natural to English fields, and imparts 
the delightful perfume so perceptible in new hay. 
It indeed forms a part of the herbage on all good 
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meadow land, and although its chief utility seems to ~ 
consist in giving flavor to the new dried fodder, yet 
when thus mixed it is grateful to all stock, and 
therefore should always be sown with the other seeds 
of permanent grasses. This grass has been exten- 
sively naturalized in this country, and is common in 
pastures and roadsides. In respect to early growth, 
continuing toZthrow up flowering stalks till the end 
of Autumn, and its hardy and permanent nature 
sufficiently upholds its claim to a place in the com- 
position of all permanent pastures. The superior 
qualities of its aftermath are a great recommendation 

for the purpose of grazing. Its analysis is a good 
one. 2 lbs. of seed is sufficient to enter a mixture 
with other grasses. Its seeds weigh only 6 lbs. per 
bushel. Tam growing this grass. 

CHAPTER XVIII. 

YELLOW OAT GRASS. 

Avena Flavescens—Generic Character. 

Spikelets three to many flowered, with an open, 
large, diffuse panicle; lower pale, seven to eleven 
nerved, with a long, twisted awn on the back; 
stamens three; grain oblong, grooved on the side, 
usually hairy and free. Flowers in July, and ripens 
seeds in August. 

Way’s ANALYSIS. 

100 parts as taken green from the field June 29th, 

Albuminous or flesh forming principles................... 2.96 
Pathy matters... 2.652550 it aed Coe ee male ee a eee 1,04 
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Heat producing principles, starch, gum, sugar, etc........ . 18.66 
MEG cde Satan Fass sla wale as. doi w cod ol waleeds © 14.22 
SEMEMIPUALUCT, GY MGI. ¢ ooo sc ccc cle cn cs oo co ccs becweee ees 2.72 

: 100.00 
100 parts of the grass dried at 212° Fahr. 

Albuminous or flesh forming principles................... 7.48 
UTNE ig ao) 2 ate woos aS fb yaiek Slave d's Sie eo arer se 2.61 
Heat producing principles, starch, sugar, gum, etc........ 47.08 — 
Ie rit ae oe kek Cees wee ete be OmeS 39.95 
reer OF AGH 2 5 ces ew wend ooo bcdss weitere eee 6.88 

100.00 

Yellow Oat grass, grows naturally in dry pasture 
on rather light and gocd soils yields a considerable 
bulk of fine herbage, and deserves to form a portion 
of all mixtures on light, dry soils, either for hay or 
pasture. It arrives early at maturity, and although 
a perrennial, yet if allowed to ripen seed, it is is but 
of short duration, particularly if grown on stiff, 
moist soils. It is the most useful, as a hay and pas- 

ture grass, of the genus Avena, as well as the smallest 
seeded of all the native species. 

Mr. Tauton says of it: “That it is so rich in its 
qualities, and so universal a citizen of the world, that 
there is no soil from the lightest calcareous loam, to 
the stiffest clay into which he would not introduce it 
where he intended to form a permanent turf.’’ It is. 
said that a top-dressing of lime will double the pro- 
duce of this grass, and that it thrives best on calcar- 
ious soils. About 1 or two lbs. of seed should enter 
into lawn mixtures. 51-2 lbs. make a bushel of the 
seeds of Avena Flavescens. 
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CHAPTER XIX. 

DOWNY OAT GRASS. 

Trisetum Pubescens—Generic Character. 

Spikelets 2; several flowered, often in a contracted 
panicle ; the lower palet compressed keeled, of about 
the same membranaceous texture as the glumes, bear- 
ing a bent or flexuous (rarely twisted) awn below the 
sharply two-toothed or two-pointed apex (whence 
the name from tris, three, and seta, a bristle): other- 
wise nearly as in Avena. Gray. Flowersin June, 
and ripens seeds in July. 

Way’s ANALYSIS 

100 parts taken green from the field July 11th. 

BN teTteS (oF Shoo Sots FES Ca kiee SEND Bild dees eee 61.50 
Albuminous, or flesh forming principles.................. 3.07 
Fatty matters....... Re tee CRESPO ne pe PN eT ober es Before 
Heat producing principles, starch, sugar, gum, etc........ 19.16 
nad yates a as es sith ane mater Slice tas bebe ee 13.34 

Beeminreraioniniter: OF AGiy: oc hos etnies we A oe ears nei saiigsl 37 

100.00 

100 parts of the grass dried at 212° Fahr 

Altbuminoeus, or flesh forming principles: ac. yu: 2.09 oe eee oan 
Wituby athbens fa" is oo. . Ys be Ses ss leg eaesinse eies Sie ee 2.5 
Heat producing principles, starch, sugar, gum, etc.... ... 49.78 
RNAV Y., EMIGUC SA 265 as. oo s'2°0 OLa Soap wo Ape ee EE Be 34 64 
Mienerai"tmather, Or Ash... eee CS PE Rien hee Pee pie g-3 

Downy Oat grass, Trisetum Pubes¢ens, better 
known as Avena Pubescens, A Vel. Trisetum Pub- 
escens. Is generally found growing on dry, rocky 
soils, also on chalky onesin England. .It is only of 
late years that it has received much attention. It is 
now considered a good permanent grass to be sown 
on medium lands, on account of its hardiness and 

and its being but a slight impoverisher of the soi]. It 
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will be seen by a comparison of the analysis of 
Avena Flavescens with that of this grass that one is 
equally as good as the other. Iam not aware of this 
grass being cultivated to any extent in this country. 

CHAPTER XX. 

QUAKING,. GRASS. 

Briza Media—Specifie Character. 

Panicle erect, the branches spreading; spikelets 
5 to 9 flowered (3-12 inch long) ; glumes shorter than 
the lower flowers; root perrennial. Flowers in 
June. 

WAY’'S ANALYSIS. 
100 parts as taken green from the field June 29th. 

eS reer eer ae rea PE ea oa REET IPT Cece ei 51.85 
Albuminous, or flesh forming principles................... 2.93 
PME EMEP oo scan 0 ees Sk Sah bale Cee ae hs Oa a 1.45 

~~ Heat producing principles, starch, sugar, gum, etc........ 22.60 
UNI as ss Se eth Sea na nae ele eS Ae ae ee 17.60 
Set aL per. Or ASU. ofa) hig sc so a eee ek Co oe ee 4.17 

100.00 

100 parts of the grass dried at 212° Fabr. 

> Albuminous, or flesh forming principles................. 6.08 
MERIT HHBOEY S955 axis oo <5 £0) 0, and aioekeratuttnnc analy as ane ae 3.01 
Heat producing principles, starch, sugar, gum, etce........ 46.95 
Woody os Sits PAB Ce se Sire ed. Rey ANT Bae EAE 30 30 
Peertner etaiten OF Aga s8 3 sac 5,15 omy Fa ei nee cio Ramon 8.66 

100.00 

Briza Media (Quaking grass s.) Grows naturally in 
light inferior or rather dry soils, and from a given 
weight yielding more AnVeace matter than any 
other grass indigenous to such soils. Owing, how- 
ever, to the seeds not retaining their vegetating 
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powers beyond a rather limited period, and the diffi- 
culty with which they are procured, its cultivation is 
attended with considerable disadvantage, for such 
as suit it best will not afford paying a high price for 
the seed, and its foilage is not produced in great | 
quantities, owing to its shortness. 

There is a variety occasionally to be met with in 
moors differing from the common in being of a much 
more light and yellowish green color, but in other 
respects the same. There is a hardy annual, the 
Large Quaking grass (Briza Maxima) cultivated in 
gardens for ornament, which grows about one foot 

high, very elegant ; also the Briza Graciles (slender 
Quaking grass), grown for ornament. Briza Media 
isfound growing naturally in pastures in the middle 
and Eastern States. 

CHAPTER XXI. 

WOOLLY SOYT GRASS; OR, YORKSHIRE WHITE. MEA- 

DOW SOFT GRASS. VELVET GRASS. 

Holcus Lanatus—Specific Character. 

Perrennial, soft, downy and pale; panicle oblong; 
upper glume mucronate, awned under the apex, 
awn of the staminate flower curved. Flowers in 
July, and ripens seeds in July. 

Way’s ANALYSIS. 

100 parts as taken green from the field June 29th. 
RN es a Pgs ypu Sn Wie 7h nave hin Fy SoM eee ean ee oes pine w eats 69.70: 
Albuminous, or flesh forming principles................... 3.49" 
EEN EURUOCTE 6 dnc 3 3.02 scores oe cle bk Dae Pees aes eee eeiels See 1 02: 
Heat producing principles, starch, sugar, gum, etc........ 11,92 
Miadey Pibre.s. 5.2 3's see. es 0k Me id ig See whee MeO ee ee 11.94 
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Mineral matter, or Ash...........--2.-- see eeee eee eeeeee 1.93 

100.00 

100 parts of the grass dried at 212° Fahr. 
Albuminous, or flesh forming principles.................. 11.52. 
NMED oe Sine S's Set Ask woe ne oo Aes +e aurea tee. 3.56. 
Heat producing principles, starch, sugar, gum, etc........ 39.25, 
BAM oon 8 loo. or no alms 6 apes srtnk a eo 0 atin in wind dea Oe A 11.30 
RRR HCE OE Asli. oh ic cera ee od ke on 4 va aha pt 6.37 

100.06 

This is a very common grassin England and grows 
on all soils, from the richest to the poorest. It at- 
tains to the greatest degree of luxuriance on light 

moist soils; particularly on those of apeaty nature. 
Cattle are not fond of this grass. It is chiefly used 
on sheep walks and answers well for that purpose. 
It is said to occasion a voilent discharge of urine, 
and general weakness, if given to horses. There be- 
ing so many grasses superior to this, in many re- 

spects, it cannot support a good claim to a place in the 
composition of the best permanent pastures and for 
the cultivation singly or by itself it is wholly inad- 
missible. It produces a profusion of seed which be- 
ing light is easily dispersed by the winds and 

_ though a late flowering grass the seeds ripens sooner 
than that of most others and before hay harvest be- 
gins, is generally perfected. This grass has long 
been introduced into this country. Itis known by 
the names of Salem grass and White Timothy in the 
Eastern States. Its seeds weigh 7 pounds per bushel. 
Iam growing this grass. 
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CHAPTER XXITT. 

CREEPING SOFT GRASS. 

Holcus Mollis. 

This grass is easily distinguished from holcus lana- 
by its producing fewer culms, having more loose 
panicles, longer awns (hence it is sometimes termed 
Bearded soft ‘grass) broader foilage and powerfully 
creeping roots, grows naturally in a great variety of 
soils. These two species of Holcus are distinguished 
from all the rest of our common grasses by the soft 
and wooly appearance of their panicles, those of 
Holcus Lanatus assume a great varieiy of shades in 
color, from a white to a beautiful red, but generally 
on 2 whitish like ground. These grasses are chiefly 
used on sheep walks in England and are said to 
answer well for that purpose. Flowers in July and 

ripens seeds in August. ; 

CHAPTER XXIII. 

FINE BENT GRASS, RED TOP, FINE TOP, BURDEN 

GRASS, HERD’S GRASS OF Ese denerese sya AND 

SOUTHERN STATES. 

(Agrostis Vulgaris\—Specific Character. 

Rootstocks creeping; culm mostly upright (1 to 
2 feet high) ; panicle oblong with spreading slightly 
rough short branches, (purple); leaves linear, flat ; 

ligule very short, truncate; lower palet nearly 
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Baie the glumes, chichy awnless, 3 nerved ; the 
upper one half its jength. Gray. Flowers in July 
and ripens seeds in August. 

In England and Sister Kingdoms. This grass has 
always ‘been considered as a troublesome weed in 
dry, light soils, and not being well liked by cattle, 
it commonly attracts attention asa useless grass to 
be got quit of as soon as possible, more particularly 
“as its creeping roots prove highly injurious to the 
soil. However, notwithstanding its bad qualities, 
sheep are found to eat'it, particularly in the winter 
months, and it is sometimes sown on bare, gravelly 

places, where the more valuable grasses will not 
grow, for the purpose of covering them with vegeta- 
tion. Red Top has been long brits favorably known 

in this country as a permanent pas stu ae grass. -Itis 
supposed by some to have been introduced into ne 
Northern States. But I am inclined to the belie 
that itis as much indigenous to the soil of Aber 
as itis to that of any part of Great Britain. It is 
found growing naturally on all the fertile and me- 
dium soils on Long island and there are few meadows 
of three or four years standing in which Red Top is 
not found in abundance, and is sure to assert its 

supremacy and become permanent, while in the 
course of six or seven years the timothy has disap- 
peared. In fact, the pasture lands of Long Island 
have at least two thirds of Red Top in their compo- 
sition. A circumstance which proves the neglect 
and indifference shown toward the cultivation of the 
more valuable permanent grasses. Asa consequence 
improved breeds of cattle or sheep are rare upon the 
Island, except on the lands of progressive farmers, 
whose system of grass culture embrace a mixture cf 
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useful species which afford a sweet and varied herb- 
age so grateful to stock of all kinds. 

Red ‘op as a mixture with other grasses is nec- 
essary, but only in small quantities, on land capable 
of producing better grasses. On soil, where the 
more valuable grasses will not suceeed as already 

stated, it is highly useful for the purpose of covering’ 
them with vegetation. On pasture lands where Red 
Top predominates, the fields must be overstocked, 
for if allowed to grow up to seed, the cattle refuse it,. 
which is sufficient evidence that it is not so much 

relished by stock as some of the other pasture 
grasses. This running into extremes in the cultiva- 
tion of Red Top and the now very popular Rhode 
Island Bent both of which I consider one and the 
same grass, any difference in their appearance being 
produced by varieties of soils, is strikingly exempli- 

fied in Central Park, New York, where these grasses: 
predominate,.and where in many instances they are 
trampled over and not eaten, whereas if orchard 
grass and many other valuable grasses were substi- 
ted, the latter would be eaten with avidity. Al- 
though it is claimed that the Agrostis, or Bent 
grasses thrive best in moist soils, yet it has been 
sufficiently proved that Agrostis vulgaris, (the true 
red top) may be sown to advantage on a variety of 
soils. : 

{t would answer well to sow Red Top separately 
on moist lands where old grass has run out, or be- 
come mossy. On such places it would fill the soik 
with its numerous roots and make it more passable. 
Also on moist, undrained soils, liable to occasion- 
ally overflow, if cut early, it has a thick bottom, and 
makes a heavy crop of second-hand hay- 

ms 
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From 21 to 28 lbs. of seed per acre on such soils 
should be sown. About 2 or 8 lbs. of the seed of 
this grass should enter into a mixture with the seeds 
of other grasses for permanent pasture. 12 Ibs. of 
Red Top seed make a bushel. 

CHAPTER XXIV 

LARGE LEAVED, CREEPING BENT GRASS OR FIORIN- 

Agrostis Stolinifera Var 1 Latifolia—Specific 
Character. 

Panicle loose at the time of flowering contracted af- 
terwards; florets large, numerous; calyx husks acumi- 
nate, outer serrulated from keel upwards; inner only 
slightly toward the top. 

The peculiar value of the Fiorin and of other grass- 
es of the Agrostis family arise from their fitness for 
winter pasture as they lose very little of their bulk or 
nutriment by remaining onthe soil after they have 
ceased to grow. The Fiorin grass to be in perfection 
requires a moist climate or a wet soil, and it grows 
on cold clays unfitted for other grasses; in light sand. 
and dry situations its produce is inferior as to quan- 
tity and quality. Florin or as it is commonly called 
in the North of Ireland Faureen, was first intro- 

duced to the notice of the British public some seven- 
ty years ago by Rev. Doctor Richardson, of Clonfecle 
County, Antrim, Ireland. A committee of several 
members of the Agricultural society of Kirkcudbright 
Scotland, visited the Doctors’ farm about that time 

for the purpose of examining it They described it as 
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putting forth a great profusion of strings (lateral) 
like the side shoots by which strawberries increases 
and by which itis propagated. The roots penetrate 
buta short distance into the soil, thus denoting that 
its chief sustenance is drawn from the atmosphere and 
itis represented, 1st, to grow luxuriantly in low and 
swamp grounds which but for the cultivation of it 
vould be of little or novalue. 2nd, that it grows in 
such great quantities in irrigated meadows which are 
most favorable to it,thati thas been known to produce 
four times the weight of any single crop of any other 
srass. 3rd, that cattle are so extremely fond or par- 
tial to it as to prefer the hay made from it to any 

other hay whatever, and that from the length of time 
which it annuaily vegetates, it may be used as green 

food during the greater part of the Winter. 

The high value of a cr op of Fiorin in Scotland 
(at that time) was evidenced by the fact that the High- 
land Agicultural- Society awarded two premiums of 
twenty and ten guineas for the greatest product on 
an acre, in certain Counties. 

James Baird, manager of Shotts, Iron works, Szot- 
land, raised it with great success. His product was 

' 

from tive to seven tons per acre. Sir James Stewart — 
cultivated it on a spongy mass, and obtained from 
five to six tons on an English acre, cut the last of 
September, put in small stacks and left in the mead 
ow till wanted. 

Dr. Richardson cut on different pieces his eleventh, 
twelfth, and thirteeth crops without any a7 off 
jn quantity. 

To this day Fiorin or Faureen, is held in high 
estimation by the farmers of the noi of Ireland: 
There are hundreds of Irishman in the states who 

° 
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can bear testimony from observation to its excellent 

quality as a rich succulent and sweet food for cattle. 
That it is not more extensively cultivated in other 

countries than Ireland, may be attributed to the fact 

that the specimens of the different varieties of Agrostis 

stolonifera resemble eaeh other so much that they 
may be easily mistaken for each other without close 
inspection and some knowledge of botany to assist 
it. The first variety being therefore scarce, and the 
other very common, there is little room for surprise 
at the contradictory result of experiments that have 
been made on one or other of these inferior varieties by 

gentlemen equally eminent for agricnltural know- 

ledge, under conviction of their being one and the 
same grassas recommended by Dr. Richardson under 

the name of Fiorin, whereas though they agree in 

the general habit of Dr. Richardson’s variety an@ in- 

deed in every respect, except that Fiorin appears to 
be confined to rich ancient pasture land, as its natur- 
al place of growth, and the other varieties to various 
soils and situations; their inferiority in every agricul- 
tural merit is so great as to justify the opprobious 

epithets that have been bestowed upon them by those 
who from the above causes have differed from Dr. 
Richardson’s statement of the merits of the first vari- 

ety of Fiorin, and prevented_justice being done to the 
discovery which it may have deserved. 
Although it may be propagated by the seeds, yet 

they are of such slow growth, that they are apt to be 
overpowered by weeds, and the better mode is to 
plant small cuttings of the grass in the latter end of 
Autumn. 

The land should be drained as well as circum- 
stances may permit; for although it suits a wet soil 
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and irriagted land, yet the water should not be suff- 
ered to rest upon it; the ground should be cleaned 
and pulverized, and the cuttings scattered over the 
surface, after which it should be slightly covered 

with loose earth. or with peat or wood ashes, and 
earth well mixed. These cuttings are prepared in 
the simplest manner by twisting the strings into loose 
rope about the thickness of the arm, and then cutting. 
them with an axe or hedge-bill (bill hook) upon a ~ 
plank into lengths about three inches and one half. 
When the crop comes up, it should be carefully 

weeded two or three times the first year; after which 
there will be no occasion for a repetition of that pro- 

cess. : 

For sowing on land in moist situations, Forin is 
well deserving of cultivation. There is no grass per- 
haps of which cattle are so fond either in a green or 
dried state, and on land on which I have seen it 
grow, it seems to be of a perpetual nature. From 20 
to 24 pounds is required per acre. 

CHAPTER XXYV. 

MEADOW SPEAR GRASS, NERVED MANNA GRASS. 

(Glyceria Nervata)—Specifie Character. 

Branches of the loose panicle capillary, at length 
drooping, the very numerous small spikelets ovate 
oblong 3 to 7 flowered; leaves rather long. Moist 
meadows very common. Flowers in June. Ob- 
servations. Panicle often halfa foot and more in 
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fdength. with slender branches pressed close, and 
subdivided; spikelets small, of a green color. 

Valves of the blossom smooth, having five raised 
nerves on each valve ; leaves in two rows resembling 
-a fan somewhat rough ; Culm, a little compressed. 
Root, perrennial. Native of America. 

Sinclair had a high opinion of the hardy qualities 
of this grass; he states that in February 1814, after 
the severe winter preceding, this grass was perfectly 
green and succulent, while not one species of grass 
out of nearly 300 different species that grew around 
it remained in a healthy state, but were inferior and 
more or less injured by the severity of the weather. 

The crops of this grass, he found by experiment at 
the time of flowering, and at the time the seed was 
ripe, to be equal in point of quantity and natrient 
quality a circumstance which did not occur in any 
other grass in the experiments made at that time. 
‘The nutritive matter contained in the latter math, is 
likewise greater than in most other grasses. The © 

root leaves are produced on a shoot, and stand in 
two rows after the manner of a fan. This shoot 

‘which is formed by the union of the base leaves, is 
very succulent, and contains a greater proportion of 
nutritive matter than the Jeaves which accounts 
for the superiority of the latter math in nutritive 
matter. This grass is the Fowl meadow of many 
farmers in Eastern states while Poa Serotina is called 
by them, Bastard Fowl meadow. 

In Pennsylvania, this grass is very common in wet 
marshy grounds but it does not appeur that any 
attention is paid to its cultivation. It is usefuiasa 
aixture on wet or moist pastures. 
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CHAPTER XXVI. 

FLOATING GLYCERIA, MANNA GRASS. 

(Glyceria Fluitans)— Specific Character. 

Spikelets 7 to 18 flowered ; lower palet, oblong, 
obtuse, or the scarious tip acutish, entire or ob- 
scurely, 3 lobed, usually rather longer than the blunt: 
upper one. Flowers in June and ripens seeds in 
August. Observation. Leaves long, broad, and 
floating when in deep water. Root fibrous and 
creeping,. perrennial height two to three feet. 

This grass grows naturally in and by the sides of 
ditches, pools, rivers, and on alluvial fresh water,, 
marshy soils. Generally this grass is eaten with 
avidity by horses, cattle, sheep and swine. 

It has been said not to thrive except constantly in 
water, but there are few grasses better adapted for irr- 

igated meadows, and even on moderately dry ground 

it will yield a considerable produce. Its seeds are 
very nourishing and form the manua seeds or manna 
croups of the stores which are used in soups and 
sruels. They are rather difficult to collect from 
their ripening irregularly and being easily shaken 
off when ripe. .The seeds of this grass weigh 15: 
pounds per bushel. 

CHAPTER XXVII. 

REED MEADOW GRASS. 

Glyceria Aquatica—Specifie Character. 

Panicle much branched, ample (8 to 15 inches: 
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long); The numerous branches ascending, spread- 
ing with age ; spikelets oblong or linear oblong, 5 to 
9 flowered, usually purplish (1-6 to 3-12 inches 
long): Lower palet entire ; leaves large, 1 to 2 feet 
long 1-3 to 1-2 inch wide. W F et EP common 
Northward. Flowers in July. Culm stout, upright 
3to5feet high. Gray. 

Like G. Fluitans this grows naturally in and by 
the sides of sal and on rich, alluvial soils, more 

especially on the banks of rivers where it is occa- 
sionally covered by fresh water tides. 
This is one of the tallest of British grasses, with a 

powerful creeping root, a native of most parts of 

Europe, and very common in the ae at Cambridge- 
shire, England, where it not only affords a rich pas- 
turage in summer, but forms the chief winter fodder. 
It is sometimes cut thrice in one season, it grows not 
only in very moist ground but also in very deep 
water. 

In the Isle of Ely, it is so abundant and so much 
valued that it there forms a great source of their 
dairy riches being considered excellent food for cows, 
though not relished by horses. It grows there to 
the height of six feet ; it is however usually cut when 
about four feet high and is bound up into sheaves 
and stacked for fodder. 
Immense tracts which were formerly overflowed, 

are now covered with this plant which from its 
strong stem and upright growth is suited to places 
unfit for the finer grasses. 
Some of these Glycerias have been sown among 

the grasses for laying down meadows in wet soils, 

and for such they deserve attention as they produce 
great abundance of valuable fodder. 
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CHAPTER XXVIII 

SIBERIAN LYME GRASS. 

Elymus Sibericus—Specific Character. 

Glabrous: spike wand like 2 to 6 inches long, about 
3-12 in thick, often somewhat nodding; spikelets in 
pairs 3 to 6 flowered: glumes linear lanceolate 3 to 5 
nerved, short awned, shorter than the florets, which 
are rather short awned. South shore of lake Supe- 
rior and north-westward. Gray, Fibrous rooted, per- 
rennial, height four feet. Flowers in June. 

The Siberian Lyme grass does not produce its foli- 
age till rather late in the spring, but it grows rapid- 
ly afterwards, and its leaves, which are numerous, 
long and broad but soft and tender, cover the stem 
up to near the spike and together with the culm are 
much relished by cattle either in a green or dried 
state; although termed a perrennial, it is not so perm- 
anent in its duration as some of the other grasses, 
being more of the habit of the rye grasses in this re- 
spect, and like most of them it may no doubt be bet- 
ter fitted for alternate husbandry than for perma- 
nent pasture. 

The soils best adapted for the growth of Siberian 
Lyme grass seem to be such as are of a free texture 
and rather dry than otherwise; when grown on cold, 
wet soils, its foliage is apt to be injured by rust. 
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CHAPTER XXIX. 

UPRIGHT SEA, LYME GRASS. 

Elymus Arenarius—Specific Character. 

This grass, which much resembles beach grass, 
2rows from two to five feet high, with a perrennial 
long, creeping root. Stem erect, round, smooth ; 
leaves long narrow, hard, grayish, pointed, grooved, 
rolled in, smooth behind and rough on the inner 
surface. Itflowersin July. Differs from the com- 
mon beach grass in having a short, obtuse, ligule, 
and spikelets without footstalks,. of three or four 
florets, while beach grass has a long and pointed 
ligule, and spikelets with footstalks, and of only 
one floret. Flint. 

This grass is not much eaten by domestic animals 
owing no doubt to its excessive hardness and coarse- 
ness. Sir Humphrey Davy found by analyzing the 
soluble matter afforded by this grass that it con- 
tained one third of its weight of sugar, hence it has 
been, not inappropriately termed, the sugar-cane of 
Britain, and its hay from this containing a consider- 
able quantity of nutrious matter has been recom- 
mended to be cut like chaff and given to cattle either 
alone or mixed with other food. 

The purpose, however, for which this grass is gen- 
erally employed and for which its creeping matted 
roots fit it in an eminently degree, is for binding 
loose sands and preventing the encroachment of the 
‘sea, for which purpose it is employed in several parts — 
of Britain, and more extensively on the shores of 
Holland, and is only to be met with growing nat- 
urally in such situations. This grass was intro- 
dueed by the Patent office, and cultivated in differ- 
ent parts of the country. 
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CHAPTER XXX. 

HUNGARIAN GRASS, BRISTLY FOX TAIL GRASS. 

Setaria Germanicwn—Generic Character. 

Spikelets altogether as in Panicum proper, and 
awnless, but with the short peduncles produced be- 
yond them in solitary or clustered bristles resem- 
bling awns, (but not forming an involucre). Inflore- 
scence a dense spiked panicle, or apparently a cylin- 
drical spike. Annuals in cultivated or manured 
grounds, with linear lanceolate flat leaves ; properly 
to be regarded as merely a subgenus of panicum. 
Name from Seta, a bristle. Gray. 

This grass has been introduced into this country 
through the instrumentality of the U. 8S. Patent 
office and is being cultivated throughout the country. 
J. W. Beardsly, Fairfield Co., Connecticut in Co. 
gentleman says of it. I have raised Hungarian 
grass for several years, and have always been well 
pleased with it Last summer (1873) | sowed eleven 
acres, and am satisfied that I got twenty-five tons of 
good, well made hay. Sow it after the ground gets 
warm, say from the 1st to 15th of June, and it will 

do to cut about the 15th of August. It grows in a 
dry, warm soil. I never had any success in sowing 
grass seed with it. Sow from 20 to 25 quarts per 

acre. Cut when in bloom. 
The Prairie Farmer says the trouble about Hun 

garian grass is that it is not generally cut at the 
proper time. I have raised it several years, and con. 
sider it the very best hay for horses. They will fat 
on it when on timothy they will grow poor. I sow 
half a bushel per acre. Cutit when in bloom, before 
any seed is formed ; wilt in the swath the same as 
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clover, and make in the cock. The stalk is nearly 
solid and the hay very heavy; and if made in this 
way will be as green as grass, and a horse will want 
little grain for ordinary farm work. I only feed 
grain in the spring when doing heavy plowing. Give 
your horses all they will eat of it and they will fat 
with decent usage. Itis better to make it by hand, 
but on a good soil you will tumble up a big cock in 
a small space. One advantage in raising Hungarian 
grass is the lateness it may be sown, for a farmer 
finding in June that his meadows are light, or his 
corn a failure, can sow Hungarian grass and make 
up the dedciency. 
Many make a mistake in seeding too soon; the 

crop will be more or, less injured by weeds, which 
seem to grow under all circumstances. It needs but 

seventy days of reasonably good weather to make a 
crop of hay from this grass. 

Care should be taken in the curing of this grass 
for hay. If it musts, or is exposed to the rains 
much after being cut, it is almost worthless. 

Finding my hay crop, in consequence of the dry 
weather. which prevailed during the month of May, 
and up to the 8th of June, was likely to be a short 
one, I sowed part of a field with Hungarian grass 
seed the 9th of June. It has succeeded so far, 
beyond my expectations, notwithstanding the preva- 
lence of dry weather, which we have experienced 
since that time, its growth has been steady and 
rapid, and from present appearances will be ready 
to be cut and be cured for hay by the 10th of August. 
I sowed at the rate of half a bushel, or 16 quarts’ per 
acre, but took pains to sow evenly, perhaps 20 quarts 
for ordinary sowing would be required. 
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PART SECOND. 

CHAPTER I. 

The Artificial grasses, belonging mostly to the Leg- 

uminosa or Pulse Family of plants cultivated and 

used both in a green and dried state as food_for the 

domestic animals. 

In the preceding pages the most valuable species 

of the true grasses belonging to the natural order 

eraminae have received our careful attention. We 

now enter upon a description of another class of 

plants called the Artificial grasses, which are 

equally deserving especial consideration. 

The Artificial grasses have been cultivated over 

two centuries in England. Red clover is supposed 

to have been grown as a field crop since 1633. In 

this country; the introduction and cultivation of Red 

clover dates from 1770, about that time a small quan- 

tity of red clover seed reached Philadelphia, and was 

sown in gardens, and on pasture lots in the neigh- 

borhood of the city. In 1773, Mr. James Vaux, of 

Flatland Ford, Montgomery Co., Pennsylvania, un- 

eble to procure on this side the Atlantic, a sufficient 

quantity of this seed for his purpose, obtained a 

¥ 
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cask from England, which, owing to some injury 
sustained on the voyage was found uufit tor use. 
‘This unfortunate circumstance delayed his projected 
experiment, which would have been the first on a 
large scale, ever tried in the state. It also prevented 
an increase and distribution of the seed, until after — 
the war then existing between the colonies and the 

mother country. , 
In 1785, this same gentleman sowed eighty pounds 

of clover seed on thirty-five acres of wheat braird, 
an account of the success of which he sent to the 

' Philadelphia Society for Promoting Agriculture. 
To the combined efforts of the members of this So- 
ciety, whose President, the venerable Judge Peters, 
one of the foremost men in Pennsylvania, if not in 
America (at that time) in every useful Agricultural 
improvement, the country is indebted in a great 
measure for the introduction and. distribution of 
clover and gypsum. 

The seed of the common red clover, Trifolinm 

Pratense, or native red clover (so called in England) 
also known by the name of marle grass, is believed 
to be the kind first introduced. In the ‘course of 
time it passed into varieties, for we find in 1822, that 
energetic and painstaking seedsman, Robert Sin- 
clair, of Baltimore, describing a new variety. There 
is, he says, a species of clover, called the tall, or 

saplin clover, which has the appearance of the com- 
mon red, but is much taller and: coarser, ripens 
about two weeks later, except its coarseness (which 

may be corrected by sowing thick) I prefer it to the 
common,kind for sowing with Timothy, as they ripen 
together, and for improving poor land, it is much 
the best as it affords a greater covering to the land. 
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rom 1820 shipments of clover seed have been made 

om Philadelphia to Liverpool, and different parts 

f the United Kingdom. It is quite probable that 

he species or variety known in England, as the 

irge American cow clover was introduced about 

his period. There are at present, three distinct 

pecies of red clover, in England, which are -culti- 

ated by agriculturists, viz: Trifolium Pratense, - 

ifolium Perrenne and Trifolium Medium. It will 

e seen by a comparison of their analyses, that there 

3; not much difference in their nutritive values. 

‘here is however, in their perrennial properties, the 

wo latter being more permanent or lasting? 32... 

In this country at the present time it may be said 

hat red clover is simply divided into two ‘classes, 

he large or mammoth, and the trifolium. pratense 

x common clover. Parties who have made a spec- 

ality of growing clover seed for market in the west- 

mm part of the state for the past forty years make no 

ther distinction than the above. The two kinds 

wre essentially different, however, in their properties 

of growth, &c., which will be treated of under its 

proper head. Of the many substitutes for clover, 

which are grown in England, such as lucern, sain- 

foin, burnet, &c., few of them are cultivated with 

any degree of success in this country. Although 

lucern seems to be far better adapted to the climate 

of this country than that of Britain. Sainfoin I 

have found to grow well here this spring when other 

grasses made very little progress. Sainfoin has 

been cultivated in England since 1651, and is still 

in high repute. (Ak fice clover is not receiving the 

attention to which its superior merits entitle it. ) 

The yellew clover or trefoils growing naturally ona 

: 
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variety of soils throghout the country, on all of 
which they seem to flourish, are not cultivated to any 
extent deserving of notice. 

To those who follow a system of soiling their cat- 
tle during the spring and summer months a variety 
of Artificial grasses will be found of great benefit. 
I will therefore proceed to give a description, &c. of 
the most useful and deserving ones for cultivating. 



CHAPTER II. 

COMMON RED CLOVER, MARLE GRASS. 

Trifolium Pratense— Specific Character. 

Stems ascending, somewhat hairy, leaflets oval or 
obovate, often notched at the end and marked on 

the upper side with a pale spot, stipules broad, bris- 
tle pointed, heads ovate, sessile. Fields and mead- 
ows largely cultivated. Gray. Flowers in June, 
and ripens seeds in July. 

Way’s ANALYSIS. 

100 parts as taken green from the field, June 7th. 

EI ences hs yt ook pa eck ok cha chee de 81.01 
Albuminous or flesh forming principles.............. 4.27 
NPRM 2043 5°5 vais... wind o5 2k salen atall Oo ald one 0.69 
Heat producing principles, starch, sugar, gum, etc... 8.45 
ES oo ien, wo aidss sig ae wis wx SEE ee 4°38. 16 
Mmmm MaaLber OF A8N.~. 22 23s ss ore woes oh a noone cue 1.85 

100.00 

In 100 parts of the grass dried at 212° Fahr. 

Albuminous or flesh forming principles.............. 22.55 
REMIT TOW 2S a of td i ond C88 cb Bodo dle we he de 3.67 
Heat producing principles, starch, sugar, gum, ete... 44.47 
EM oe ga eM ara  S hn.n: » 0 50Gw tle, d dG aye Sin, mtiois 19.75 
StPgTITLLOCY OF BU. s occ cv ec cose ass ee nei ewes 9.56 
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Red clover abounds in every part of Europe, and 

even in Siberia. Although it flourishes in dry, bar- 

ren and shady places, yet it delights most in such as 

are rich, moist and sunny. This plant affords a 

large produce of leaf and blossom, by which the land 

is preserved in a more perfect state of closeness and 

shade, while the crop continues upon it, than by any 

other artificial grasses. It has consequently a 
greater influence in ameliorating the soils and pre- 
paring them for wheat crops to greater advantage. 
The preparation of land for the reception of clover 
seed whether sown alone or with a grain crop, is of 
cousiderable importance. If the object is to raise a 
crop for soiling purposes, it should be sown on 
ground which had produced green crops the pre- 
vious year (such as potatoes, turnips, &c.) Plowed 
in the fall and again in the spring, as early as the 
season will admit, and the clover sown with fertil- 

izers. This will give the clover a chance to get ahead 
of the weeds, and produce at least one good cutting 
the first season ; otherwise the weeds will overtop the 
clover, and necessitate their cutting before they go 
to seed. This will also give freedom of air to the 
clover and give it a fresh start. In any case it is 

better to sow clover on clean, fertile land. If on 
poor land, fertilizers should be freely used, other- 
wise it is time and money wasted. 

The soils best adapted to the growth of clover, as 

regards its nutritive properties are decidedly calca- 
rious ones, and the same may be said of other grasses 
as well. No part of Europe, for instance, produces 
natural grass, of a finer quality than Ireland, and 
much of it has been immemorially in pasture, but 
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the surface soil lies almost throughout the island 

upon a limestone bottom, 
A soil to produce good clover crops must have 

either more or less of lime in its composition. Al- 

though I have seen heavy, luxuriant crops grown on 

peaty soils, but the surface had been pared and 

burnt previously. 

Boussingault found no less than 32,80 per cent of 

lime in the inorganic constituents of red clover. Ii 

is therefore evident that soils which are deficient in 

calearious substances must have an application of 

gypsum, ashes, leached or, unleached or phosphates, 

else the clover crops will soon be diminished. The 

action of clover in increasing the fertility of soils, is 

well explained by Professor Voelcker; he remarks: 

‘<‘All.who are practically acquainted with the subject, 

must have seen that the best crops of wheat are pro- 

duced by being preceded by crops of clover, grown 
for seed. /1 have come to the conclusion that the 
very best preparation, the very best manure is 

a good crop of clover.. A vast amount of mineral 

manure is brought within the reach of the grain 

crop,’ which otherwise would. remain in a lockup | 
condition in the soil. The clover plants take nitro-— 
gen from the atmosphere, and manufacture it into 
their own substance, which, on decomposition of the | 
clover roots and leaves, produces abundance of | 

Ammonia. 
In reality the growing of clover is equivalent, to a 

great extent, to manuring with peruvian guano, 

and in this paper of mine, I show that you abtain a 
larger quantity of manure than the largest dose of 
peruvian guano, which a farmer would ever think 
of applying.”’ In England the common red clover, 
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trifolium pratense, is cultivated on a variety of soils, 
and is sown at different periods or intervals between 
February and May, either alone or with oats, or rye 
grass, the latter preferred, as the rye grass shelters it 
better from the effects of severe frosts: It 1s, how- 
ever, considered by the English farmers, inferior to 

either of the other two kinds as regards its perma- 
nency. Its analysis, however, shows that it is. supe-. 
rior to trifolium perrenne in nutritive value. 

Clover seed should be sown in the spring of the 
year. The most common practice in the northern. 
states is to sow on the late snows of March or April, 
on {wheat or rye brairds, when sown with spring 
grain (oats, barly, &c.) Mr. Crozier’s method de- 
scried on page 29, I consider the best. The common 
practice is‘from 8 to 12 lbs. per acre for a separate 
sowing. 20 to 25 lbs. per acre will be required, con- 

trary to the method used with meadow grass. It is 
recommended after clover has been cut, that the 
swaths be ot spread out, but suffered to remain on 

the ground, as isft by the scythe or machine, until 

about three parts dried, then turned, and allowed to 

dry properly and either eo*ked up or taken to the 
barn, A bushel of red clover sed Weighs 64 Ibs, 

CHAPTER III. 

PERRENNIAL RED CLOVER. 

Trifolium Pratense Perrenne. 

This is a variety of Trifolium pratense, but of a 
more perrennial character, roots longer, and pene- 
trating into the subsoil. The Mammoth Red may 
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also be classed under this head, although what is 

known in England as Trifolium Perrenne is not a 

mammoth clover. Yet both it and what is generally 

known in the Northern States as mammoth elover, 

have the same peculiarities in appearance as Trifolium 

Pratense, by the same colored flowers, leaflets oval 

or obovate, often notched at the end, and marked on 

the upper side with a pale spot—heads ovate, sessile. 

It must be borne in mind that it is only by the cul- 

tivator’s skilful care that species and varieties of 
clovers can be preserved and propagated ; otherwise,, 

hybridizing or reverting to the original form of the 

species will be the result or consequence. The Per- 

rennial red clovers are later in flowering and ripening 

their seeds, than the common red. Z 

Way’s ANALYSIS. 

From 100 parts, as taken from the field June 4th. 

BREE at Glo rss LS sh cnsis aoe sis! «v Bia Gala 81.05 
Albuminous or flesh forming principles ............. 3.64 
IMME TREO os no oS oi hin ap 2s dissin sana ds Dasa a eto 18 
Heat producing principles, starch, sugar, gum, &c... 804 
PSM: TSEC) 222. sad ci tcin'n As ere an se ey eee aera 4.9} 
eae wae matter OF Ash! :) oo. c/o 2s wb san se ole ey eg mae es 1.58 

100.00 

100 parts of the grass dried at 212° Fahr. 

Albuminous or flesh forming principles............ . 19.18 
DOME ON oo aorced co's oS ole te dn SA eases sigan te 4.09 
Heat producing principles, starch, sugar, gum, &c... 42.42 
Daye. Fa. US oss eles hs Se ae Pate ee eee 
Beemeratvmatper or Ash 15!) 65 fe hs od tues oldie ee ere em 8.35 

100.00 

Perrennial Red Clover is in greater repute with 
English farmers than the common red. 
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Whereas the analysis shows that in nutritive qual- 
ities the latter ismuch superiortoit. Its chief merits, - 
therefore, must consist in its permanent properties 
continuing longer in the land than the common red. 
It produces abundance of seeds, which may be easily 
collected, and is more frequently employed for laying 
down lands to grass. 

In this country the mammoth red is receiving 
marked attention at the present time. It is very 
highly spoken of by the farmers of Virginia and the 
Western States. W.B.58. L., Virginia, in Country 
Gentleman, says of it: ‘‘It is known with us as the 
mammoth or saplin clover. Its striking peculiarities 
are the immense growth it attains in rich, loamy 

soils, yielding probably as much more bulk to the 
_ acre as the common varieties of red clover, which it 

— a i a -— 

resembles in other respects. It grows as large on 
thin land as the other on good, rich soils, and takes 
well on all soils that [ have tried it upon. It ripens 
with Timothy and should be sown with it. As a 
fertilizer I think it surpasses all other grasses, owing 

to its immense foliage.”’ 
W. W. R., Marietta, Ohio, says of it: ‘‘ It is cer- 

tainly a very desirable variety for the purpose of 
renovating lands, also to sow with Timothy, as it 
matures about the same period. It is raised in great 
quantities in the neighborhood of Albion, Mich. It 
is also well known in Northern Illinois, where it has 

— succeeded well.”’ 

In the Northern States this variety is no better than 
the common red, unless it receives the same care and 
attention which is usually bestowed on the latter. I 
have seen the common red growing on fertile soils in 
the neighborhood of Northport fully equal in point 
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of luxuriance, and tall, coarse growth, to any mam- 

moth clover I have ever seen, either here or else- 

where. 
Mr. Crozier, of Beacon Farm, cultivates this mam- 

moth clover exclusively. By judicious management 
he keeps it up to a medium standard; avoiding the 
extremes of coarseness, he secures a hay that pos- 
sesses the properties and qualities of both sorts 
combined. 

From my experience with the different species and 
variety of Red Clover, I have arrived at the conclu- 
sion that to grow them with any degree of success, 
attention must be paid to the cleansing and manuring 
of the soil; otherwise partial or total failures will be 
the result. 
From 8 to 12 lbs. of seeds per acre should be sown 

on wheat or rye brairds in the spring ; from 20 to 25 
pounds, if sown alone. <A bushel of perrennial Red 
Clover weighs (same as Pratense) 64 lbs. 

CHAPTER. Ly; 

ZIG ZAG CLOVER (COW GRASS.) 

Trifolium Mediwn—Specifie Character. 

Stem zig zag, smoothish; leaflets oblong, entire, 
and spotless; heads mostly stalked; flowers a 
deeper purple, otherwise like the Trifolium Pratense. 

Oss. There is a marked difference between this 
species and Trifolium Pratense and its variety. The 
stems of the latter are ascending or rising obliquely 
upwards, while the stems of the former are zig zag ; 
leaflets of Pratense, often notched at the end and 
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marked on the upper side with a pale spot, whereas 
in Trifolium Medium the leaflets are entire (not 
notched) and spotless; the heads of Pratense.are 

sessile, those of Medium are stalked and the flowers 

of a deeper purple, and larger than in Pratense. 
Flowers in June and ripens seeds in July. 

Way's ANALYSIS. 

100 parts as taken green from the field June 7th. 

ee a ee ae eee ee | aslo dS 54s nculee 
Albuminous or flesh eae principles. -cseccesceee 6,30 
Fatty matters.-eeseeeeees wispisialas s+ sss wisicieinly susse se 7) eee 
Heat producing principles, starch, sugar, gum, etc... 9.42 
Woody fibre....--+ee- bintals CM ie ah betewre sacosrees. Ocoa 
Minnveralmatter Or able os s0 i bs cis 60 e0s' bese o:s hie wes 3.01 

100.00 
100 parts of the grass dried at 212° Fahr. 

Albuminous or flesh forming principles................ 24.33 
Sieciy MUsGGelhs2). 225e5 ss be, cee os Ee epee ome 3.07 
_Heat producing principles, starch, sugar, gum, etc... 36.36 
Baigent. TOR acess ee ee eee 24,14 
Mancrabanatior OF aph. 4. oo eee oy ee 11.60: 

100.00 

It is well worthy the attention of the intelligent 
reader to make a careful comparison of the analysis. 
of the red clovers, which will serve to show that 
whatever points of difference may exist in their 
specific characters, there is very little in their nutri- 
tive qualities. 

This species of clover has been cultivated in Eng- 
land from a very distant period. Mr. Taunton, of 
Bristol (Eng.) whose useful experiments were so 
highly appreciated by English agriculturists, assisted 
largely in attracting notice to this species. He found 
it to furnish a darker-colored and heavier swath than 
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any other part of his experimental ground ; and, con- 
sidering that no manure had been applied to this 
spot during the previous eight years, it served to 
prove that it would clothe even a light, sandy soil 
with herbage. 

It is of a decidedly perrennial character, and vege- 
tates spontaneously on marly soils, though it has 
been cultivated with very favorable results on sandy, 
loamy, and heavy clay lands. The time of sowing 
in England is from the middle of April till the second 
or third week in May. Itis not so good to sow alone 
as the common red. It requires a sheltering crop to 
withstand the severity of the winter, but when onee 
established will remain in the soil for years. This 
plant is cultivated throughout the Eastern States. It 
is deserving of a more extensive cultivation than has 
yet been given it. For separate seeding, 25 lbs. 
per acre ; on grain crops, sow from 8 to 12 lbs. per 
acre. 

A: bushel of seed weighs 64 lbs. 

CHAPTER, V. 

WHITE CLOVER (DUTCH CLOVER.) 

Trifolium Repens—Specifie Character. 

Smooth perrennial; the slender stems spreading 
and creeping; leaflets, inversely heart-shaped or 
merely notched, obscurely toothed ; stipules scale- 
like, narrow ; petioles, and especially the peduncles, 
very long; heads small and loose; calyx much 
shorter than the white corolla; pods about 4-seeded ; 
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Fields and copses everywhere. Gray. Flowers in 
May and during the summer. 

Way’s ANALYsIs. 

100 parts as taken green from the field June 18th. 

MAE: 556 bw edna te awe de ent as ban chile bay & pies ae cto 

Albuminous or flesh forming principles.....+-s.eceeees 3.30 
Fatty WIDTEOIS d 0 deeb c's cctv ce sublccttecees OOC00fbs be 09 

Heat producing principles, starch, gum, sugar, etc... 8.14 
Woody fibre. .ccccscccrccccccccccececcecscecceees D098 
Mineral matter or adliesssccsccccccccsccsceccccass DAS 

100.00 
100 parts of the grass dried at 212° Fahr. 

Albuminous or flesh forming principles..........+++ 18.76 
Fatty matter. sc cisccercceccscesecscscesccesesese 4,30 
Heat producing principles, starch, sugar,gum, ete... 4.04 
Woody fibre. ..ccccccccccccvccvecssccvseceecscess L005 
Mineral matter or ash. ..ceccccccccccccccecccccsees 10,29 

100.00 

Trifolium Repens or White Clover is also known 
under the name of Dutch Clover, from the English 
having first learned its use from the Flemings, and 
from large quantities of the seed being imported from 
Holland. Its favorite soil is limestone, but it is one 

of the most general grasses throughout England, 
being found in almost every situation, from the low- 
est to the highest meadow ; though on very poor land 
it is often so small, and grows in such a creeping 
manner among the lower leaves of other herbage, 

that it is scarcely perceptible until brought up by 
top-dressings, which probably has given rise to the 
very general opinion that it is indigenous to some 
soils. The central root penetrates to a considerable 
depth, and the plant is thereby enabled to resist 
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the effects of drought, particularly on sandy soils. 
The branches which trail on the surface send fibrous 

roots from their joints down to the ground, and hence 
this species of clover maintains itself in land of oppo- 
site qualities, for if the surface be too dry to afford 

nourishment to the foliage, it is preserved by the 
roots. It is not, however, so nutritive as the common 

annual red clover, nor does it form a good pasture 
when sown by itself, for it has been found injurious 
to sheep; but, combined with other grasses, itis a 
valuable plant. It has been said there is no better 
test of good land than its running spontaneously to 
white clover. Its analysis is a goodone. From 4 
to 8 lbs per acre should enter a mixture with the 
seeds of other grasses for permanent meadow or 
pasture. 

A bushel! of white clover seeds weighs 65 lbs. 

CHAPTER VI. 

ALSKYE OR PERRENNIAL HYBRID CLOVER. 

Trifoliwm Hybriduim. 

Alsyke or Perrenial Hybrid Clover, which takes 
name from the Alsyke district, near Stockholm, was 
was first introduced into Sweden. 
Within the last century vast improvements in agri- 

culture have enabled this valuable clover to be 
brought to great perfection, and it is now held in 
high estimation by the Swedish farmers, and exten- 
sively cultivated by the leading agriculturists in 
Great Britain. 

The root is fibrous and the heads globular. 
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The plant bears a greater resemblance to the white 
than the red clover, and may be described as the 

giant white clover,) with flesh-colored heads. / The 
advantages it possesses over every other variety of 
clover are: Its perrennial or permanent character ; 
its hardiness, for no winter will kill it; its capability 
alike of resisting the extremes of drought and wet ; 
the much greater weight of herbage it produces dur- 
ing the season, and the certainty of a plant when all 
others fail. Its powers of productlon are inexhaust- 
able, and improved by the wonderfully curious for- 
mation of the plant, from the single crown of which 
innumerable heads are continually being produced 
all through the season, and tillering out laterally over 
the ground. The hardy nature of the plant is proved 
by the fact of its thriving by transplanting. A single 
plant may be taken up and divided into ten or more 
parts, the fibrous roots just cropped, and each part 
will produce a luxuriant plant, so that no farmer 
need ever hereafter have a patchy piece of clr 
In England 12 lbs. of seed is used per acre, if sown 
as a Separate crop. 
The Canada Farmer says of Alsyke Clover: It 

should be sown in the spring, with wheat or barley, 
in precisely the same manner as red clover. When 

allowed to ripen its seed, it cannot be cut more than 
once in a season, as it bears its seeds with the first 
blossom in each year; but if it is grown for a hay 
crop, it can be cut again in the fall, and will yield a 
nice lot of tine hay for calves and sheep. Its effect 
on the ground is nearly the same as that of ordinary 
red clover, and perhaps is still more paralleled by 
the small white clover. The most prominent advan- 
tages of the Alsyke Clover over the common red va- 
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riety are/ that it does not heave out of the ground in 

spring with the frost, and, con fenentie: it can be 

sown on damp ground with good results. It makes 

finer and better hay, for the stalks ae not so thick 

and woody as those of red clover, -/ It yields about 

one-third more seed to the acre, and, when threshed. 

the hay makes excellent feed for calves and sheep. 

Among its disadvantages may be reckoned its rank 

erowth, rendering it liable to be lodged. 

Mr. Chauncy Miller, of the Shaker Family, near 

Albany, says of ity ‘We tind the Alsyke Clover a 

very superior grass in the following points. 1st. For 

its value as a hay crop on a great variety of soils. 

2nd. For its fineness of stalk or haulm. 3d. For its 
multitude of sweet flowers, blooming, perhaps, three 

or four times as much: as red clover, making, 
when in bloom, literally a sea of flowers. 4th. Its 
adaptability to heavy soils, clays, or heavy’ clay 
loams (as well as sandy soils), not being so liable to 
heave out by frosts in winter and spring as red clo- 
ver, being the product of a cross between the red and 
white clovers originated in Germany. 5th. To all 
farmers who keep bees largely the crop would be of 
great value in its season of floweriug, which lasts 
about six weeks; the bees are continually on it, 

‘‘from dewy morn until dusky eve.”’ 6th. To those 
farmers raising clover seed for market, the AlsyKe 
Clover, in our opinion, would be of great value, as it 
seeds enormously, and the seed threshes easily, by 
flail or machine, leaving a beautiful quality of hay, 

the stalks retaining their greenness when the seed is 
ripe. 7th. It holds many weeks in bloom, thus giving 

the farmer lee way of time and weather to secure the 

hay crop. y, 
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T. W. Briggs, West Macedon, in Country Gentle- 
try Gentleman, says of it ./The Alsyke is erect and 
branching like the ed throwing out its flower stalks 
at every branch, and isin bloom early and late, the 
lower heads being ripe while fresh blooms are open- 
ing at the top, thus affording a longer season for the 
accumulation of the sweetest of sweets ; the flower 
Bares of the white and red, being a very delicate 
pink or rose, and the root, in our loamy soils, pene- 
trates to the depth of 18 or 20 inches, and isa tap 
root, ike that of the red clover—hence it may be in- 
ees it is equally as valuable for enriching the soil. 
For hay, when grown with Timothy, it is much supe- 
rior to the common red clover, as it is not as coarse, 

and is more prolific of flowers and seeds. 3 to 4 ibs. 
of seed is sufficient to seed an acre, with the usual 
quantity of Timothy, if properly distributed, 

The Scuthern Planter says: In early spring sowed 
1 lb on a quarter acre ; it germinated well, and, like © 
red clover, only made a good stand ; but in the fol- 
lowing spring it came up well, and on the 16th June 
stood from 20 to 30 inches high, and was covered 
with blossoms and bees. The bloga is like that of 
the white clover, folding back in such a way as to 
enable the bees to get into every part of it, while on 
the red clover, coming up on the same patch, you 
seldom or ever see one. . 

E.T. Bryan, Calhoun county, Mich.. says of Alsyke 
Clover: I have tried AlsykKe by the side of red clover, 
four successive years—seed sown’ at the same time. 
and in the same field cattle, horses, 
horses, and sheep will not graze on the red clover, so 
Jong as they can get a good bite on the Alsyke. My 
experience is, there is no other clover equal to it for 
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the purposes of feeding cattle, sheep, and horses; 
and I believe it to be equal to the red glover as a fer- 
tilizer. It will flourish on both dry and moist land ; 
does not suffer from the severest frosts or drought, as 
red clover does ; is as free from fuzz or dust as Tim- 

othy ; hence it will not cause horses to cough or 
heave as red clover hay does.) It will grow from one 
to two and a half tons of superior hay to the acre, 
according to the season. It yields two mowings an- 
nually, if cut expressly for hay when in full bloom, 
which, in this latitude, is generally the last of June 
or first of July. Butif cut for seed, it should stand 
about two weeks later, then affording abundance of 
superior pasturage for all kinds of stock. The seed 
is cut from the first crop. 

The Alsyke, when left to seed, has its stalks yet 
green when its seeds are ripe. and produces much 
‘better hay than the red clover, when cut for that 

purpose,/ 
From 33 to 4 lbs. per acre, when sown with wheat, 

rye, oats, or barley, is sufficient. It generally yields 
from 3 to 8 bushels of seed per acre. 

CHAPTER VII. 

YELLOW CLOVER, HOP TREFOIL OR SHAMROCK 

CLOVER. 

Trifolium Procumbens—Specifie Character. 

Stems spreading or ascending, pubescent (3 to 6 
inches high) ; leaflets wedge obovate, notched at the 
end ; the lateral at a small distance from the other 

(pinnately 3-foloilate) ; stipules ovate, short. Sandy 
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fields and roadsides. New England to Virginia. 
Gray. 

Flowers in June, and ripens seeds in July. 
* 

Way’s ANALYSIS. 

100 parts as taken green from the field June 13th. 

DAUEE ss oo e's ssw 00s oe em a Sinise pee ee Ne te oleJelss6'2) in een 
Albuminous, or flesh forming eae Sods adign ls Sem 3.9 
Fatty matters SOOO UO o Oo. ee eececeecccesseo ces i 

Heat producing principles, starch, gum, sugar, etc... 7.25 
Woody Fibre. eeeeevoevoeeeeeeeee @ eeeeeeveeeeceeeseeeee8 5) TA 

Mineral matter or aphe si. Se Sa el ee 1.37 

100 parts of the grass dried at 212° Fahr. 

Albuminous or flesh forming sae cccccssccceee 20.48 
Fatty matters........6. Aes ee ie seccoese..+cevee Oh 
Heat producing principles, stareh, gum, sugar, etc.... 43.86 
Ree Teo. ss Side as s' peenaus > uemowe che eee 22 66 
Mineral matter or ash. 8.33 

The shamrock clover grows naturally on dry, grav- 
elly places, and has been recommended for growing 
on such soils as are incapable of supporting the more 
valuable grasses and clovers; but, trom the small 
bulk of produce which it yields, the propriety of its 
cultivation is questionable, and, besides, cattle are 
not found to relish it if they can procure more nutri- 

tious food. 
It is also very liable to be injured by mildew. 

Trifohum Procumbens is readily distinguished from 
Trifohum Filiforme, by its more compact, upright, 
and branching habit of growth, and by its close, 
globular, shining heads of yellow flowers. 
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CHAPTER VIII. 

YELLOW-FLOWERED CLOVER, OR SLENDER YELLOW 

CLOVER—COMMON SUCKLING CLOVER. 

Trifolium Filiforme, 

Grows naturally on dry, rocky, or gravelly places. 
Common Suckling Clover has been recommended, 
same as Trifolium Procumbens, for growing on dry, 
rocky or gravelly places, which are incapable of sup- 
porting the more valuable grasses or clovers. Like 
Trifolium Procumbens, cattle are not found to relish 

it, if they can procure more nutritious food. Although 
generally termed an annual, Trifolium Filiforme is 
often found of biennial duration, especially when 
grown in medium good soil, or when eaten down by 
cattle or sheep. 

CEA PTH: EX: 

ITALIAN, OR FLESH-COLORED CLOVER. 

Trifolium Incarnatum. 

Observation. The whole plant villose, or covered 
with short wool or hair. Flowers in June and July. 

Height 18 inches to 2 feet ; root annual. 
A native of Italy. 
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Way’s ANALYSIS. 

100 parts as taken green from the field, June 4th. 

REE Os iv ace s, oes = Dee ea Cea se ee 82.14 
Albuminous or flesh forming principles pee ES) Fok 2.96 
athe TAAECOE Soo s.c5,0 « eco se kon tye ee ee ~ 67 
Heat producing principles, starch, sugar, gum, etc... 6.70 
RA MeiCEN Gnd bo pate he wae ceca oe Wend DE ee 5.73 
Mifgerrt aiatler OL -HSL. 3.) s5io0 sss vn eos cet ee 175 

5 100.00 
100 parts of the grass dried at 212° Fahr. 

Albuminous or flesh forming principles............. 16 60 
Memawrmiawer <5 ee tos ce tes , Se alee 3.73 
Heat producing principles, starch, sugar, gum, etc... 37.50 
Dera n mbt iso ods s dias ewe BOSE: eeccee 32.09 
Mineral matter or asheseescccccsccccvccces stots ews Vues 

100.00 

The Trifolium Incarnatum has long been known 
in England amongst horticulturists as a beautiful 
border annual. But isis only since 1830 that its cul- 
tivation has been recommended, as yielding an. 
excellent and abundant crop of fodder for feeding 
cattle. It has been grown with much success in the 
southern counties of England. 

In Scotland it has been found to succeed well, 

when sown on stubble after the oats or barley has 

been removed, with no previous preparation, save a 
course or two of harrowing, just sufficient to stir up 
the soil to the depth of an inch or two, so that the 
seed may be more easily covered. 

It was first introduced into this country in 1818, 
by Mr. B. Hands of Chester Town, Penn. The year 
previous he had been traveling in Italy. 

He thus describes it in its native fields: In making 
one of the usual excursions from Naples his atten- 
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tion was arrested by the sight of a small field of this 
clover, exhibiting a fine, compact crop, with long 
blossoms of the most sparkling scarlet, at least three 
feet in height. Its great superiority in growth and 
beauty to any kind of clover he had ever seen, im- 
mediately induced him to obtain information respect- 
ing it; also some seed. He was told that it was 
much preferred to the English clovers. He procured 
a quantity of seed in the chaff, and, on his return 
home in the fall, sowed some for experiment, to 
ascertain whether the winter would prove too severe 
for it, or materially affect it. He found it to stand 
the winter well. This was the first introduction of it 
into Pennsylvania, and it attracted the attention of 
the leading agriculturists of the country at the time; 
but failed to supplant the red clover, nor does it ap- 
pear to have been cultivated to any extent as a field 
crop at any time since (in this country). This grass 
should be sown in early spring, or else in July, for 
soiling and mowing before winter. 

The seed is always for sale in the principal seed 
stores throughout the country. 

CHAPTER X. 

EGYPTIAN TREFOIL. 

Trifolium Alexandrinum. 

Remarks.—Height, 18 inches to 2 feet. Flowers in 
June and July. 

Native of Egypt. 

As an agricultural plant, the introduction of the 
Alexandrinum into England is more recent than that 
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of the Trifolium Incarnatum, compared with which 
it is of a taller and more straggling habit of growth, 
and is not so well clothed with leaves; it is also a 
few days earlier in flowering. It should be sown 
the latter end of August for an early spring crop, 
and it has been suggested that one or both might be 
sown in spring, along with the Italian rye grass, for 
summer feeding, instead of the common tares, par- 
ticularly since they are found to be less injurious to 
the soil. 

The same practice of preparing the ground for this 
as is used before sowing the Trifolium Incarnatum, 
only the ground should be more pulverized. I am 
not aware of this plant having been introduced or 
cultivated in this country. 

CHAPTHR AG. 

COMMON BIRDS FOOT TREFOIL. 

Lotus Corniculatus. 

Remarks. Flowers eight or ten in depressed 
heads, generally of a bright yellow, but sometimes 
orange colored, especially before being fully ex- 
panded. Stem decumbent, thick and fusiform. 

Perrennial, flowers about the 20th of June, and 
continues till the end of August; height from 6 
inches to one foot. Grows abundantly on dry, 
elevated pastures and heathy soils. 

This plant is well deserving of cultivation on light, 

dry, and high elevated inferior soils, and, on such 
will yield a greater bulk of herbage than any of the 
cultivated clovers. It is highly nutritious and eaten 
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with avidity by cattle. From the depth to which its 
roots penetrate, it is not liable to be injured by 
drought, and is thereby enabled to retain its verdure 
after the grasses and other plants are burned up. 

CHAPTER XII. 

THE GREATER BIRDS FOOT TREFOIL. 

Lotus Major. 

Remarks. Some eminent botanists are of the 
opinion that this is nothing else than a variety of 
Lotus Corniculatus and account for the difference 
from the natural place of growth of the L. Major, 
causing a greater development of its parts, but be- 
sides its more luxuriant habit, it differs materially 
from L. Corniculatus in the form of its roots, which 
are fibrous and creeping, while those of the latter 
are thick and fusiform, characteristics which both 

retain when cultivated in any soils under any cir- 
cumstances, the seeds of Lotus Major being only 
half the size. This specie grows naturally by the 
sides of ditches, damp hedges and bushy places, and 
attains its greatest luxurience in such soils as have a 
portion of peat for their composition. Both those 
plants are very common in pastures throughout 

Great Britian. 
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CHAPTER XIII. 
LUCERNE. 

Medicago Sativa—Specific Character. 

Upright, smooth, perrennial, leaflets obovate, ob- 
long, toothed ; flowers (purple) racemed ; pods spir- 
ally twisted. Cultivated for green fodder, rarely 
spontaneous. Flowers in July and ripens seeds in 
August. 

Way’s ANALYSIS _ 

100 parts as taken green from the field May 16th. 
NG Teeter, vices ieee Rte ye ee ce eee 69.65 
Albuminous or flesh forming principles ................ 3.83 

Mey UCT RS cee Oo ot ose ae. SoS ec oe eee MR 
Heat producing principles, starch, sugar, gum, etc... 13.62 
BMraE SHER Se a8 To Fees Eee ee hae Ae ee 8.74. 
Maden sratver or Aghe > 03 a2. ale she neonate 3.04 

100.00 

100 parts of the grass dried at 212° Fahr. 
Albuminous or flesh forming principles............... 12.96 
Winien migaberey. Sb NCI a Oe Aceh i ee 2.76 
Heat producing principles, starch, sugar, gum, etc...... 40.16 
De Ray PNT Oops 5 Le aes Pe eee ee 34.21 
Srmetal anater or Ash. 2) ooo i ee 10.11 

100.00 

Lucerne was introduced into British husbandry 
about the middle of the 17th century, and has ever 
since been cultivated successfully in the British Isles. 
It still continues a favorite plant for soiling purposes. 
It may be sown broadcast, drilled or transplanted, 
all of which methods have been successfully prac- 
ticed. The proper time for sowing in England is 
toward the middle or end of March, or not later than 

April, because like the turnip, Lucerne is subject to 
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the ravages of the fly, and by early sowing it will 
attain a sufficient degree of growth so as not to be 
affected by the attacks of the insect. Lucerne has 
also been introduced and satisfactorially cultivated 

in this country during the past fifty years. 
Vanbrugh Livingston, of Westchester Co., N. Y. 

State whose high opinion of Lucerne, was fully 
borne out by his previous successful cultivation of 
it, said of it in 1827 ‘‘Although the virtues of Lu- 
cerne have been most largely descanted on by Brit- 
ish writers, it is a plant which is far better adapted 
to our own climate than that of Britian. The latter 
country it would appear, does not possess the requi- 
site degree of heat and dryness to insure the full 
advantage of its real value. 

And it seems to be expedient, if not necessary in 
that country, to cultivate it at the expense of drill- 
ing, while here it answers with perfect success in the 
easier and cheaper mode of broadcast. 

Judge Buel, of Albany, commenced growing it in 
1820. In 1824 he sowed 16 lbs of seed, on an acre (well 
prepared by manure and potatoes the preceding 
year) with half a bushel of winter rye, the whole 
sown broadcast. The ground was well harrowed 
and rolled after it was sown. The rye soon spread 
its leaves upon the surface and protected the Lucerne 
until its roots had good hold of the soil. It grew 
well notwithstanding the drought. The latter end 
of Augnst, perceiving that some of the rye was push- 
ing up seed stalks, he mowed it and fed it green to 
his cattle. In 1825, he cut three tolerable crops and 

soiled it to his cows. In 1826 he cut it four times 
for green fodder, and in the Autumn gave the field a 
slight top dressing of rotten dung.. In 1827, May 
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the 20th, he commenced cutting and feeding his 

Lucerne morning and evening to his cattle; this year 

he cut in all three crops, and a fourth might have 

been cut only for the difficulty in curing it.’’ He 

further says, It should be cut for soiling as soon as 

the blossoms appear, and allowed to wilt a few 

hours in the swath before it is fed to the cattle, and 
lastly, like all other crops, it is benefitted by an 
occasional top dressing of manure.’ 

In 1862, on Mr. Peter Lorrillards Farm, in West- 
chester Co., N, Y. State, there was four acres of 
ground well prepared late in the spring and sown 
broadcast, with Lucerne without any other crop, did 
not cut it that season, but the following year cut it 
four times, and it continued yielding well for several 

years. 
Lucerne has been cultivated for many years in 

Lower Canada. Its growth upon the farms of the 
late Mr. Logan, and others in the neighborhood of 
Montreal has been quite a success, resisting the se- 
verity of the Canadian Winters, it prshes forth with 
vigor in the spring and increases in luxuriance from 
year to year. It is generally fit for cutting a fort- 
night earlier than red clover. It starts with remark- 
able vigor immediately after being cut, and in the 
course of a week the field is again covered with ver- 
dure. Lucerne requires a deep soil. Although if 
sown on a dry, light soil, it will extend its roots 
downward to a great depth, and will show increased 
luxuriance of growth year after year. It may be 
sown from the middle of April till the middle of Au- 
cust. I sowed about half an acre (broadcast) the 
25th of June, this year; it is now (7th August) 18 
inches high (in flower), and fit for cutting. If the 
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ground has been previously well prepared, sow 
broadcast, at the rate of 16 to 20 lbs. per acre, with 
half a bushel of rye, oats, or barley. Asa rule, cut 
when in flower for soiling. It may be drilled to ad- 
vantage, in drills twelve inches apart ; 15 lbs. of seed 
per acre, if drilled ; 25 lbs. per acre, if broadcast. 

If Lucerne can be grown successfully in Canada, it 
certainly may be grown with equal success in many 
parts of the States. 
A bushel of Lucerne seed weighs 60 lbs. 

CHAPTER XIV. 

BLACK MEDICK, NONESUCH, LUCERRNE, RESEMBLING 

HOP TREFOIL. 

Medicago Lupulina—Specifie Character. 

(Black Medick Nonesuch)—Procumbent, pubes- 
cent, annual leaflets, wedge obovate, toothed at the 
apex ; flowers in short spikes (yellow); pods kidney , 
form, one-seeded. Flowers in May and ripens seeds 
in June. 

Observation. Stems trailing, unless supported by 
the plants with which it grows; about a foot long, 
somewhat angular, slightly hairy, branched. Leaves 
obovate or wedge-shaped, toothed towards the top; 
the mid rib lengthened out to a short, broad point ; 
soft pubescent, particularly on the under side. 
Flowers small, yellow—-from thirty to forty, and up- 
wards, in a head, which is at first roundish, after- 

wards oval. 
Legume striated and wrinkled, somewhat hisped, 

with rigid hairs, turning black when ripe; seed 
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ovate, smooth, yellowish. This plant has such a 
general resemblance to the proper trefoils or clovers, 
that it is often mistaken for some of the smaller spe- 
cies. The form and color of the seed pods afford a 
ready mark of distinction. Root annual; in some 
situations, biennial. 

Way’s ANALYSIS. 

100 parts as taken green from the field June Oth. 

ier fe hie ns OS ast Or) ae ee ee. ee 76.80 
Albuminous or flesh forming principles........222.2... 3.70 
Richy gna tery.) 2720 es. ee ee A eee 94 
Heat producing principles, starch, sugar, gum, etc.... 7.73 
CUS IO EL 1: Oa ae eagle A iene PR Mee nani < t! 6.32 
Maneratmatberor Agh 20-04 Lb ioe 2.51 

100.00 
100 parts of the grass dried at 212° Fakr. 

Albuminous or flesh forming principles....../......... 24.60 
Pinter anaGhens  S<t sy e  e 4.06 
Heat producing principles, starch, sugar, gum, etc... 33.31 
Riitadwibre, Asoc ofc srierd. ail Ae et es 27.19 
fumes mditer Gr Agh. . 63 ou 645i). £veteau dh: Pace 10.84 

100.00 

The common yellow clover, as this plant is gener- 
ally termed in England, is too well known to require 
a lengthy description of it. It has been cultivated in 
mixture with red clover and rye grass for a great 
length of time. Its seeds, which are produced in 
much greater abundance, are, consequently, cheaper 
than those of the other clovers. The seed of this 
plant falls so readily that great loss ensues from 
moving it, and in threshing the least stroke clears it. 
This plant is adapted for light soils which have been 
subsoiled, as the root penetrates to a considerable 
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depth, and is but little fibrous. On accouut of it 
being an annual, or at best a triennial, it is only fit 
for alternate husbandry, and, as stated above, to 
enter into a mixture with red clover, rye grass, or 

Timothy, for a short rotation. The analysis, how- 
ever, shows that in albuminous, fatty matters and 
heat-producing principles, it is very little inferior to 
the red clovers. 

Medicago Lupulina was introduced into this 
country from England many years ago, although 
little attention has been paid to its cultivation. 
From 4 to 6 lbs. of Nonesuch or Yellow Clover seed, 
with the usual quantity of red clover seed, should be 
sown per acre. 

CHAPTER: XV. 

SAINFOIN OR COCKSHEAD. 

Onobrychis Sativa—Generic Character. 

Keel transversely obtuse ; legume jointed, with one 
seed joint. 

Specific Character. Legume one-seeded, prickly ; 
wings of the corrolla, equal in length to the calyx 
stems, elongated, nearly upright; roots subfusiform, 
and penetrating to a considerable depth ; perrennial ; 
height, two to three feet. Flowers in Juneand July. 
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Way’s ANALYSIS. 

100 parts as taken green from the field June 8th. 

WV AECL cise poo e.njs 0 bb o'0's oles to We sisls UAr opine eS.o.ts san pum 0 ee 

Albuminous or flesh forming principles. oe sis ole ous wwe cue 
Fatty matter......- spa ee Gabe a bikia © 06s peewee pes one 

Heat Poe principles, starch, sugar, gum, etc..... 10.74% 

Woody fibre. eee eee eo eseseeeseseseseseereseeseseeeeee Date 

Rr emitter OF AS]. »sss.s seme sb isos s seep dios = oie bey 

100 parts of the grass dried at 212° Fahr. 

Albuminous or flesh forming principles.seeceeeeeees 18.45 

Fatty TUAGUOL dc bic 616.01 6'e'o'p\ pic's 65 6.6 6:00. 010 0.0.0 40-0 eeeeoeved 3.0L 

Heat producing principles, starch, sugar, gum, etc... 49.96 

BV OOGY PIDTEC.. 2. ri oie soe ow ese se eens soe es oe as ee tee eee 24.71 

Mieneral Water, or ASh... oS 20.) den epee eee eee 7.87 

France is considered the country most favorable to 
the growth of Sainfoin. In Europe it is commonly 
called French grass (Sainfoin Holy Hay). In Swit- 
zerlaud and other mountainous countries, Sainfoin 
is a main dependence, because in many parts of 
those countries the finer grasses will not grow profit- 
ably. 

Sainfoin has long been cultivated in England, and 
is found growing wild in nearly all the chalky dis- 
tricts of the kingdom. Parkinson, in 1640, said of 

it: ‘‘Itis generally known to be a singular food for 

cattle, causing them to give great store of milk.”’ 

Worlidge, in his Mystery of Husbandry (1681), 

treats of Sainfoin at large. Hesays: ‘‘ In Wiltshire, 

in several places, there are precedents of Sainfoin 

that has been there twenty years, growing on poor 

land, and has so far improved the saine, that from a 

noble per acre, twenty acres together have been cer- 

tainly worth thirty shillings per acre, and still con- 

tinues in good proof.”’ 
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Fora period of two hundred years, Sainfoin has 
been cultivated in England, and for many years in 
Scotland. Its cultivation is still an important feature 
in British husbandry. Morton’s Farmer’ s Calendar 
(Eng.), 1874, states: ‘“‘There are many parts of the 
United Kingdom in which the farmers could not pay 
their rents without the use of this crop. Chalky 
soils, and sand upon chalk, are its favorite soils; 
also loams and clays, if not too stiff or too deep. On 
limestone it does well, too—on very dry, sound 
gravels—but not if the under stratum be mixed 
with clay. I have tried it without success on 
good, dry turnip loam, but on every Species of 
chalk and white marl its success is certain. On poor 
sand lands in Norfolk and Suffolk, worth only five 
shillings per acre, the crop for several years (after the 
first) hasbeen from one to two tons and a half per 
acre of excellent hay, mown every year. Whatever 
the price of hay may be, such a produce on such 
land is prodigious, with the additional circumstance 
of an after-grass extremely valuable for weaning and 
keeping lambs. In England, March is ths principal 
month for sowing Sainfoin. It may, hovever, be 
Safely sown in April. The land should be clean and 
free from weeds and the seeds of weeds, and this is 
the principal circumstance to attend it. Itshould be 
sown with barley or oats—the land in fine tilth—and 
the seed covered by harrowing. When the land is 
dry, the proper quantity of seed is 4 bushels (rough 
seed) per acre. It flourishes so well broadcast that 
there is no necessity to attempt the drill method.” 

Sainfoin was introduced into the State of Georgia 
by the Honorable W. H. Crawford, about the year 
1820, Judge Peters, of Pennsylvania, experimented 
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with Sainfoin during several periods of his life ; also 
Governor Morris, of New York State; “but neiee | 

were successful in its cultivation. 

Although Sainfoin has been introduced and culti- 
——- 

vated in the Eastern States and States of New York | 
and New Jersey, there is no mention of satisfactory 
results being obtained on a large scale in its cultiva- — 
tion. I sowed a small quantity for experiment, on — 
the 18th of last May, and it has succeeded remarka- — 
bly well; notwithstanding the hot weather during — 
the months of May and June, it progressed finely, | 
and was very little affected by the drought; itis now — 
in flower (end of July), and will soon be fit for cut- 
ting. On the whole, it has done better with me than © 
any of the clovers I have sown this spring. Its analy- 
sis shows that either in a green or dried state, it com- 
pares favorably with any of the clovers in flesh-form- 
ing principles, fatty matters, and heat-producing — 
principles ; and from the long period of its cultiva-— 
tion in Great Britain, and the high estimation it is 
held in for cultivation on the inferior soils already — 
stated, its value as a hay crop (and no grass requires © 
so little pains in curing as Sainfoin) cannot be over- — 
estimated. It is well worthy of a more extended 
trial than has yet been given it in this country. 

lis seeds are larger than many other grasses, and 
Tequire a little deeper covering. Tho best seed has a 
bright husk, the kernal being plump, externally of a 

bluish or gray cast, but when cut internally of a 
fresh, greenish color. The seeds weigh 26 lbs. to the 

bushel. 
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CHAPTER XVI. 

BURNET. 

Poterium Sanguisorba—Specific Character. 

Leaves compound leaflets, serrated or toothed ; 
stems somewhat angular, branching stamens much 
longer than the calyx; perrennial; height, 2 to 3 
feet. Grows naturally on chalky pastures in Eng- 
land. Flowers end of June, and ripens seed end of 
July. 

Burnet abounds much on all chalky downs in 
England, but will flourish on any soil, whether, 
sand, clay, peat, ete. It is remarked that there are 
large tracts of the finest parts of the South Downs 
upon which this plant forms half the indigenous pas- 
turage. 

Burnet has a perrennial root, that strikes deeply 
into the soil and rises with a stalk, a foot or more in 
height. In the culture of the plant it is of vast im- 
portance to have good seed, and such as is of the 
proper sort. 

The celebrated agriculturist, Mr. Coke, of Holkham, 
sowed forty acres with Burnet, adding a small quan- 
tity of white clover and rib-grass seeds with it, aS an 
experiment. The result wasdecisive. The field was 
fully and incessantly stocked with sheep, and con- 
stantly pared as close to the ground as a favorite 
spot could be by horses in a pasture. 

Burnet is frequently sown alone, and is considered 
as the best adapted of all forage plants to bear the 
rigor of winter in exposed situations. It is, there- 
fore, much used by stock masters, particularly for 
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sheep, as it supplies an important addition of food in ~ 
the pinching season of the early part of spring. But 
if made into hay, when uncombined with other 
grasses, it is coarse and unpalatable. By itself it is, 
indeed, an inferior food, for although it possesses a — 
tonic and aromatic property, which renders it of con- 
siderable value when mixed with the grasses of the 
elevated pastures of the Downs, and it is there inva- 
riably cropped close to the ground, yet, if grown 
separately, it is rejected by stock, unless pressed by 
hunger. When intended for summer pasture or hay, 
it should, therefore, be joined with other grasses, or 
at least with white clover, which will both render it 
more palatable, and afford a heavier crop, than if sown 
alone. 

On poor, chalky soils it has also been tried with 
good effect, in combination with cocksfoot, and also 
with small quautities of meadow fescue and perren- 

nial fescue, and its hardy nature on soils of that de- 
scription renders it worthy of attention. 

After it has been sown, whether for seed or a second 
crop of hay, the stock should be kept from it during 
the whole of the autumn and winter, that there may 
be a full bite for sheep in the spring ; for this is its 
peculiar advantage, and its utility in a great measure 
depends upon it; atleast Burnet is much less bene- 
ficial under the contrary management. 

The proportion of seed is generally about one 
bushel to the acre, and the most proper season is 
early spring. It is usually sown with barley or 
oats, and covered in by two harrowings. It may 
also be sown, with buckwheat in May withimuch pro- 
priety. 
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When mixed with rye grass or cocksfoot seeds, 
one bushel of either of them to three pecks of the 
Burnet seed has been frequently used. 

CHAPTER XVII. 

COMMON VETCH, OR TARE. 

Vicia Sativa—Specific Character. 

Somewhat pubescent, stem simple; leaflets 5 to 7 
pairs, varying from obovate oblong to linear. notched 
and mucronate at the apex; pod linear, several 

seeded. 
Flowers in June and during the summer. 

Observations. --The stalks are round, weak, branched, 
and about two feet long; pinnea five or seven pairs, 
a littlr hairy, notched at the end ; stipulea denotated ; 

flowers light and dark purple, on short pendicels, 
generally two together ; pads erect ; seeds black. 

Way’s ANALYSIS. 

100 parts as taken green from the field June 138th. 

REED Pal o'o'e elaledaie osc SARC Oa vis sade o's ditaeecde «dese Gee 

Albuminous or flesh igre principles...cccc.cccees 4.04 
Fatty TAALECTSe-ceceeccccsecccces eee ee ee OZ 

Heat producing principles, starch, gum, sugar, etc... 6.70 
Woody fibre...cccccccsescee coves cocccececvcsees 4,68 
Mineral matter or ash...sescceccecccees eisciens’s ce atte Wal 

100.00 
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100 parts of the grass dried at 212° Fahr. © 

Albuminous or flesh forming principles.....eseeeee- 23.61 
“Fatty matters sssscccecccccccccececccccccccseseee 3,06 
Heat producing principles, starch, sugar,gum, etc.... 39.45 
Woody fibre...cecccecccccscceccccccsssvoccesssese 21d 
Mineral matter or ash..cccccccccescccccsccccesvese 6.00 

100.00 

From its tall, close, hardy growth, and succulent 
nature, this plant is capable of being introduced with 
considerable advantage after the manner of artificial 
grasses, between different kinds of grain crops, with- 
out exhausting the land of its fertility ; at the same 
time, it will afford a useful supply of green or other 
provender for the consumption of different sorts of 
cattle. Writers on {agriculture distinguish two spe- 
cies of the common tare, namely, the spring and win- 
ter tare. Probably one is only a variety of the other. 
The former is much less hardy than the latter or 
winter tare, the plants of which are capable of 
resisting the effects of the most inclement seasons. 

Several experiments have been made in order to 
ascertain the difference of the two, relative to their 
hardiness, which has always resulted in showing 
that there is an important difference in the constitu- 
tion of these two kinds of tares. The seeds of the 
spring and winter tares being nearly alike in every 
characteristic, are not easily discriminated ; but the 
distinction is at once evident on the appearance of 
the blade. The spring tare vegetates with a grassy 
spear of a dusky brown color, whereas, the winter 
tare comes up with a seed leaf of a fresh, green 
color. 
With respect to soil, this plant is almost with- 

out limitation, as it will grow on all the varieties, 

PY 
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from the superficial gravel to the deep, stiff clay ; 
yet on gravelly loams, when too much moisture does 
not prevail, it flourishes most vigorously. 

In the vicinity of London, some years ago, as high 
as one hundred dollars per acre has been realized by 
farmers from the sale of tares to people who used to 
make them up in bundles of thirty pounds each, and 
retailed them to trades people who kept horses about 

_the metropolis. 
Tn this manner, the product of a vast number of 

acres was consumed, with great advantage to the 
farmer. . 

Vetches are being successfully cultivated in the 
Middle or Eastern States. Winter vetches cannot be 
sown too early after the oat crop has been harvested, 
though they may be sown through the months of 
August, September, and the early part of October. 
If the soil be poor, or the situation elevated and ex- 
posed, sow in August, and upon every farm on which 
they are cultivated, it is advisable to sow some of 
them early and others late, in order to have a succes- 
sion of green? food the ensuing summer. Spring 
vetches produce rather a lighter crop than the winter 
sort, and are subject to more risk from a dry sum- 
mer. There is no difference in their use or value per 
ton ; but the spring coming to maturity two or three 
weeks later, makes it convenient and advisable to 
grow some of each, in order to have a succession of 
them for green food all the summer. They may be 
sown all the spring and summer, from April until the 
middle of July ; but the success of late sowing will 
depend upon the showery season. After ploughing 
for winter vetches, spread (if not already ploughed 
in) manure or fertilizer, and sow your vetches upon 
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it, and harrow and cover in two bushels and a half 
of tares, mixed with one bushel of rye—or three 
bushels of tures alone will be sufficient—and in the 
following spring, when the soil is dry, roll it just — 
enough to smooth the surface for more conveniently 
mowing the full crop. 

About the 1st of June they will begin to blossom, 
when they may be daily mown, and fed to cattle, 
sheep, and swine ; for horses, they should be allowed 
to wilt before using them. 

There is no herbage more grateful to the horse, 
cow, or sheep, in the hot season of July, than the 
juicy vetch. And for milch cows, particularly, the 
flow of milk will be increased, the butter of prime 
quality, and the advantages derived from the 
growth of this early forage plant will soon manifest 
itself. : 

CHAPTER XVIII. 

CHICORY, OR WILD SUCCORY. 

Cichorium Intybus—Specifie Character. 

Stem leaves oblong or lanceolate, partly clasping 
the lowest runcinate, those of the rigid flowering ; 
branches minute. Gray. Flowers in July and ripens 
seeds in October. 

In England the Cichorium Intybus, Wild Succory, 
or Chicory, grows naturally by the side of roads, and 
in shady lanes. It sends out long leaves from the 
roots, from between which the stalks arise, growing 
to the height of three or four feet, and branching out 
into smaller ones. 
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The flowers come out from the sides of the stalks, 

and are of a fine, blue color. They are succeeded by 
oblong seeds, covered and enclosed in down. This 
succulent perrennial plant is cuitivated for the pur- 
pose of supplying different sorts of live stock with 
green food during the summer. 

Most loamy soils are capable of producing it, and 
on some of the light, moist sorts of land, it may be 
grown ; but in those that are not too retentive of mois- 
ture it succeeds the best. 

It answers well where clover is worn out: and on 
boggy and peaty lands it thrives to a very profitable 
end. Chicory is sown with both barley and oats, but 
itis evident that the latter will admit of the more 
early sowing. 
When sown by itself, any time from the first of 

April until the first or middle of August will do. 
It ought not to be cut more than twice in the first 

season,though the operation may be performed three 
or four times in the following summer. It is not well 
suited for conversion into hay, but may be used in 
a green state with advantage. 

As chicory is not so much injured by close feeding 
as many other plants, and is useful for feeding cows 
and sheep, it is found to answer admirably well as 
pasturage for this kind of stock. 
-The usual proportion of seed, whether sown alone 

or with grain in the spring, is from 10 to 15 lbs. per 
acre. When sown in the spring with clover, sain- 
foin, burnet or rye grass, four pounds is sufficient per 
acre. 
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~ CHAPTER XIX. 

RIB GRASS. 

Plantago Lanceolata—Specifie Character. 

Natural order, 62, (Plaintain Family) Genus 1. 
~ Mostly hairy ; scape grooved angled, at length much 
longer than the lanceolate or lance, oblong leaves, 
slender (9 in, to 2 ft. high, root perrenniel. Gray. 

The rib grass produces its foliage at an early 
period of the season, when it is eaten by cattle, sheep 
and horses, on which account-its mixture with grasses © 
on dry pastures has been much recommended and | 
practiced. In England and Wales it has been fre- 
quently sown without admixture, and produced con- 
siderable herbage on rich sands and loams, and on 
poorer and drier soils answers well for sheep ; being — 
much used on the hills of Wales, where its roots 

spread and occasion a degree of fertility in districts 
which would otherwise be little better than bare 
rock. 

Rib grass, Ripple grass, English Plaintain, by all 
of which names this grass is called, is so well-known 
in this country, that further description of it is un- 
necessary. 

CHAPTER XxX. 

YARROW. 

Achillea Millefolium—Specifie Character. 

Natural order 53. (Composite Family) Genus 53. 
(Common Yarrow or Milfoil). Stemssimple; leaves 
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twice pinnately parted ; the divisions linear, 3 to 5 
cleft, crowded ; corymb compound, flat topped ; in- 
volucre oblong; rays 4 to 5 short, white (sometimes 
rose-color). Fields and hills; common northward. 
Gray. 
lowers the end of June or beginning of July. 

Yarrow is one of the most common, as well as one 

of the most valuable of the artificial grasses, as it has 

been found to form part of all the richest of the Eng- 
lish pastures, and is so grateful to every species of 
stock, that it is close fed down as fast as it springs, 
thus frequently escaping observation, unless the turf 
be attentively examined; it is considered beneficial 

to stock rather as a condiment than as affording nu- 
tritive matter. It suits almost every species of soils, 
and posseses, besides, the faculty of resisting drought 
on arid land. 

The successful cultivation of this grass in the be- 

ginning of the present century, by Dr. Anderson, a 

distinguished agriculturist in England, established 
its reputation as a highly useful grass for sheep 
pastures. 

At least 6 or 8 lbs. of the seeds of this grass should 
enter a mixture of other grasses, to be sown for per- 
manent pasture where sheep are largely kept. 

CHAPTER XXI. 

INDIAN CORN. 

Zea, Maize—Generic Character. 

Spikelets two-flowered ; flowers moncecious, the 
staminate in terminal panicles; glumes 2;_ pales 
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awnless, obtuse; the pistillate or fertile spikelets — 
two-flowered, with the lower one abortive ; glumes 2, 
obiuse ; pales awnless; fruit compressed. Flint. 

i 

Indian Corn, although one of the ceralia (or grasses — 
cultivated for their seed), is a true grass, and culti- 
vated both for summer soiling and winter fodder. — 
For either purpose it should be got in as early in the © 
spring as the season will permit. There are various — 
methods adopted in the cultivation and curing of this — 
crop. 
On a small scale, I tried three-quarters of an acre 

last year (1874) for experiment ; ploughed the ground 
early in May; harrowed and opened drills with a 
one-horse plough, three and a half feet apart; man- 
ured as heavily as I would for potatoes, and sowed 
seed on manure, at the rate of two bushels per acre, 
and covered lightly with hoe (on a large scale, I cover 
lightly with one-horse plough), as soon as it made — 
its appearance in the rows, kept the cultivator at 
work until it was no longer necessary to do so; 
commenced cutting for cattle the end of July, and 
about the 20th August had the balance cut and put 
up in small stacks, and allowed to remain in field — 
until wanted. 
An excellent plan, and well worthy of a trial, is 

one recommended in Country Gentleman, viz.: Place 
three rails or poles, upright, within a foot, or less, 
of each other, touching at the top, or with a small 
block placed between them. They should be set in 
the ground far enough to stand well, with a band 
around the upper end to hold them together ; or, if — 

they are merely poles, the lower ends may be sharp- 
ened and more easily set in crowbar holes. The 
stalks are now stacked around the poles, which form — 
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a chimney for the escape of moisture and heated air. 
The stacks should be made narrow and tall, and 

each one should not contain more than a ton—better 
much less—and allowed to remain in field until 
thoroughly cured. 

Mr. W. Crozier, Beacon Stock Farm, one of the 
most successful cultivators of corn fodder perhaps in 
the country, not only gives it a rich field, but man- 
ures heavily in ploughed furrows, sowing drills a 
foot in breadth over the manure. He uses seed of 
large varieties, cultivates well, and secures enormous 
crops. The seed may be sown from a basket on the 
manure, covered by ridging with a plough, and then 
harrowing down lengthwise, so that the corn will 
have but two or three inches of covering. 
He cuts as soon as the edges of the leaves begin to 

wither, puts up in stacks well secured at the tops, 
which are allowed to remain in the field as late in 
Autumn as will be quite safe from the weather, or 
till a suitable opportunity occurs for drawing into 
stackyard. 
A cheap and substantial platform is made of poles, 

surported by sleepers on short posts. On this plat- 
form of poles the fodder is stacked when drawn, and 
additional ventilation is secured by making venti- 
lating chimneys at intervals, by means of barrels 
furnished with a handle or cross-rope, by which they 
are drawn upwards as the stack is built. Fodder 
thus secured becomes well dried, and proves of great 
value. 

Corn for fodder may be sown from the first of May 
till the middle of July. The later the sowing the 
earlier must be the corn used. The essential points 
in raising good corn fodder are—l1st. Rich, warm, 
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dry land. 2d. A medium seeding. 3d. Sowing in> 
drills wide enough apart to allow the use of a horse 
hoe. 4th. Thorough cultivation. | | 

The drill system is practiced in the western parts 
of New York State with encouraging results. The 

land undergoes a thorough preparation before the 
seed is sown, by manuring, ploughing, harrowing, 
and dragging. As the crop is needed to mature at 
different periods through the season, the first sowing 
takes place about the Ist May. Western seed corn 
is sown with a drill, three and a half to four bushels | 
per acre being used on as mellowa surface as the 
cultivator, drag, and roller will make. This gives” 

clean culture, level surface, and rapid growth. The 
second sowing on 20th May, again on the 10th June, — 
and balance July ist. At the proper time, before 
any frost, a combined mower and reaper, rigged ex- 

actly as in cutting wheat, is used, the ground being 
rolled smooth before drilling. The machine is driven 
around the piece, cutting just as easily and as rap- 
idly as in oats or wheat, a young lad following to 
remove the bundles, at the corners, out of the way 

of the team in turning. Itcuresin three or four days 

enough to bind. Then itis stacked up, putting eight 
bundles in a bunch, securely tied at top. In this’ 
way it becomes well cured when wanted for use, and 
is all eaten, being green and fresh in color, and ex- 
ceedingly sweet. Some draw it into the barn in the 
fall. Others allow it to remain in the 4eld, and 

draw as needed. The advantage of drilling is, the 
stalks are not so large and woody, and are all 
eaten ; don’t require any culture with a horse ; there 
are less weeds ; more ease in binding and handling, 
and less expense in cutting. 
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Broadcast sowing has been practiced, and although 
successful in many instances, is not as proper a 
method for the cultivation of this crop as the drill or 
row system. When sown broadcast, it is either cut 
down with a machine or scythe, and removed to a 
grass lot and cured as hay, and put up in cocks and 
allowed to remain until thoroughly cured, and, like 
the grass, should not be cut until after the flower 
disappears and the seed begins to form. 

Corn fodder, if properly cured, is one of the best 
and cheapest kinds of food for animals in winter. It 
is eaten up clean, both stalks and leaves, and, in 

this respect, it is greatly superior to common husked 
corn stalks ; and on good, rich, moist soils, sown in 
drills, and kept well cultivated, as much as six tons 
per acre has been obtained. 
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PART THIRD. 

CHAPTER I. 

The Order Gramine, or Grass Family, are arranged 
into genera, species, and varieties, which assist the 
memory in retaining the discriminating characters, 
or specific marks, by which every species and variety 
of grass is distinguished from all others. This is of 
particular value to the farmer, whose occupations al- 

low not, perhaps, the time and attention requisite to 
obtain general botanical knowledge, and whose pur. 
pose here is only the attainment of a perfect knowl- 
edge of the comparative merits and value of this tribe 
of plants, exclusively agricultural, and which consti- 
tutes the foundation of the riches of a farm. The 
bare enumeration of the different species and varie- 
ties which comprise this agricultural family of plants, 
will be sufficient to show the importance and useful- 
ness which some degree of botanical knowledge is to 
the farmer ; or how much light and order are prefer- 
able to darkness and confusion, certainty to uncer- 
tainty—or, in a word, science to empiricism. 
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The time and attention requisite to obtain this de- 
cree of botanical information by any practical farmer, 
are, indeed, but small; and no person once in pos- 
session of this knowledge has ever yet been found to 
regret the acquirement of it, or to say that it is not of 
great utility and benefit in practice. 

Every species of grass, properly so called, is dis- 
tinguished from all other plants by the following 
peculiar structure: the stem or straw is usually hol- 
low, and closed at the joints, with leaves in two al- 
ternate rows; leaves are long, slender, and entire, 

sheathing or investing the straw for some length, 
and in number equal to the joints of the straw or 
stem. 

The flowers are in little spikelets, held in two-rowed 
glumes or bracts, the outer glumes generally two in 
number, and unequal. The stamens vary from one 
to six, but are usually three in number. The ovary — 
is simple, with two styles, and two feathery stig- 
mas; and the fruit is enclosed in a husk, called a 
cary opsis. 

Every plant, therefore, that possesses all these 
peculiarities of structure, is a proper species of grass ; — 
hence the proper grasses are called a natural order of — 
plants. 

But besides this agreement of external structure, — 
erasses are distinguished from other natural orders | 

of plants by this property, that every part of the | 
plant becomes food for the larger and more valuable — 
domestic animals. The parts of fructification—the — 
flower and the seed— are the least liable to vary from 
any change of soil or cultivation ; and botanists have 
chosen them, on that account, to fix their generic 

distinctions, or, when the flowers and seeds of any — 
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number of grasses agree in one or two particular 
points, and differ therein from all the rest, such are | 
termed a genus or family. 
The differencejin the manner of inflorescence, andthe  ** 

form of clothing of the culm, leaves, and roots, afford — 
the specific characters. or separate the genus into 
species. When the difference between two grasses 
amounts to little else than one or two of these liast- 
mentioned points, or when such distinctions are either 
lost or found by raising the plant from seed, it is then 
called a variety. 

These characters of genera, species, and varieties, 
being founded on a few parts only, and those fre- 
quently not very obvious, have been termed artificial 
characters of distinction. The memory, by these 
means, is relieved from a multiplicity of minute dis- 
tinctions, which would not be the case were all the 

parts of the plant included in the essential specific 
description or character. 

CHAPTER II. 

In the natural system of botany, plants are classi- 
fied—that is (in the language of Dr. Gray), ‘ 
marshalled under their respective classes, orders, 
tribes, genera, and species; and they are character- 
ized—that is, their principal characteristics or dis- 
tinguishing marks are described or enumerated, in 
order that—1st. Their resemblances or differences, of 
various degrees may be clearly exhibited, and all the 
species and kinds ranked next to those they are most 
related to; and 2ndly. That students may readily 
ascertain the botanical names of the plants they meet 
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with, and learn their peculiarities, properties, and 
place in the system.”’ 

In the following pages, I have given the 67 genera 
and 240 species (and upwards) which comprise the 
Order Gramine. Although omitting as unnecessary 
(in this work), the tribes and sub-tribes, or grand 
divisions of the order, yet each genus, numbered and 

ranked (as stated above), next to those they are most 
related to, occupy their respective places throughout 
the order. 

To the reader not acquainted with botany, this ex- 
planation is necessary, as showing the object or pur- 
pose in view. 

As stated in the preceding chapter, the parts of 
fructification, the flower and the seed, are the least 
liable to vary from any change of soil or cultivation, 
and botanists have chosen them, on that account, to 
fix their generic distinction ; or when the flowers and 
seeds of any number of grasses agree, in one or two 
particular points, and differ therein from all the rest, 

such are termed a genus or family. 
The generic name, or that of the genus, is one 

word, and a substantive, and is like the family name 
or surname of a person, as Smith or Brown; that of | 

the species answering to the Christian or baptismal 
name, as James or Joseph. In giving the scientific 
‘names, the first word that occurs in parenthesis is 
the name of the genus, the second that of the species ; 
as, for instance, in the White Clover (Trifolium Re; 
pens). Trifolium is the generic name, meaning three- 
leaved, and Repens the specific, meaning creeping— 
commonly called white clover. A genus often con- 
tains many species. 
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The botanical names of plants are all in Latin, or 
are Latinized, this being the common language of 
science everywhere. A little reflection will soon 
convince an unprejudiced person of the wis- 
dom of this long-established practice. For example, 
Kentucky blue grass has quite a number of aliases 
in different parts of the country ; but from St. Peters- 
burgh in Europe to Kentucky in America, it is known 
to botanists as Poa Pratensis. There are hundreds of 
other similar cases that might be adduced, but the 
above may be considered sufficient. 

In botanical nomenclature, or the language used. 
in describing the various organs or parts of plants— 
such as their leaves, stems, flowers, seeds, ete.—terms 

are used which cannot easily be avoided, but 
which an ordinary English “scholar, with a reason- 
able amount of perseverance, wn soon become ac- 
quainted with. 

The generic or family character is a description of 
what essentially distinguishes the genus; the spe- 
cific character a brief enumeration of the points in 
which each species differs from others of the same 
genus. 

In describing a plant, we first consider the root ; 
then the stem, the leaves, the fulcra or supports, the 
different parts which constitute the flower, and (in a 

_ plant of grass) the seed. I will introduce and try to 
explain a few of the terms which are used in describ- 
ing each of the above-mentioned parts in the generic 
and specific characters given in this work. And first, 
in describing the roots, the terms usually employed 
are— 
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Fisrous. That is, consisting of many small fibres 
or threads, by which they draw their nourishment 
from the earth. 

= 

CREEPING. Larger than fibrous, and extending 
more (horizontally) in the soil. 

BuBous. Consisting of knobs, not of one uniform 
texture, but composed of several concentric coats or 
layers, such as the onion or tulip. 

Tne stem of grasses is called culm, straw, or stem. 
Leaves or foliage are so called. 
Nerve: a name for the ribs or veins of leaves, when 

simple or parallel. 

Ligue. The little membranous appendage at the 
summit of the leaf—sheaths of most grass (a fulcra). 

The inflorescence or arrangement of flowers on the 
stem of grasses are in spikelets ; a spikelet contains a 
number of diminutive flowers called florets ; a flower 
consists of several distinct organs, most commonly of 
the calyx cup, or outer green scale of the spikelet ; 
each leaf of the calyx is called a sepal, a glume, 
a bract, a pale, a husk, or chaff—they are the 
leaves of the blossom, and serve to protect, sup- 
port, and nourish the parts within; they are re- 
moved, if possible, in cleaning the seed, as in oats, 
ete. The corolla, or inner circle of delicate leaves, 

called petals (these are commonly known as the 
leaves of the flower). The stamens, consisting of 
two parts—the filament or stalk, andthe anther. 
The latter is the most important part; it is a case or 
bag filled with fertilizing dust, called pollen. The 
pistil is the column in the centre of the flower, con- 

sisting of three parts, the german or ovary, which is 
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the base of the whole, and afterwards becomes the 

bearer of the seed; the style, which isthe slender 
thread proceeding upwards from the ovary; and on 
the top of this is seated the stigma. This last receives 
the pollen, which, descending through the style, 
reaches and fertilizes the ovules, which become seeds, 

by having an embryo or rudimentary plantlet formed 
in them. 

The above are the principal parts which belong to 
any flower. There, are however, many terms used in 

botany, which only a glossary or dictionary of terms 
used in describing plants, can furnish. 





CHAPTER III. 

NATURAL ORDER GRAMINE (GRASS FAMILY). 

1. LEERSIA,—Solander. WHITE Grass. 

GENERIC CHARACTER. 

Flowers crowded in one sided panicled spikes or 
racemes, perfect, but those in the open panicles 
usually sterile by the abortion of the ovary, those 
enclosed in the sheaths of the leaves close fertilized 
in the bud and prolific. Spikelets, 1 flowered, flat, 
more or less imbricated over each other, jointed with 

the short pedicils. Glumes wanting, palets texture 
of paper, or parchment, strongly flattened laterally 
or folded upon themselves lengthwise, awnless, 
bristry ciliate on the Keels, closed, nearly equal in 
length, but the lower much broader, enclosing the 
flat grain. Stamens 1 to 6, stigmas feathery, the 
hairs branching. Perennial marsh grasses; the flat 
leaves, sheaths, &c., rough upwards, being clothed 
with very minute hooked prickles. 
(Named from Leers, a German botanist.) 

1. Lerersta, Virginica (White Grass), Virginia 
Cut Grass. Grows ‘in wet woods; flowers in August 
and September ; of no agricultural value. 
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2. LrErRSIA, Oryzoides, (Rice Cut Grass, False 
Rice, White Grass.) Very wet places; common, flow- 
ers in August ; possesses no agricultural value. 

3. LEeERSIA, Lenticularis, (Fly Catch Grass.) Low 
grounds, Virginia, [llinois and southward ; peren- 
nial ; flowers in July; no value. 

2. ZIZANIA—Gronovis. WATER oR INDIAN RICE. 

GENERIC CHARACTER. 

Flowers monecious; the staminate and pistillate 
both in 1 flowered spikelets, in the same panicle. 
Glumes wanting, or rudimentary and forming a little 
cup. Palets herbaceo, membranaceous, convex, 

awnless in the sterile, the lower one tipped with a 
straight awn on the fertile spikelets; stamens 6; 

stigmas pencil form—large, often reed-like, water 
grasses ; spikelets jomted, with the club-shaped ped- 
icils, very decidous. 

(Adopted from Zizanion, the ancient name of some 
wild grain). : 

1. ZizaNta, Aquatica (Indian Rice, Water Oats). 
This grass grows wild in the Southern States, also 
in the Northwestern ; seeds used for food for Indians. 
Common in swampy borders of streams and in shal- 
low waters; flowers in August. 

2. ZIZANIA, Miliacea (Prolific Rice). Found in 
Ohio and South, and grows from six to ten feet high 
in shallow water ; flowers in August. : 
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3, ALOPECURUS—Linneus. FoxTarn GRASS. 

GENERIC CHARACTER. 
Spikelets 1-flowered ; glumes boat-shaped, strongly 

compressed and Keeled, nearly equal, united at the 
base, equalling or exceeding the lower palet, which 
is awned at the back, below the middle ; upper palet 
wanting ; stamens 3; styles mostly united ; stigmas 
long and feathered ; clusters contracted into a cylin- | 
drical and soft, dense spike; root perennial. 
(Name from two Greek words, signifying fox and 

tail, the popular appellation, from the shape of 
spike.) 

1. ALOPECURUS PRATENSIS, OE (Meadow 

Foxtail). See page 35. 

2. ALOPECURUS GENICULATUS, Linneus (Floating 
Foxtail. 

SPECIFIC CHARACTER. 

Culm ascending, bent at the lower joints ; palet ra- 
ther shorter than the obtuse glumes, the awn from 

near its base, and projecting half its length beyond 
it; anthers linear; the upper leaf as long as its 
sheath. Moist meadows eastward; flowers in May 
and June. 

This grass grows in situations so liable to inunda- 
tion, that the other good grasses, if sown there, are 
soon expelled. In respect to the degree of moisture 
which it will support, it stands between the rough- 
stalked poa and the flote fescue, and thus forms a 
connecting link between the fens and moister meadow 
lands in England, for it is found in some of the rich- 
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est marshes, and is much esteemed for its fattening 
qualities in pasture as well as for hay. It is a 
creeping plant, which flowers in May and June, and 
grows from the centre in a nearly horizontal position, 
the lower joints touching the ground, and it may be 
propagated by slips. Its seeds are difficult to pro- 
cure, owing to the small number of culms or seed 
stalks which it produces, and.the remarkable irregu- 
larity of their opening. 

3. ALOPECURUS AGRESTIS (Slender Foxtail). 
Observation.—Kneed or jointed-like in the middle; 

root fibrous, of biennial duration ; flowers in July and 
August. 

This grass is generally termed an annual, but it 
will flower and last two seasons on a light, dry soil. 
It is of comparatively little little importance, but may 
be sown along with some others, on light, sandy soils 
on the sea coast, where it will grow much better than 
any of the common rye grasses. 

4, ALOPECURUS ARISTULATUS (the Wild Water 
Fox Tail). Grows in water and wet places of no agri- 
cultural value; flowers in June and August. 

4, PHLEUM—Linezus. CaATSTAIL GRASS. 

GENERIC CHARACTER. 

Palets both present, shorter than the mucronate or 

awned glumes; the lower are truncate, usually awn- 

less ; styles distinct, otherwise much as in Alopecu- 
rus ; perennials; spike very dense, harsh. 

(An ancient Greek name.) 
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1. PHLEUM PRATENSE, Linneus (Timothy Catstail). 
See page 19. 

2, PonEuM ALPINUM, Linneus (Mountain Catstail). 
Alpine tops of the White Mountains, New Hamp- 
shire, and high northward. 

5. CRYPSIS—Aiton. CryPsis. 

GENERIC CHARACTER. 

Spikelets 1-flowered, in clusters which are crowded 
in a dense head or short spike, bracted by the upper- 
most leaves; glumes, palets, etc, as in the next 
genus, or rather thinner. Low and spreading-tufted 
annuals, natives of the East, with short leaves; the 
sheaths of the upper spathaceous. 

(A Greek name, ‘‘ concealment.’’) 
The spikes, at first, are partly hidden by the sub- 

tending sheaths. 

1. Crypsis ScHOENOIDES, Lam. Waste places, 
streets of Philadelphia and vicinity ; also Wilming- 
ton (Delaware) common. 

6. VILFA—Adanson, Pd’ Beauveois. Rusu Grass. 

GENERIC CHARACTER. 

Spikelets 1-flowered, in a contracted or spiked pan- 
icle; glumes 1-nerved or nerveless, not awned or 
pointed, the lower smaller; flower nearly sessile in 
the glumes ; palets 2, much alike, of the same texture 
as the glumes (membranace chartaceous), and usually 
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longer than they, naked,awnless and mostly pointless; 
the lower 1-nerved (rarely somewhat 3-nerved). Sta- 
mens chiefly 3. Stigmas simply feathery; grain 
(caryopsis oblong or cylindrical, deciduous ; culms 
wiry or rigid; leaves inviolate, usually bearded at 
the throat, their sheaths often enclosing the panicles. 
(Name unexplained. ) 

1. VitFA ASPERA (Rough-Leaved Vilfa, Rush 
Grass). Flowers in September; of no agricultural 
value. 

2. VILFA VAGINZFLORA (Hidden-Flowered Vilfa). 
Common on barren, sandy soils, from Maine to Illin- 

ois; no value. 

3. VitFA CuspipaTa, Zorr. Borders of Maine, 
on St. John’s river, ete. 

4. VILFA VIRGINICA, Beauv. Sandy sea shore, 
Virginia and Southern States. 

7. SPOROBOLUS—Robt. Brown. Dror SEED GRASS. 

GENERIC CHARACTER. 

Spikelets 1 (rarely 2), flowered in a contracted or 
open panicle ; flowers nearly as in Vilfa; the palets 
longer than the unequal glumes; stamens 2 to 3; 
grain a globular auticle (hyaline or rarely coriaceous), 
containing a loose seed, decidous. 
(Whence the name from two Greek words, meaning 

seed and to cast forth. 
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1. 8. Juncevs (Rush-like drop seed). Prairies, 

Wisconsin and the South. Flowers in August. 

2. S. HETEROLEPIS, Gray (Strong-scented Vilfa). 
This plant emits a strong odor. Middle and Western 
States to Illinois; flowers in August. 

3. 8. Crypranpius, Gray (Large Panicled Vilfa). 
Panicle lead-colored; sandy shores, coast of New 

England and of the Great Lakes ; flowers in August 
and September. 

4. §. Compressus (Close-flowered drop seed) ; of 
no value for agricultural purposes. 

5. 8. SEROTINUS, Gray (Late Drop Seed). It isa 
delicate grass, of no agricultural value ; flowers in 
September. 

8. AGROSTIS, Linn. Bernt Grass. 

GENERIC CHARACTER. 

Spikelets 1-flowered, in an open panicle ; glumes 
somewhat equal, or the lower rather longer, usually 
longer than the palets, pointless; palets very thin, 
pointless, naked; the lower 3 to 5-nerved, frequently 

awnhed on the back ; the upper often minute, or none. 
stamens, chiefly three ; grain (caryopsis) free ; culms 
usually tufted, slenfter; root commonly perennial. 

(Name from agros, a field, the place of growth.) 

1. A. Evata (Taller Thin Grass). Grows from 
two to three feet high, in swamps, from New Jersey ~ 
southward. 
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2. A. PERENNANS (Thin Grass. Damp, shaded 
plaees. 

3. A. ScaBRA (Hair Grass or Fly-Away Grass, 
Tickle Grass. Common in old fields and marshy 
places ; no value. 

4. A. CANINA (Brown or Dogs’ Bent Grass). 

SPECIFIC CHARACTER. 

Culms eight inches to two feet high ; roots, leaves, 
involute bristle form, those of the culm flat and 

broader ; panicle loose; ; glumes slightly unequal, 
ovate-lanceolate, very acute; palet exsertly awned 
on the back, at or below the middle; spikelets 
brownish or purplish, rarely pale or greenish (one- 
twelfth to nearly one-sixth inch long). 
Remarks.—Perennial: flowers in June and July. 

grows naturally in poor, wet, peaty soils, and is only 
valuable for cultivating on such. Cattle seem to 
prefer this to most others of the genus. 

5. A. VuLGARIS (Fine Bent Grass, Red Top). See 
page 64. 

6. A. ALBA (White Bent Grass). 

SPECIFIC CHARACTER. 

Panicle spreading, meagre, branches roughish; 
culms decumbent; root creeping. 

This grass is late, unproductive, and contains but 
little nutritive matter. Its creeping roots greatly 
exhaust the soil. In this variety they are smaller - 
than in the other varieties, but equally difficult to 
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extirpate, when once in possession of tenacious 
clays. | 

This plant does not produce stolones or runners, 
like the varieties of the Agrostis Stolonifera ; some- 
times, indeed, a few slender runners are found, but 
they seldom strike out at the joints. The creeping 
roots abundantly supply this defect in the plant for 
its propagation, as they creep under the surface, and 
send up at intervals numerous young shoots. This 
property of the roots is the best character of distinc- 
tion for the purpose of the agriculturist, as it may 
be found at any season or stage of growth of the 
plant. Flowers early in August, and seeds are ripe 
in beginning of September. 

7. A. STOLONIFERA (Creeping Bent Grass or Fiorin). 
See page 67. 

8. A. Dispar (The Southern Bent) This is a use- 
ful grass. It is similar in appearance to some of the 
broad-leaved varieties of red top. It has stronger 
and more numerous creeping roots, broader leaves, 
and more upright leafy stems. It is met with in the 
Southern States, but is not cultivated in the Northern 
States that Iam aware of. When once rooted it is 
almost as bad as Triticum Repens to extirpate. It 
has been tried and discarded in England. 

9. POLYPOGON—Desfontains. BrARD GRASS. 

GENERIC CHARACTER. 

Spikelets 1-flowered, in a contracted, mostly spike- 
like panicle ; glumes nearly equal, long-awned, much 
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longer than the membranaceous palets, the lower or 
which is commonly short-awned below the apex; © 
stamens 8; grain free). 
(Name from two Greek words, much and_ beard, 

from the awns.) 

1. P. Monspeliensis (Annual Beard Grass). It is 
found at the Isle of Shoals and on the coast south- 
ward. No agricultural value. 

10. CINNA—Linn. Woop REED GRASS. 

GENERIC CHARACTER. 

Spikelets 1-flowered, much flattened, crowded in 
an open, flaccid panicle; glumes lenceolate, acute, 
strongly keeled, rough-serrulate on the keel, the 
lower rather smaller, the upper a little ex-— 
ceeding the palets ; flower manifestly stalked in the 
glumes, smooth and naked; the palets much like 
the glumes, the lower longer than the upper; short- 
awned or mucronate on the back below the pointless 
apex; stamen one, opposite the 1-nerved upper 
palet; grain linear, oblong, free. A perennial, ra- 
ther sweet-scented grass, with simple and upright, 
somewhat reed-like culms (2 to 7 feet high), bearing an 
ample compound terminal panicle, its branches in 
fours or fives; the broadly linear lanceolate flat leaves 
one-third to one-half inch wide) with conspicuous lig- 
ules ; spikelets green, often purplish tinged. 
Name unexplained. 

1. C. Arundinacea—L. (Wood Reed Grass, Indian 
Reed Cinna). This is a large, rank grass, growing 
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in moist roads and shaded swamps, rather common ; 
flower monandrous. Of no special agricultural 

value. 

29. C. Pendula, Gray (Drooping Red Grass). 
Grows in moist woods; perennial, flowering in 
August. 

ae MUHLENBERGIA—Schreber. Dror SEED 

GRASS. 

GENERIC CHARACTER. 

Spikelets 1-flowered, in contracted, or rarely in 
open panicles; glumes mostly acute or bristle-point- 

ed, persistent, the lower rather smaller or minute ; 

flower very short-stalked or sessile in the glumes ; 
the palets usually minutely bearded at the base, 
herbaceaus. deciduous with the enclosed grain, ieee: 
equal, the lower 3-neved, mucronate, or aw ned a 

the apex ; stamens 3. 
Dedicated to the Rev. Dr. Henry Muhlenberg, a dis= 

tinguished American botanist of the early part of 

this century. 

1. M. Sobolifera (Awnless Muhlenbergia). Open, 
rocky woods, from Massachusetts and Michigan, Illi- 
nois, and southward. Flowers in August. 

2. M. Glomerata (Cluste:'1g Muhlenbergia). Com- 
mon in swamps, low grour'', bogs, etc. Flowers in 

August and September. 
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3. M. Mexicana (Mexican Muhlenbergia). Resem- 
bles fow] meadow grass. Regarded as a troublesome 
weed. Common in low grounds. Flowers in August 
and September. 

4. M. Sylvatica (The Sylvan Muhlenbergia). Is 
common in low or rocky woods. Flowers in August 
and September. 

5. M. Wildenovii (Wildenow’s Muhlenbergia). 
Found in rocky woods, growing about three feet— 
high. Flowers in August. 

6. M. Diffusa (Drop Seed Nimblewill). Is common 
at the West, Kentucky, Tennessee, and southward. 
Cattle eat it very readily. Perennial. Flowers in : 

August and September 

M. Capillaris (Hair Grass). Is found on sandy 

ie New England to New Jersey, Kentucky and 
southward. Flowers in September. 

None of the grasses of this American genus are of 
much agricultural value, except as they add to the 
verdure of the land 

11. -BRACHYELYTRUM—Beauv. BRACHYELY- 
TRUM. 

GENERIC CHARACTER. 

Spikelets 1-flowered, with a conspicuous filiform 
pedicil of an abortive second flower about half its 

length, nearly terete, few, in a simpleappressed race- 
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med panicle; glumes unequal, persistent, usually 
minute, or the lower one almost obsolete ; palets 
chartaceo-herbaceous, involute, enclosing the linear 
oblong grain, somewhat equal, rough, with scattered, 
short bristles; the lower 5-nerved, extended into a 
long, straight awn; the upper 2-pointed; the awn 
like sterile pedicil, partly lodged in the groove on its 
back; stamens 2; anthers and stigmas very long. 
Perennial, with simple culms, 1 to 3 feet high, from 
creeping rootstocks, downy sheaths, broad and flat 
lanceolate- pointed leaves, and spikelets one-half inch 
long, without the awn. 
Name from two Greek words, short “ante husk, 

from the minute glumes. 

1. B. Aristatum (The Erect Muhlenbergia or Awned 
Brachyelytrum). Found in rocky woods on the 
sides of Wachuset mountain, and other similar situ- 

ations. Flowers in June andJuly. 

13.. CALAMAGROSTIS—Adans. REED BENT 

GRASS. 

GENERIC CHARACTER. 

Spikelets 1-flowered, and often with a pedicil or 
rudiments of a second abortive flower (rarely 2-flow- 
ered), in an open or spiked panicle; glumes keeled 

' or boat-shaped, often acute; commonly nearly equal, 
and exceeding the flower, which bears at the base 
copious, white, bristly hairs; palets thin, the lower 
bearing a slender awn on the back or below the tip, 
or sometimes awnless, the upper mostly shorter ; 
stamens 3; grain free. Perennials, with running 
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root-stocks, and mostly tall and simple rigid culms. 
Name compounded of the Greek words kalamos, a 

reed, and agrostis, a grass. 

1. C. Canadensis (Blue Joint Grass). Wet grounds). 
Common northward. Flowers in July. A useful 
@rass. 

2. C. Langsdorffi. Found on White mountains, 
New Hampshire, and northward. 

3. C. Stricta. Ledges at Willoughby lake, Ver- 
mont, and northward. . : 

% 

4. C. Confinis or Inexpansa, Gray. N. and W. 
New York (especially Penn Yan), and Pennsylvania. 
Flowers in July. 

5. C. Nuttaliana or Coaractata (Crowded Calama- 
grostis). Moist grounds, E. New England to Penn- 
sylvania, Virginia, and southward. Flowers in 
August. 

6. C. Porteri, Gray. Found in dry woods, Pulpit 
_Rocks and vicinity, Huntington county, Pennsyl- 

vania. 

7. C. Pickeringii, Gray. Found near Summit of 
W hite monntains, New Hampshire. 

8. C. Brevipilis (Purple Bent). Swamps and pine 
barrens in New Jersey. Rare. Flowers in Sep- 
tember. wag 

9. C. Longifolia (Woolly Bent). Sheaths clothed 
with decidious wool. Sands along the upper Great 
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Lakes, from Illinois and Michigan northwestward. 
Flowers in August. 

10. CALAMAGROTIS, Avrenaria (Beach Grass, 

Sea Sand, Reed, Mat Grass). 

SPECIFIC CHARACTER. 

Culm Stout and rigid (2 to 8 ft. high) from firm 
running rootstocks; panicle contracted into a dense 
cylindrical spike (5 to 9 in. long); hairs only one 
third of the length of the palet. 
- This well known grass is found on sandy beaches, 
from New Jersey to Maine and northward on the 
Great Lakes. Its thick, strong, creeping, perennial 

- Toots, with many tubers the size of a pea, prevent 

the drifting of the sand from the action of the winds 
and waves, thus forming a barrier against the en- 
croachment of the ocean. This seems to be the chief 
utility of the plant as it serves this purpose the 
world over. 

144 ORYZOPSIS — Mich. Mountain RICE. 

GENERIC CHARACTER. 

Spikelets 1-flowered, nearly terete. Glumes_her- 
baceous or thin membranaceous; several nerved ; 

nearly equal; commonly, rather longer than the 
oblong flowers, which is deciduous at maturity, and 
with a very short, obtuse, callus or scar-like base. 
Lower palet coriaceous, at length involute so as 

closely to enclose the upper (of the same length) and 
the oblong grain. A simple, untwisted and deciduous 
awn, jointed on its apex.. Stamens 3; Squamulz 2 
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or 38, conspicuous ; Stigmas plumose. Perennials, 
with rigid leaves, and a narrow raceme or panicle. 
Spikelets greenish, rather large. (Name composed 
of two Greek words orysa, rice, and opsis, likeness, 
from a fancied resemblance to that grain.) 

1. O. Melanocarpa, (Black Mountain Rice), is a 

common grass in dry, rocky woods, with a leafy 
stem from two to three feet high; husks of the seed 
blackish when ripe; flowers in August. 

2. O. Asperifolia (White Mountain Rice). Steep 
rocky hill sides, and in dry woods; grows from a 
foot to eighteen inches high ; seeds farinaceous, and 
make a fine and white flower but difficult in procur- 
ing, as the grain drops so easily. Flowers in May. 

3. O. Canadensis (Smallest, or Canadian Rice) 
Rocky hills and dry plains; rare; flowers in May. 

15. STIPA, Linn. FEATHER GRASS. 

GENERIC CHARACTER. 

Spikelets 1-flowered; terete; the flower falling 
away at maturity (with the conspicuous obconical, 
bearded, and often sharp-pointed callus) from the 
membranaceous glums. Lower palet coriaceous, 
involute, and closely embracing the smaller upper 
one, and the cylindrical grain, having a long and 
twisted or tortuous simple awn jointed with its apex. 
Stamens mostly 3; stigmas plumose; perennials, 
with narrow, involute leaves, and a loose panicle. 
(Name, a Greek word stype, tow, in allusion to the 
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flaxen appearance of the feathery awns of the orig- 
inal species. In our species the awn is naked). 
Gray. 

; 1S. Richardsonii) Richardson’ Ss Feather; no ag- 
ricultural value. 

2. S. Avenacea (Black Oat Grass) is one of the 
prairie grasses of Michigan, Illinois, Wisconsin, &e. 
Flowers in July. 

3. 8. Spartea (Porcupine Grass) this is another 
prairie grass. 

4. 8. Pennata (Feather Grass) one of the most 
beautiful of the Genus Perennial. An ornamental 
grass in gardens. 

16. ARISTIDA, Linn. TripLE AWNED GRASs. 

GENERIC CHARACTER. 

Glumes unequal, often bristle pointed. Lower 
palet, tipped with three awns, the upper much 
smaller ; otherwise much asin stipa. Culms branch- 

- ing; leaves narrow, often involute. Spikelets in 
simple or panicled racems or spikes. Grain linear. 
(Name from arista, a beard or awn). All grow in 
‘sterile, dry soil, and all ours have the awns naked 

~ and persistent, and flowers late. Gray. 

1. A.’ Ramossissima (Three Awned Grass). Found 
on dry prairies of Illinois and in Kentucky. 
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2. A. Dichotoma (Poverty Grass) Dry, sandy or 
gravelly fields ; common, especially southward. 

3. A. Gracilis (Slender Three Awned Grass). 
Seldom found except on the poorest land; of no 
value for cultivation. . 

4. A. Stricta (Downy Triple Awn), not cultivated. 

5. A. Oligantha, Mich. (Prairie Triple Awn). 
Found by Michaux on the prairies of Illinois, also 
found in Virginia and Southwestward. 

6. A. Parpurascens (Purple Triple Awn), com- 
mon trom Massachusettes to [Illinois and Southward. 

Not cultivated. 

7. A. Lanata. Found in Maryland and South- 
ward. | 

8. A. Zuberculosa, (Long Awned Poverty Grass). - 
Sandy soil, East Massachusetts to New Jersey, also 
Wisconsin, Illinois and Southward. 

* 

17. SPARTINA, Schreber. CorD oR MARSH GRASS. 

GENERIC CHARACTER. | 

Spikelets 1-flowered, without a rudiment, very 
much flattened latterally ; spiked in 2 ranks on the 
outer side of a triangular rhachis ; glumes strongly 
compressed; keeled, acute, or bristle _ pointed, 

mostly rough-bristly on the keel; the upper one 
much larger, and exceeding the pointless and awn- 
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less palets, of which the upper is longest. Squam- 
ule none; stamens 3; styles long, more or less 
united ; perennials with simple and rigid reed-like 
culms, from extensively creeping, scaly rootstocks, 
racemed spikes; very smooth sheaths, and long and 
tongh leaves, (whence the name, from the Greek 

word, spartine, a cord, such as was made from the 
bark of the Spartium or Broom). 

1. 8. Cynosuroides (Fresh Water Cord Grass, or 
Tall Marsh Grass). Found on banks of rivers and 

lakes, especially Northward, also in Western States, 
Flowers in Angust. 

2. S. Polystachya (The Salt Reed Grass). Salt or 
brackish marshes, within tide water, especially 
Southward. 

_ 3. 8. Juncea (Rush Salt Grasss). Salt marshes 
and sea beaches. 

4. 8. Stricta (Salt Marsh Grass). Salt marshes. 
Pennsylvania and South. Odor strong and rancid. 

5. 8. Glabra (Rough Marsh Grass), a variety of 
the last; common on the coast of New England, 
Southward. 

6. 8. Atternifiora (Smooth Marsh Grass. This 
grass has a strong and rancid odor, and is common 
with the last. Spartina Atterniflora and 8S. Poly- 
stachya, are worthy the special attention of students, 
as they are supposed to be varieties of what was 
commonly known in Europe many years ago, as the 
American cocksfoot. (Dactylis Cynosurides. ) = 
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18. CTENIUM, Ranzer. TooTHacuE GRAss. 

GENERIC CHARACTER. 

Spikelets densely imbricated in two rows on one 

side of the flat curved rhachis of the solitary ter- 

minal spike. Glumes persistent; the lower one — 

(interior) much smaller; the other concave below, 

bearing a stout, reourwed awn, like a horn, on the 

middle of the back. 

Flowers 4 to 6, all but one neutral; the one or 

two lower consisting of empty awned palets; the one 

or two uppermost of empty awnless palets; the per- 

fect flowerzintermediate in position ; its palets mem- 

branaceous, the lower awned or mucronate below 

the apex, and densely ciliate towards the base, a8. 
nerved. Squamule 2. Stamens 3. Stigmas plum- 

Ose. 
Name Greek—-Afenion a small comb—from the pec- 

tinate appearance of the spike. 

1. ©. Americanum (Tooth-ache grass). Stem 3 to 
4 feet high, from a perennial root. It is found in the 
wet pine barrens of New Jersey. Taste very pun- 
gent. No agricultural value. 

19. BOUTELOU A—Legasca. Musxkit GRass. 

GENERIC CHARACTER. 

Spikelets crowded and closely sessile in two rows. 
on one side of a flattened rhachis, comprising one 
perfect flower below, and one or more sterile (mostly 
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neutral) or rudimentary flowers. Glumes convex 
keeled, the lower ones shorter. Perfect flower, with 
the 3-nerved lower palet 3-toothed or cleft at the 
apex, the 2-nerved upper palet 2-toothed ; the teeth, 
at least of the forme, pointed or subulate awned; 
Stamens 3; anthers orange-colored or red. Rudi- 
mentary flowers mostly 1 to 3 awned. Spikes soli- 
tary, racemed or spiked; the rhachis somewhat 
extended beyond the spikelets. 
Named for Claudius Boutelou, a spanish writer on 

floriculture and agriculture. 

1. B. Oligostachya (Muskit or Mosquit Grass). 
Westward. This grass is very nutritious. On the 
plains and slopes of the Rocky mountains, it cures 
in the late summer into a natural hay, and is much 
valued. 

2. B. Hirsuta (Bristly Murkit). Grows in tufts. 
Sandy plains Wisconsin, [linois, and southward. 

3. B. Curtipendula (Hairy Muskit). This grass is 
cultivated in many parts of the Southern States. 
Flowers from July to September. 

20. GYMNOPOGON—Beauv. NaAkED BEARD 

GRASS. 

GENERIC CHARACTER. 

Spikelets of one perfect flower, and the rudiment 
of a second (consisting of an awn-like pedicil mostly 
bearing a naked bristle), sessile and remotely alter- 
nate on long or filiform rays or spikes, which form a 
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crowded, naked raceme. Glumes lance awl-shaped, 
keeled, almost equal, rather longer than the some- 
what equal membranaceous palets, of which the 
lower is cylindrical-involute, with the midrib pro- 
duced from just below the 2-cleft apex into a straight 
and slender, bristle-like awn ; the upper with the 
abortive rudiments at its base. Stamens 3. Stigmas 
pencil form, purple. Root perennial. Leaves short 
and flat, thickish, 1 to 3 inches long. 

Name from ot two Greek words—gymnos naked, 
and pogon beard—alluding to the reduction of the 
abortive flower to a bare awn. 

1. G. Racemosus (Naked Beard Grass). Pine 
barrens of New Jersey to Virginia and southward, 
Flowers in August and September. 

2. G. Trefolius (Short-leaved beard Grass). Sussex 
county, Delaware, and southward. 

291. CYNODON—Richard. BERMUDA or SCUTCH 

GRASS. 

GENERIC CHARACTER. 

Spikelets 1-flowered, with a mere naked, short, 
pedicilled rudiment of a second flower, imbricate 
spiked on one side of a flattish rhachis ; the spikes 
usually digitate at the naked summit of the flowering 
culms. Glumes keeled, pointless, rather unequal. 
Palets pointless and awnless; the lower larger, boat- 
shaped. Stamens 3. Low, diffusely-branched, and 
extensively-creeping perennials, with short, flattish 
leaves. 
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Name derived from the Greek—/ynos a dog, and 
odontos a tooth. 

1. Cynodon Dactylon (Bermuda Grass, Seutch 

Grass. 

SPECIFIC CHARACTER. 

Spikes four or five, crowded together, corolla 

smooth: : 

_ Smiths Eng. flora. 

Observations.—The roots are tough and creeping, 

almost woody, with smooth files; stems also creep- 

ing to a great extent, matted, round, jointed, leafy, 

very smooth ; leaves tapering, sharp-pointed, ribbed, 

hairy, a little glaucous, with long, striated, smooth 

sheaths, and a hairy stipule; spikes four or five, 

linear, flowers purplish, shining, ranged in two close, 

alternate rows ; the corolla is longer than the calyx, 

very much compressed, opposite. 

This celebrated East India grass was first brought 

to notice by the experiments made with it in the ex- 
perimental grass garden at Woburn Abbey, the 

seeds being forwarded from India, by the Marquis of 

Hastings for that pnrpose. | 
The experiments made with this and the English 

species (Panicum Dactylon) showed that the India 
species flowered freely every season, whereas the 
native English plants flowered very seldom. 

It has not received much attention from English 

agriculturists since its introduction, as it scarcely 

begins to vegetate in the climate of England till the 
month of June, and its produce and nutritive powers 

are inferior to other favorite grasses. 
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In the East Indies the doob grass, as it is there 
called, grows) luxuriantly, and is highly valued as 
food for horses, etc. It flowers in September, and 
the seed is ripe about the end of October, and some- 
times in November. The plants, natives of the Eng- 
lish coast, flower about a month earlier than the 

above. 
This plant has long been naturalized in the South- 

ern States, and there are few grasses growing ™m the 
South that so much has been said and written about 
than the grass. a 

Elliott described it as a tender, delicate grass, 

growing over and binding the most arid and loose » 
lands in the country, and apparently preferred by 
stock of all descriptions to every other grass in the 
Southern States. 

L. H. Girardin, of Baltimore College (1824), said of 
it: The excellence of this plant for pasturage is ev1- 
denced by two circumstances. It is preferred by 
stock of every description (South) to all other grasses, 

and it grows luxuriantly in every kind of soil, It 
possesses an additional advantage—that of binding 
the loosest and most barren sandy tracts, but when 
it has once taken possession of close, rich soil, its 
extirpation is so difficult as almost to defy all the 

skill, industry, and perseverance of farmers. 
T. Affleck, of Brentham, Texas, who has given 

more attention to the history and cultivation of this 
grass than, perhaps, any other man in the country, 
says of it: | 

‘‘T made my first working acquaintance with this 
grass in 1842. From the first, 1 was satisfied of its 
immense value to the South as a hay and pasture 
grass. At the same time, it was evidently a dreadful 
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pest in the crops, which fact was so earnestly im- 
pressed upon me by every experienced planter with 
whom the subject was discussed, that great caution 
was naturally induced in the spreading of it myself, 
or being the means of persuading others to do so. 
After a season or two, however, of experience in the 
extraordinary yield of hay, and the number of ani- 
mals subsisted per acre, and possessed of a more 
thorough knowledge of the washed and worn condi- 
tion of the greater part of the hill plantations through 
the interior of Adams county, Mississippi, where I 
then resided, I strongly urged the planting of these 
fields with this grass. The owner of a hill plantation 
now under thorough hedge, and with a close sod of 
Bermuda grass over his fields, can easily make a 
living by grazing stock of any kind, independent of 
free labor. And if the ownerand occupant of a river 
place in like condition, he has a sure means of even 

wealth in the hay such a place will yield.’ 
Mr. W, Phillips, Memphis, Tenn., writing to 

Country Gentleman in 1872, says: 
“Tf Bermuda grass be not (for summer) the best 

erass ever grown—latitude 34° and below—-I ask to 
see. I say, take land equal in fertility or poverty, 
and New York, can produce no grass that will feed 
as many cattle, or horses, or mules, or sheep as Ber- 
muda grass will in Louisiana, Missisippi, Alabama, 
Georgia, or Florida. This grass is propagated by 

_ planting very small pieces of sod or scraps of roots, 
in squares of, say four feet. The weeds, etc., must 
be kept down for one season, after which it will take 
care of itself.’’ 
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22. DACTY LOCTENTLUM—Wild. EaGyprran 

GRASS. 

GENERIC CHARACTER. 

Spikelets several-flowered, with the uppermost flow- 
er imperfect, crowded on one side of a flatened rha-- 
chis, forming dense pectinate spikes, 2 to 5 in num- 
ber, digitate at the summit of the culm. Glumes 
compressed laterally and keeled, membranaceous, 
the upper (exterior) one awn-pointed. Lower palet 
stron eeled and boat-shaped, pointed. Stamens 
3. Pericarp a thin utricle, containing a loose globu- 
lar and rough-wrinkled seed. Root annual. Culms 
diffuse, often creeping at the base. 
Name compounded of daktylos, finger, and ktenion, 

a little comb, alluding to the digitate and pectinate 
spikes. 

1. D. Egyptiacum (Egyptian Grass). A troublesome 
weed. 

23. ELEUSINE —Geertn. Crap GRass, YARD 

GRASS. 

GENERIC CHARACTER. 

Spikelets 2 to 6 flowered, with a terminal naked 
rudiment, closely imbricate-spiked on one side of a 
flattish rhachis; the spikes digitate. Glumes mem- 
branaceous, pointless, shorter than the flowers. Pa- 

lets awnless and pointless; the lower ovate, keeled, 
larger than the upper. Stamens 3. Pericarp (utricle) 
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containing a loose, oval, and wrinkled seed. Low 
annuals, with flat leaves, and flowers much as in 
Poa. 

Name from Hleusin, the town where Ceres, the 
goddess of harvests, was worshipped. 

1. EH. Indica (Crab Grass, Wire Grass, Crowsfoot). 

A useful grass in Mississippi, Alabama, and adjoin- 
ing States; growing luxuriantly, and is plowed ° 

down as a fertilizer—also serving as a hay and for 
pasturage. 

24. LEPTOCHLOA—Beauv. OXyYDENIA, SLENDER 
GRASS. 

GENERIC CHARACTER. 

Spikelets 83—many-flowered (the uppermost flower 
imperfect), loosely spiked on one side of a long fili- 

form rhachis ; the spikes racemed. Glumes membra- 

naceous, keeled, and often awl-pointed, the upper 
one somewhat larger. Lower palet 3-nerved, with the 
jateral nerves next the ciliate or hairy margins awn- 
less, or bristle-awned at the entire or 2-toothed tip, 
Jarger than the upper. Stamens 2 or 3. Seed some- 

times loose in the pericarp. Ours annuals, Leaves 
flat. 
Name composed of Jeptos, slender, and chloa, 

grass, from the long, attenuated spikes. 

Gray. 

1. L. Mucronata (Pointed Slender Grass). Found 
in flelds from Virginia to Illinoisand southward. An 
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annual, growing from two to three feet high. Flowers 

in August. 

9. L. Fascicularis, Gray (Clustering Slender Grass). 
Brackish meadows from Rhode Island southward, 

along the coast, and from Illinois southward, on the 

Mississippi. Flowers in August. 

25. TRICUSPIS—Beauv. 

GENERIC CHARACTER. 

Spikelets 3 to 12-flowered, somewhat terete; the — 
terminal flower abortive. Glumesunequal. Rhachis 
of the spikelet bearded below each flower. Palets 
membranaceous or somewhat chartaceous; the lower 

much larger than the 2-toothed upper one, convex, 2 
to 3-toothed or cleft at the apex, conspicuously hairy- | 
bearded or villous on the 3 strong nerves, of which 
the lateral are marginal or nearly so and usually ex- 
current, as is the mid nerve especially, into a short — 
cusp or awn. Stamens 3. Stigmas dark purple, 
plumose. Grain oblong, nearly gibbous. Leaves 
taper-pointed ; sheaths bearded at the throat. Pan- 
icle simple or compound; the spikelets often race- 
mose, purplish 
Name from the Latin ¢ricuspis, three-pointed, a 

luding to the lower palet. 

1. T. Seslerioides (Tall Red Top). A showy grass, 
growing from three to 5 feet high, on dry or sandy 
fields, from New York to Illinois, and southward. 
Flowers in August. 
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2. T. Purpurea, Gray (Sand Grass). Is found on 
same soils as the above, from 6 inches to a foot high: 
Acid to the taste. Flowers from August to Sep- 
tember. 

3. T. Cornuta (Horned Sand Grass). Another 
species found at the South. Of no agricultural 
value. 

26. GRAPHEPHORUM—Desv. Dupontta, R. Br. 

GENERIC CILARACTER. 

Spikelets 2 to 5-flowered, rather terete. Glumes 
membranaceous, mostly nearly equalling the remote 
flowers. <A cluster of villous hairs at the base of 
each flower. Palets thin and membranaceous or-sca- 
rious, the lower one convex, scarcely keeled, faintly 
nerved, entire, pointless, and awnless. Stamens 3. 
Stigmas plumose. Ovary glabrous. Perennial and 
northern or arctic grasses, with linear flat leaves, 

their sheaths closed at the base, the spikelets ina 
loose panicle. 

Genus allied to the Avens, but awnless; named 
from graphis, a pencil, and phero, to bear, from the 

tufts of hair at the base of the flowers. 

1. G. Melicoides, Beauv. Stem1 to 2 feet high. 
Found at Grand Detour, Michigan, shore of Moose- 
head lake, Maine, and northward. 

2. G. Major, Gray (Large G. Grass or Dupontia ~ 
Grass). Grows 2 to 3 feet high. Found in Macomb 
county, Michigan. 
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27. DIARRHENA—Raf. DIARRHENA. 

GENERIC CHARACTER. 

Spikelets several-flowered, smooth and shining, one 
one or two of the uppermost flowers sterile. Glumes 
ovate, much shorter than the flowors, coriaceous, the 
lower one much smaller. Lower palet ovate, convex 
on the back, rigidly coriaceous, its 3 nerves termina- 

ting in a strong and abrupt cuspidate or awl-shaped 
tip. Squamule ovate, ciliate. Stamens 2. Grain 
very large, obliquely ovoid, obtusely pointed, rather 
longer than the palets, the cartilaginous shining per- 
icarp not adherent to the seed. A nearly smooth 
perennial, with running rootstocks, producing sim- 
ple culms (2 to 3 feet high), with long, linear, lanceo- 
late flat leaves towards the base, naked above, bear- 
ing a few short pedicelled spikelets (1-6 to 1-4 inch 
long) in a very simple panicle. 
Name composed of dis, two, and arren man, from 

the two stamens. 

1. D. Americana, Beauo. (Twin Grass). Shaded 
river banks and woods, Ohio to Illinois,.and south- 
ward. 

28. DACTY LIS—Linzus. ORCLARD GRASS. . 

GENERIC CHARACTER. 

Spikelets several-flowered, crowded in one-sided 
clusters, forming a branching dense panicle. Glumes 
and lower palet herbaceous, keeled, awn-pointed, 
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rough ciliate on the keel, the 5 nerves of the latter 
converging into the awn-like point; the upper glume 
commonly smaller and thinner. Stamens 3. Grain 
lance oblong, acute, free. Perennials ; leaves keeled. 

Name from daktylis, a Greek word, signifying a 
finger’s breadth, apparently in allusion to the size of 
the clusters. 

1. D.Glomerata (Rough Cocksfoot, Orchard Grass).. 
See page 24. 

23. KORLEREA; Pers. ~KOELERIA. 

GENERIO CHARACTER. 

Spikelets 3 to 7-flowered, crowded in a dense and. 

narrow spike-like panicle,. Glumes and lower palet 
membrakaceous, compressed-Keeled, obscurely | 3- 

nerved, barely acute, or the latter often mucronate or 
bristle-pointed; the former moderately unequal, 
nearly as long. as the spikelet. Stamens 3. Grain 
free. Tufted grasses (allied to Dactylis and Poa), 
with simple upright culms; the sheaths often 

downy. 
Named for Professor G. L. Kohler, an early writer 

on grasses. 

1. K. Cristata (Crested Koeleria). Dry, gravelly 
places, Pennsylvania to Illinois, and westward. Va- 
riety gracilis, with a long and narrow spike, the flow- . 
ers usually barely acute, Dry hills, Pennsylvania 

to Illinois; thence northward and westward. 
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30: EATONIA—Raf. REBOULEA, KUNTH. 

GENERIC CHARACTER. 

Spikelets usually 2-flowered, and with an abortive 
rudiment or pedicel, numerous, in contracted or 
slender panicle, very smooth. Glumes somewhat 
equal in length, but very dissimilar, a little shorter 
than the flowers ; the lower narrowly linear, keeled, 
1-nerved ; the upper broadly obovate, folded round 
the flowers, 8-nerved on the back, not keeled, scari- 
ous-margined, Lower palet oblong, obtuse, com- 
pressed, boat-shaped, naked, charataceous; the 

upper very thin and hyaline. Stamens 3. Grain lin- 
ear-oblong, not grooved. Perennial,jslender grasses, 
with simple and tufted culms, and often sparsely 
downy sheaths, flat flower leaves, and small greenish 

(or rarely purplish) tinged spikelets. 
Named for Professor Amos Eaton, author of a 

popular manual of the botany of the United States, 
which was for a long time the only general work 
available for students in this Ey and of other 
popular treatises. 

Gray. 

1. EK. Obtusata, Gray. Dry soil, Pennsylvania’ to 
Wisconsin, and southward. Flowers in June and 

July. 

2. HK. Pennsylvania (Pennsylvania Eatonia). Is a 

common grass in moist woods ana meadows through- 
out the Northern States. Flowers in June and 
July. 
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31. MELICA—Linn. Metic Grass. 

GENERIC CHARACTER. 

Spikelets 2 to 5-flowered ; the 1 to 3 upper flowers 
imperfect and dissimilar, convulate around each 
other, and enwrapped by the upper fertile flower. 
Glumes usualiy large, scarious-margined, convex, 
obtuse, the upper 7 to 9-nerved. Palets papery-mem- 
branaceous, dry and sometimes indurating with age; 
the lower rounded or flattish on the back, 7—many- 
-nerved, scarious at the entire blunt summit. Stamens 

3. Stigmas branched plumose. Perennials with 
soft and flat leaves. Panicles simple or sparingly 
branched ; the rather large spikelets racemose-one- 
sided. 
An old name, from mei, honey. 

1. M. Mutica (Melic Grass). Of which there are 
several varieties, viz., M. Glabra, M. Diffusa. Rich 

soils southeastern Pennsylvania to Wisconsin, and 

southward. 

32. GLYCERIA—R. Br., Trin. Manwa GRass. 

GENERIC CHARACTER. 

nikelets tirete or flattish, several—many-flowered; 
the flowers mostly early deciduous by the breaking up 
of the rhachis into joints, leaving the short and une- 

equal | to 3-nerved membranaceous glumes behind. 
Palets naked, of a rather firm texture, nearly equal ; 
the lower rounded on the back, scarious (and some- 
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times obscurely toothed) at the blunt or rarely acute 

summit, glabrous, 5 to 7-nerved, the nerves parallel 
and separate. Stamens 38 or in the first section 
commonly 2. Stigmas plumose, mostly compound. 
Ovary smooth. Grain oblong, free. Perennial, smooth 
marsh-grasses, mostly with creeping bases or root- 

stocks; the spikelets panicled. 

Name from glyeros, sweet, ia allusion to the taste 
of the grain. 

1. G. Canadensis (Rattlesnake Grass). Bogs and — 
wet places. Common from Pennsylvania, northward. 

Flowers in July. 

2. G. Obtusa (The obtuse Spear Grass). An aquatic 
erass. 

3. G. Elongata (Long Panicled Manna Grass). Wet 
woods and swamps, from New England to Michigan, © 
and northward. 

4. G. Nervata (Meadow Spear Grass, Nerved Manna 
Grass). Fowl meadow of many farmers in Eastern 
States. See page 70. 

5. G. Pallida (The Pale Manna Grass). Grows 
mostly in shallow water. No value for cultivation. 

6. G. Aquatic (The water Spear Grass, or Reed 
Meadow Grass. See page 72. 

7. G. Fluitans (The Floating meadow Grass, or 
Common Manna Grass. See page 72. 

8. Glyceria Acutifolia (Pointed Spear Grass). Re- 
sembles FI. Fluitans, but with smaller leaves, and 

Ee #8 
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flowers twice the length. Wet places, Pennsylvania 
to Maine. Rather rare. 

9. G- Maratima (Goose Grass, Greeping Sea Mead- 
ow Grass, Sea Spear Grass). Grows naturally near 

4 

the see, and is relished by stock-of all kinds. 
>) 

°10. G. Distans (Clustered Spear or Reflexed 
Meadow Grass). Similar to goose grass, but of less 
value. 

33. BRIZOPYRUM—Link. Spike GRAss. 

GENERIC CHARACTER. 

Spikelets and numerous flours compressed, crowd- 
ed in a densely spiked or capitate panicle. Glumes 
herbaceous or membranaceaus; the lower faintly 
many-nerved. Lower palet rather coriaceous, later- 
ally much flattened, indistinctly many-nerved, acute. 
Ovary stalked. Flowers diccious, pretty large. 
Leaves crowded on the culms, involute, commonly 

rigid. 
Name compounded of 6riza, the quaking grass, 

and pyros, wheat. 

1. B. Spicatum (Spike Grass). A salt marsh grass, 
with creeping rootstocks ; stems from 10 to 18 inches 
high, in tufts. Flowers in -\1¢ust. 
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34. POA—Linn. Mrs>.w Grass, SPEAR GRASS. 

GENERIC CHARACTER. 

Spikelets ovate or lance ovate, laterally compressed, 
several (2 to 10-flowered), in an open panicle ; glumes 
mostly shorter than the flowers, the lower smaller ; 
lower palet membranaceo-herbaceous, with a delicate 

scarious margin, compressed-keeled, pointless, 5- 
nerved (the intermediate nerves more obscure or ob- 

solete), the principle nerves commonly clothed at and 
towards the base with soft hairs—upper palet mem- 
branaceous, 2-toothed, base of the flower often cob- 

webby ; stamens 2 or 3; stigmas simply plumose ; 
grain oblong, free; culms tufted, from perennial 

roots, except No. 1; leaves smooth, usually flat and 
soft. 

Poa, an ancient Greek name for grass or fodder. 

1. Poa Annua (Annual Meadow Grass or Low Spear 
Grass. 

SPECIFIC CHARACTER. 

Culms flattened ; panicle often 1-sided ; spikelets 
crowded, very short pedicelled, 3 to 7-flowered. 
Common. ; 

Poa Annua is not, as its name implies, permanent, 

yet being in flower at different periods during the 
whole of the summer, it produces seeds even when 
mown or fed, which spring again, and thus it forms 
a part of the sward as constantly as if it were peren- 
ennial. Cattle of every kind are fond of it, and it is 
thought to have a peculiarly good effect in improving 
the quality of the butter, though its produce is com- 
paratively small. 
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2. P. Compressa (Flat Stalked or Creeping Poa— 
green grass, blue grass, wire grass). See page 46. 

3. P. Alpina (Alpine or Mountain Poa). Isle Royal, 
Lake Superior, Maine, and northward. 

4, P. Laxa (Wavy Meadow Grass). High, rocky 
hills, New York and New England, and northern 

latitudes. 

5. C. Ceesia. Similar to Poa Nemoralis. Wood 

meadow grass. - 

6. P. Serotina (Fowl Meadow Grass, False Red . 

Top). See page 49, 

7. P. Pratensis (Smooth Stalked Poa—green or 
common meadow grass, June grass, Kentucky blue 
grass). See page 41. 

8. P. Trivialis (Rough Stalked Poa, or Rough 
Stalked Meadow Grass). See page 47. 

9. P. Sylvestris, Gray (Sylvan Spear Grass). Found 
jin rocky woods and meadows, New York to Penn- 
sylvania, and Virginia to Wisconsin. 

10. P. Debilis (Weak Meadow Grass). Rocky 
Woodlands from New England to Wisconsin. 

11. Poa Alsodes, Gray (Wood Spear Grass). Woods 
on hillsides, from New England to Pennsylvania and 
Wisconsin. 

12. P. Flexuosa (Southern Spear Grass). Dry 
woods, Virginia, Kentucky, and southward, 
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13. P. Brevifolia (Short Leaved Spear Grass). The 

root leaves long, nearly equalling the stem. Rocky 
or hilly woodlands. Pennsylvania to Virginia, and 
westward. ‘ 

14. P. Nemoralis (Wood Meadow Grass). Has the 
peculiar property of flowering under the shade of 
trees, which renders it valuable on land which either 

contains forest timber, or which is closely fenced by 
plantations, which is the case in almost all demesnes 
in England. 

In Mr. Taunton’s experiments the plants were 
completely overpowered by other grasses. I found 
the same difficulty in raising it this year, although l 
took every pains to clear the ground of weeds and 
roots of grasses, and sowed a liberal quantity of seed, 
yet the natural grass overpowered it and kept it 
down. I have again cleared the ground thoroughly, 
and will repeat the experiment by sowing again this 
month (August). 

35. ERAGROSTIS—Beauv. ERAGROSTIs. 

GENERIC CHARACTER. 

Spikelets 2 to 70-flowered, nearly as in Poa, except 
that the lower palet is but 3 (rarely 1) nerved, not 
webby-haired at the base and deciduous, and the 
upper one persistent on the rhachis after the rest of 
the flower has fallen ; culms often branching ; leaves 
linear, frequently involute, and the ligule or throat 
of the sheath bearded with long villous hairs ; panicle 
various. 
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An early name, probably from era, earth, and 
agrostis, in allusion to the procumbent habit of the 
original species. 

1. Eragrostis Repians (Creeping Meadow Grass). 
Common, gravelly river borders. Flowers in August. 

2. EK. Posoides (Strong Scented Meadow Grass). 
Sandy waste places, eastward; scarce. Variety 
Megastachya. Similar situations, and more com- 
mon. Flowers in August. Emits a sharp, unpleas- 
ant odor. 

3. Hi. Pilosa (The Slender Meadow grass). Sandy 
or gravelly waste places, New England to Illinois, 
and southward. 

4, KH. Frankii (Short Stalked Meadow). Low or 
sandy ground in Ohio, Illinois, and southwestward. 

5. Hi. Purshii (Southern Eragrostis). Sandy or sterile 
open grounds, New Jersey to Virginia, and south- 
ward. 

6. EK. Tenuis, Gray (Branching Spear grass). 
Sandy soil, Illinois, Virginia, and southward. 

7. E. Capillaris (Hair-panicled Meadow grass). 
Leaves and sheaths hairy. Common, especially 
southward. Flowers August and September. 

8. HE. Pectinacea (Meadow Comb grass:) Sandy, 
dry ground, from Hastern Massachusetts, near the 
coast, and from Ohio and Illinois, southward. 
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86. BRIZA—Linn. QUAKING GRASS. 

GENERIC CHARACTER. 

Spikelets many-flowered, ovate or heart-shaped, 
flattish tumid, the flowers closely imbricated ; glumes 

roundish, unequal (purple); lower palet roundish 

and entire, flattened parallel with the glumes, ventri- 

cose on the back, heart shaped at the base, papery 

membranaceous and becoming dry, scarious mar- 

gined, obscurely many-nerved, the upper palet much 

smaller, ovate, flat; stamens 3; stigmas branched 

plumose ; grain flattened, parallel with the palets, 

adhering to the upper one leaves flat; panicle 

loose, diffuse, with the large and showy spikelets 

often drooping on delicate pedicels. 

Whence the name, an ancient Greek appellation 

for some kind of grain, from 67izo, to slumbef, or 

britho, to bend downwards. 

1. B. Media (quaking grass). See page 61. 

There are orher species of thisgrass grown as orna- 

mental grasses. 

97. FESTUCA—Linn. FrEscur GRaAss. 

GENERIC CHARACTER. 

Spikelets 3-many-flowered, panicled or racemose, 

the flowers not webby at the base; glumes unequal 

mostly keeled; palets chartaceous or almost coria- 

ceous, roundish (not keeled) on the back, more or — 

less 3 to 5 nerved, acute, pointed, or often bristle- 
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awned from the tip, rarely blunt, the upper mostly 
adhering at maturity to the enclosed grain; stamens 
1to3; flowers, and often the leaves, rather dry 
and harsh. 
An ancient Latin name. 

1. I’. Myurus. Dry fields, New Jersey, Southern 
Pennsylvania, and southward. 

2. F. Tenella (Small Fescue). Dry sterile soil south- 
ward. 

3. F’. Ovina (Sheep’s Fescue). See page 52. 

4, KF. Duriuscula (Hard Fescue). See page 53. 

5. F. Rubra (The Red Fescue). This is a variety 
of Festuca Duriuscula, slightly altered in habit from 
crowing always on light, dry, sandy soils. It is dis- 
tinguished, however, by its creeping roots, broader 
and generally darker-colored foliage, and producing 
a smaller number of stems. I*rom its creeping-rooted 
habit, it is comparatively of little use to the Agricul- 
turist, except for sowing on light, sandy sea-coasts 
after the shifting sand has been consolidated. 

Naturalized eastward ; wild, Lake Superior and 
northward. 

6. F. Elatior (Taller or Meadow Fescue). See page 
55. 

7. I. Futans (The Nodding Fescue). Panicle dif- 
fuse, composed of several long, slender branches, 
generally in pairs, nodding when ripe. Rocky woods 
and copses. Culm 2 to 4 feet high, leaves often rather - 
hairy. Flowers in July. 
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88. BROMUS—Linn. Broom Grass. 

GENERIC CHARACTER. 

Spikelets 5-many-flowered, panicled ; glumes un- 
equal, membranaceous, the lower 1 to 5, the upper 3_ 
to 9-nerved ; lower palet either convex on the back 
or compressed-keeled, 5 to9-nerved, awned or bristle- 
pointed from below the. mostly 2-cleft tip, upper 
palet at length adhering to the groove of the oblong 
or linear grain; stamens 3; styles attached below 
the apex of the ovary. Coarse grasses, with large 

spikelets, at length drooping on pedicels thickened 

at the apex. 
An ancient name for the oat, from bromos, food. 

1. Bromus Secalinus, (Chess, Cheat, Willard’s 

Bromus). 
SPECIFIC CHARACTER. 

Panicle spreading, even in fruit, the drooping pen- 
duncles little branched ; spikelets oblong-ovate, tur- 
gid, smooth, 8 to 10 rather distant flowers ; lower 
palet rather longer than the upper, short-awned or 
awnless; sheaths nearly glabrous. 

In England this plant is called goose grass. It is 
a well-known weed in wheat and rye fields, and is 
easily distinguished by its large hanging panicles, 
large drooping spikelets, and the seeds, when ripe, 
somewhat resemblingrye. These seeds when ground 
amongst flour and made into bread, impart to it a 
bitter taste, and are said to produce the same danger- 
ous effects as those of the bearded darnel (Lolium 
Temeltum). 

Flowers in June and July. 
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2. Bromus Racemosus (Smooth Broom or Upright 
Chess). Is often mistaken for B. Secalinus ; it is also 
eommon in grain fields. Worthless for cultivation, 

‘ except for green manuring. 

3. B. Mollis (Soft Chess, or Soft Downy Broom 
grass). 

This is also a common weed in rye grass fields in 
England, particularly the B, Racemosus. They both 
grow much taller than the rye grass, and have large, 
branching, drooping panicles, and are distinguished 
from one another by the smoothness and downiness of 
their spikelets ; the seeds of B. Mollis are said to pro. 
duce giddiness in the human species and quadrupeds, 
and to prove fatal to poultry. In a sample of rye 
grass seeds, itis very easy to detect B. Mollis or B. 
Racemos, by their being larger, much broader tow-. 

ards the points, etc. 
Flowers in June. 

4. B. Kalmi, Gray (Wild Chess). Flowers in June 

and July. 

5. B.Ciliatus (Fringed Broom grass). Flowers July 
and August. 

6. B. Asper. 

7. B. Steriles (Sterile Broom grass). Rare. 

8. B.Pratensis (Meadow Broom grass). Fibrous 
rooted perennial, height two to three feet ; flowers 
in July. Said to be a native of some parts of Eng- 
land. 
From the softness and great length of the foliage 

of this grass, it may turn out one of the most useful 
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in the genus, but as yet its properties are not suffi- 
ciently known. Leaves long, slender, and pendu-. 
lous. 

39. UNIOLA—Linn. SPprkE GRASS. 

GENERIC CHARACTER, 

Spikelets closely many-flowered, very flat and 2- 
edged, one or more of the lower flowers sterile 
(neutral) and consisting of a single palet; glumes 
lanceolate, compressed-keeled. Lower palet coriaceo- 
membranaceous, strongly laterally compressed and 
keeled, striate-nerved, usually acute or pointed, en- 
tire, enclosing the much smaller compressed 2-keeled 
upper one and the free laterally flattened smooth grain 
Stamens 1 (orin U. Panticulata 3). Upright smooth 
perennials, growing in tufts from strong creeping 
rootstocks, with broad leaves and large spikelets in 
an open or spiked panicle. 
An ancient name of some plant, a diminutive of 

unio, unity. 

1. U. Paniculata (Spike grass). Sand _ hills, sea- 
shore, 8. Virginia and southward. 

2. U. Latifolia (Broad Leaved Spike grass). Shaded 
rich hill sides, 8. Pennsylvania to Illinois, and south- 
ward. 

3. U. Gracilis (Slender spike grass). Sandy soil 
from Long Island to Virginia, near the coast and 
southward. Flowers in August; stem three feet. 
high. 
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40. PHRAGMITES—7rin. Reuen. 

GENERIC CHARACTER. 

Spikelets 3 to 7-flowered, the flowers rather distant, 
silky villous at their base, and with a conspicuous 
silky-bearded rhachis, all perfect and 3-androus, ex- 
cept the lowest, which is either neutral or with 1 to. 
3 stamens, and naked; glumes membranaceous, 

~shorter than the flowers, lanceolate, keeled, sharp- 
pointed, very unequal ; palets membranaceous, slen- 
der, the lower narrowly awl-shaped, thrice the length 
of the upper; squamule 2, large ; styles long; grain 
free. Tall and stout perennials, with numerous 
broad leaves and a large terminal panicle. 

Phragmites, a Greek word, i.e., growing in 
hedges, which this aquatic grass does not. 

1. P. Communis (The Common Reed grass). A very 

tall, broad-leaved grass. It looks at a little distance 
like broom corn. Stem 5 to 12 feet high; leaves 2 
inches wide; grows on the edges of ponds. This is 

one of the largest grasses in the United States. 

41. ARUNDINARIA—Mich. Cane. 

GENERIC CHARACTER, 

Spikelets flattened, 5 to 14-flowered, the flowers 
somewhat separated on the jointed rhachis ; glumes — 
very small, membranaceous, the upper one larger ; 

‘palets herbaceous or somewhat membranaceous, the 
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lower convex on the back, many-nerved, tapering 
into a mucronate point or bristle; squamule 3, longer 
than the ovary ; stamens 3; grain oblong, free. Ar- 
borescent or shrubbery grasses, simple or with fas- 
cicled branches, and with large spikelets in panicles 
or racemes, the flowers polygamous. 
Name from arundo, a reed. 

1. Arundinaria Macrospirma (Large Cane). River 
banks, 8. Virginia, Kentucky, and southward, for- 
ming cane-brakes; the stems are extensively used 
for fishing rods. - 

2. A. Tecta (Small Cane). Swamps and moist 
soil, Virginia, Illinois, and southward. 

42. LEPTURUS—R. Br. Leprurvs. 

GENERIC CHARACTER, 

Spikelets solitary on each joint of the filiform rha- 
chis, and partly immersed in the excavation, 1 to 2- 
flowered ; glumes 1 to 2, including the 2 thin point- 
less palets; stamens 3; grain free, oblong-linear, 

a 

cylindrical. Low and branching, often procumbent — 
grasses, chiefly annuals, with narrow leaves and 

slender spikes. 
Whence the name, from lepfos, slender, and oyra, 

a tail. 

1. L. Paniculatus (Slender Tail grass). Open 
grounds and salt licks, Iilinois and westward. Rare. 
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43. LOLIUM—Linn. DaARNEL. 

GENERIC CHARACTER. 

Spikelets many-flowered, solitary on each joint of 
the continuous rhachis, placed edgewise ; the glume, 
except in the terminal spikelet, only 1 (the upper) 
and external, otherwise nearly as in Triticum. 

Ancient Latin name. 

1. Lolium Perenne (Perennial Rye grass) See p. 30. 

2. L. Italicum (Italian rye grass). See page 382. 

3. L. Annum (Annual Rye grass). See page 34. 

4. L. Temulentum (Bearded Darnel). 

. SPECIFIC CHARACTER. 

Root annual; culm taller, glume fully equalling 
the 5 to 7-flowered spikelet; awn longer than the 
flower (one-half inch long). Grain fields, rare. Grain 
noxious, almost the only instance of the kind among 
OTASSes. 

Gray. 

5. L. Multiforum (the Many-flowered Darnel). The 
most showy of the rye grasses. 

Cultivated to some extent in France; introduced 
into England, but not much attention given its culti- 
vation. Very rare in this country. 

There are many varieties of the perennial rye grass 
grown in England, amongst the best of which may 
be enumerated Russell’s, Whitworth’s, Pacey’s, 
Ruck’s, and many others of considerable merit. | 
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44, TRITICUM—Linn. WHeEAt. 

GENERIC CHARACTER. 

Spikelets 3-several-flowered, single at each joint, 

and placed with the side against the rhachis; glumes 
transverse (i. e., right and left), nearly equal and 
opposite, herbaceous, nerved ; lower palet very like 
the glumes, convex on the back, pointed or awned 
trom the tip, the upper flattened, bristly-ciliate on 
the nerves, free or adherent to the groove of the grain; 
stamens 3. | . 

The classical name, probably from tritus, beaten, 
because the grain is beaten out of the spikes. 

The true species are annuals, with the glumes 

ovate-oblong, turgid, and boat-shaped, as in common 

wheat. Others are perennial, with nearly lanceolate 

glumes, and 2-ranked spikes, never furnishing bread 

corn. 

(§ Agropyron, Geertn., to which the following’ be- 

long.) 

Flowers in summer. 

1. Triticum Repens, Linn. (Couch, Quitch, or Quick _ 

grass, Twitch grass, Dogs’ grass, Chandler grass, 

etc.) Qaeactt Gao, 
This well-known troublesome grass, of which there 

are many varieties, is relished by cattle, both in a 

ereen and dried state, but from its coarse nature is 
rather difficult to be cured for hay at the late season 

of the year when it is fit for cutting for that purpose. 

I have experimented with the large variety this year, 

and am so well satisfied with the results, that I in- 
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tend sowing an acre of good land with it for summer 
pasturage. 

The single plants met with in gardens and amongst 
field crops are certainly objectionable, on account of 

their ‘‘long, creeping roots, branching in every di- 
rection, taking complete possession of the soil, and 
impoverishing it ;’ but when grown in a body this 
is very much obviated, and very likely to counteract, 
to a great extent, its scourging habits. 

. 2. T. Dasytachyum, Gray. Sandy shores of Lakes 
Huron and Superior, and northward. 

3. T. Caninum (Awned Wheat grass). It has no 
creeping rootstalks, like Couch grass. Is found in 
woods and banks of streams, from New York to 

Wisconsin, and northward. 7 

45. HORDEUM—Linn, Barley. 

GENERIC CHARACTER. _ 

Spikelets 1-flowered, with an awl-shaped rudiment 
on the inner side, three at each joint of the rhachis, 
but the lateral ones usually imperfect or abortive, 
and short-stalked ; glumes side by side in front of 

the spikelets, six in number, forming a kind of invo- 
lucre, slender, and awn-pointed or bristle form ; 
palets herbaceous, the lower (anterior) convex, long- 
awned from the apex; stamens 3; grain oblong, 
commonly adhering to the palets ; spike often separ- 
ating into joints. Ours are annuals or biennials, or 
scarcely perennials. 

Gray. 
An ancient Latin name. 

Ry out 
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1. Hordeum Jubatum (Squirrel Tail eae Com- 
mon on moist sands and marshy places near sea 
shore and northern lakes in Wisconsin, Iowa, and 
Minnesota. 

Flowers in June. 

2. H. Pratense. Plains, especially in saline soil, 

Ohio to Illinois, and westward. 
Flowers in May and June. 

3. H. Pussilum (Barley grass). Annual. Relished 
by cattle. 

46. ELYMUS—Linn. Lyme Grass, WILD GRaAss. 

GENERIC CHARACTER. 

Spikelets 2 to 4 at each joint of the rhachis, all 
fertile and alike, sessile, each 1 to 7-flowered; glumes 

conspicuous, nearly side by side in front of the spike- 
lets, 2 for each spikelet, forming an involucre to the 

cluster. Palets coriaceous, the lower rounded on 

the back, acute or awned at the apex ; grain adherent 

to the involving palets. 
Whence its name, an ancient one for some grain, 

from elyo, to roll up. 

1. EK. Virginicus (Lyme grass, Wild Rye). River 
banks, from New England to Illinois, and Wiscon- 
sin. 

2. E. Canadensis (Canadian Lyme grass). Common 
on river banks; also Var. Glaucifolias, same. 7 

q 
| 
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3. E. Sibericus (Siberian Lyme grass). See page 
74. 

4, EK. Striatus (Slender, Hairy Lyme grass). Of no 
agricultural value. 

5. E. Mollis (Soft Lyme erase). Shore of the Great 
Lakes, Maine and northward. 

6. EK. Arenarius (Upright Sea Lyme grass). See 
page 7. 7 

47. GYMNOSTICHUM—Screb. Borris Brusu 

GRASS. 

GENERIC CHARACTER. 

Spikelets 2 to 3 or sometimes solitary on each joint 
of the rhachis, raised on a very short callous pedi- 
cel, loosely to to 4-flowered (when solitary flatwise on 
the rhachis); glumes none, or small, awnlike, and 
deciduous. 

Whence the name, gymnos, iat and stichos, 
rank. Otherwise nearly as in Elymus. 

1. G. Hystrix (Bottle Brush grass). The spike 
has the appearance of a bottle brush, when ripe. 
“Moist woodlands. Flowers in July. 
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AS. D NS IA—De Candolle. Wuiip Oat 

a GRABS. 
" ~~ Beet 

. AS : 

“GENERIC CHARACTER. 

“Lower palet (oblong or ovate, rounded, cylindra- 
ceous, 7 to 9-nerved) bearing between the sharp- 

pointed or awn-like teeth of the tip an awn composed 
of the 3 middle nerves, which is flattish and spirally 
twisting at the base, otherwise nearly as in Avena; 
glumes longer than the imbricated flowers. Ours 
perennials, 1 to 2 feet high, with narrow and soon 
involute leaves, hairy sheaths bearded at the throat, 
and a small, simple panicle or raceme of about 7-flow- 
ered spikelets. 
Named from Danthoine, a French botanist. 

1. D. Spicata (Wild Oat grass, White Top, Old 
Fog). Is common in dry, sunny pastures. Flowers 
in June. 

- 2. D. Sericea (Taller Wild OatGrass). Taller than 
D. Spicata, and not tufted; 1 to 3 feet high. Dry — 
or moist sandy soils, Sonilierh Massachusetts, New | 
Jersey, and southward. Flowers in June. 

49. AVENA—Linn. Oat. 

GENERIC CHARACTER. 

Spikelets 2 to many-flowered, panicled, the flowers 
herbaceo-chartaceous,or be coming harder, of firmer 
texture than the large and mostly unequal glumes, ~ 

he 
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the uppermost imperfect ; lower palet rounded on 
the back, mostly 5 to 11-nerved, bearing a long, usu- 
ally-bent twisted awn on the back or below the 
acutely 2-cleft tip proceeding from the mid-nerve 
only; stamens 3; grain oblong, linear, grooved on 
one side usually hairy, at least at the top, free but 
invested by the upper palet. 

The classical Latin name. 
The common oat. Avena Sativa represents the 

large-flowered annual species of the Old World. The 
following are smaller-flowered, indigenous peren- 
nials : 

1. A. Striata (Purple Wild Oat). Rocky, shaded 
hills, New England, New York, and northward. 

2. A. Smithii (Smith’s Oat Grass). Grows from 
two and a half to four and a half feet high. Woods 
near Sault Ste, Maine. ; 

3. A. Flavescens (Yellow Oat grass). See page 58). 

4. A. Pratensis (Meadow Oat grass). Native of the 
pastures of Great Britain. Flourishes best on dry — 
soils, and furnishes a medium quality of hay. 

50. TRISETUM—Persoon. TRISETUM. 

CRE ae? 
GENERIC CHARACTER. 

Spikelets 2 to several-fiowered, often in a contracted 
panicle,the lower palet compressed-keeled, ofabout the 
same membranaceous texture as the glumes, bearing 
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a bent or flexuous (rarely twisted) awn below the © 

sharply 2-toothed or two pointed apex. : 
Whence the name, from ¢fris, three, and seta, a_ 

bristle. 
Otherwise nearly as in Avena. Ours are perennials. 

Gray. 

1. T. Subspicatum, Beauv. Var. molle (Downy — 
Persoon). Found on rocky river banks, from New — 
England to Wisconsin, and northward. Flowers in © 
July. About 1 foot-high ; leaves flat, short. : 

2. T. Palustre (Marsh Oat grass). Low grounds 
Southern New York to Illinois and northward. 

3. T. Pubescens (the Downy Oat Brae See 
page 60. 

51... ALR A—Linn.: Hare -GRass: 

GENERIC CHARACTER. 

Spikelets small in an open diffuse panicle, of 2 per- 
fect flowers and often with the pedicel or rudiment of 
a third, all usually shorter than the membranaceous- 

keeled glumes, and hairy at the base, the upper re- 
motish ; lower palet thin and scarious, 2-cleft or else — 
truncate, and mostly denticular or eroded at the sum- 
mit, bearing a slender bent or straight awn on its 

back, commonly near its base; stamens 3; styles 
plumose to the base; ovary glabrous; grain oblong. - 

An ancient Greek name for Darnel. 
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1. A. Flexuosa. (Wood Hair Grass, or common 
Hair Grass. ) 

Remarks. This Grass is aiso called Zigzag Hair 

Grass. Height one and a half to two feet ; flowers in 
June and July. Grows naturally on healthy soits in 
England, and has been recommended for sowing on 
such, but as its chief produce consists in culms or 

stems with very little foliage, and few joints, and as 
cattle do not seem to relish the former, it is scarcely 
deserving of culture, except perhaps, in small quan- 
tities as a mixture on moorish soils. This is a com- 
mon Grass in this country on dry and rocky hills 
and roadsides. It is sometimes found at a high alti- 
tude on mountains an@ hills above the level of the 
sea. Sheep eat it readily. 

2. A. Cespitosa. Tufted Hair Grass. 

SPECIFIC CHARACTER. 

Culm tufted, 2 to4 feet high, leaves flat, linear, 
panicle pyramidal or oblong, 6 inches long, awn 
straight, barely equaling the palet. Shores of lakes. 
and streams ; common Northward. Flowers in June 

and July. 
Flowers in latter end of July in England. Grows. 

naturally on rather superior marsh or damp soils, 
forming large tufts or hassocks, as they are some- 
times termed; and asthe grass is scarcely eaten by 
domestic animals, it becomes the business of the 

farmer to extirpate these as soon as possible, not 
only on account of their unsightly appearance, but 
because they occupy a considerable portion of the 
soil which would otherwise be capable of producing 
more valuable grasses, particularly as these tufts or 
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hassocks are generally the most predominant on the 
best of soils. The most effectual manner of accom- 
plishing this is to root them fairly out with a large 
hoe, afterwards stirring the soil and scattering ina. 
few seeds of any of the strong or superior fast grow- 
ing grasses, such asthe orchard grass, or agrostis, 
stolonfera, &c. 

8. Aira Praecox. Sandfields—New Jersey to Vir- 
ginia, rare. Naturalized from Europe. 

4. A. Caryophyllea. Dry fields, Nantucket ; also — 
New Castle, Delaware. 

5. A. Atropurpurea. (Purple Alpine Hair Grass.) — 
Alpine tops of the White Mountains, and those of 
Northern New York. 

6. A. Aquatica. (Water Hair Grass.) This is an 
aquatic grass but can be cultivated on marshy 
grounds. It is one of the sweetest of British grasses, — 
and cattle are very partial to it. Water fowl feed on — 
the seeds of this grass. 

52. ARRHENATHERUM AVENACEUM. Beauv. © 
Oat GRASS. 

GENERIC CHARACTER. 

Spikelets open panicled, 2-flowered with the rudi- 
ments of a third flower; the middle flower perfect, | 
its lower palet barely bristle-pointed from near the 
tip ; the lowest flower staminate, only bearing a long 
bent awn below the middle of the back. 
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Whence the name, from arren, masculine, and 
ather, awn, otherwise as in Avena. of which it is 

only a peculiar modification. 

1. A. Avenaceum (Tall Meadow Oat Grass,) or 
tall Oat Grass. See page 37. 

538. HOLCUS. Linn. MEADow Sort GRASs. 

GENERIC CHARACTER. 

Spikelets crowded in an open panicle, 2-flowered, 
jointed with the pedicils ; the boat-shaped membran- 
acious glumes enclosing and much exceeding the 

remotish flowers. Lower flower perfect ; its papery 
or thin coriacious lower palet awnless and pointless ; 
the upper flower staminate, otherwise similar, but 
bearing a stout bent awn below the apex. Stamens 

3, styles plumose to the base, grain free. 

An ancient name, from o/xos, attractive, of obscure 

application. 

1. H. Lanatus (Woolly Soft grass, or Meadow Soft 
grass, Velvet grass). See page 62. 

2. H. Mollis (the Creeping Soft grass). See page 64. 

54. HIEROCHLOA—Gamelin. Hoty Grass. 

GENERIC UHARACTER. 

Spikelets 3-flowered, open panicled, the flowers all 
with 2 palets, the two lower (lateral) flowers stamin- 
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ate only, 3-androus, sessile, often awned on the mid- 

dle of the back or near the tip, the uppermost 
(middle) one perfect, short pedicelled, scarcely as 
jong as the others, 2-androus, awnless; glumes equal- 
ling or exceeding the spikelet ; scarious—palets char- 

taceous. Perennials; leaves flat. 
Name composed of zeros, sacred, and chloa, grass, 

' 

7 

—_ aul : 

oJ —— 

these sweet-scented grasses being strewn before the — 
church doors on saints’ days, in the north of 
Kurope. 

1. H. Borealis (Vanilla or Seneca grass). Moist 
meadows; of little value for cultivation. Flowers in 

May. 

2. H. Alpina (Alpine Holy grass) Is tound on 
mountain tops in New England and New York, and | 
northward. 

BD. ANTHOXANTHUM ODORATUM—Linn. 

’ SWEET VERNAL GRASS. 

GENERIC CHARACTER. 

Spikelets spiked panicled, really 3-flowered, but 
the lateral flowers neutral, consisting merely of one 
palet, which is hairy on the outside and awned on the 
back, the central (terminal) flower perfect, small, or 

2 awnless chartaceous palets, 2 androus; glumes 

very thin, acute, keeled, the upper about as long as 
the flowers, twice the length of the lower; squamu- 
lee none ; grain ovate, adherent. 
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Name compounded of anthos, flower, and anthon, 
of flowers. L. 

1. A. Odoratum (Sweet Scented Vernal). See 
page 57. 

56. PHALARIS—Linn. Canary Grass. 

GENERIC CHARACTER. 

Spikelets crowded in a clustered or spiked panicle, 
with 2 neutral mere rudiments (a scale or pedicel) in 
place of lateral flowers, one on each side, at the base 

of the pereect one, which is flattish, awnless, of 2 
shining palets, shorter than the equal boat-shaped 
and keeled glumes, finally coriaceous or cartilagin- 
ous, and closely enclosing the flattened, free, and 
smooth grain ; stamens 3; leaves broad, mostly flat. 

The ancient name, from phalos, shining, alluding 

either to the palets or grain. 

1. P. Canariensis (The Common Canary grass). 
This grass is cultivated for the sake of its seed for 
the canary bird. Flowers in Tuly and August. 
Waste places and roadsides, from Massachusetts to 

Pennsylvania. 

2. P. Arundinacea (Reed-like Canary grass). 
Remarks.—A dark, reddish-color seed, long,smooth 

and shining root, creeping height 4 to 6 feet ; flowers 
in July. Grows naturally on alluvial soils by the 

. sides of rivers, lakes, pools, etc. According to the 
experiments of Sir H. Davy, this grass contains a 
considerable portion of nutritious matter, but from 
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its coarseness, cattle in general refuse to eat it, but 
are said to eat it if cut into chaff and mixed with 
other food. It yields a vast bulk of hay, which in 
some parts is found very convenient for littering 
cattle. 5 

The common Gardener’s Gaiter is a variety of this 
SYTass. 

57. MILIUM. MiILuEeT GRAss. 

GENERIC CHARACTER. 

Spikelets diffusely panicled, not jointed with their 
pedicels, apparently consisting of 2 equal membran- 
aceous convex and awnless glumes, including a single 
coriaceous awnless flower, but theoretically the lower _ 
glume is wanting, while an empty single palet of the 
lower (neutral) flower, resembling the upper glume, 
fulfils its office, and stands opposite the narrow up- 
per palet of the terete fertile flower ; stamens 3 ; stig- 
mas branched, plumose; grain not grooved, enclosed 
in the palets, all deciduous together. 

The ancient Latin name of the Millet, which—how- 

ever, belongs-to a different genus—probably from 
mille, a thousand, because of its fertility. 

Gray. 

1. M. Effusium (Millet grass). Of very little agri- 
cultural value. 

58. AMPHICARPUM. 

GENERIC CHARACTER. 

Spikelets joined with the apex of the pedicels, ap- 
parently 1-flowered, of two kinds; one kind in a ter- 
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minal panicle, like those of milium, except that the 
rudiment of the lowest glume is ordinarily discerni- 
ble, and deciduous from the joint, without ripening 
fruit, although the flower is perfect ; the other kind 

_ solitary at the extremity of slender, runner-like radi- 
cal peduncles (which are more or less sheathed 
towards the base) much larger than the others, per- 
fect and fertile, subterranean, fertilized in the bud ; 
the enwrapping glume and similar empty palet many- 
nerved. Flower oblong or ovoid, pointed. Stamens 
3—small in the radical flowers, Stigmas plumose, 
deep purple. Grain not grooved, in the radical flow- 
ers very large, the embryo next the lower palet. 
Neutral palet somewhat exceeding the glume and the 
fertile flower. 
Name from amphikarpos, a Greek word, signifying 

doubly fruft-bearing. 

1. Amphicarpum (Double-bearing Amphicarpum), 
Moist, sandy pine barrens New Jersey and in the 
Southern States. Flowers in September. 

59. PASPALUM. PaAspaLum. 

GENERIC CHARACTER. 

Spikelets spiked or somewhat racemed in 2 to 4 
rows, on one side of a flattened or filiform continu- 
ous rhachis, jointed with their very short pedicels, 
plano-convex, awnless, apparently only 1-flowered, 
as in Milium, but on the other hand differing from 
Panicum merely in the want of the lower glume, 
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which, however, is occasionally present in some spe- 
cies, asa small scale; glume and empty palet few- 
nerved ; flower coriaceous, mostly orbicular or ovate, 
flat on the inner side, convex on the outer; sta- 
mens 3. . 

Said to have been an ancient Greek name for 
Millet. 

1. Paspalum Fluitans (Floating Paspalum). River 
swamps, Virginia, Southern Ohio, Illinois, and south- 

ward. Flowers in September and October. 

2. P. Watterianum. Low and wet grounds New 
Jersey and southward. 

3. P. Setaceum (Hairy Slender Paspalum). Sandy 
fields, from Massachusetts, Ulinois, and southward. 

Flowers in August. 

4. P. Leeve (Smooth Erect Paspalum) Moist soil, 
New England to Kentucky, and southward. Flowers 

_in August. 

5. P. Distichum (Joint grass). Wet fields, Vir- 
ginia and southward. Flowers in July and Sep- 

tember. 

6. P. Digitaria (Finger Shaped Paspalum). Slen- 
der and sparsely flowered. Virginia and southward. 

60. PANICUM. Panic Grass. 

GENERIC CHARACTER. 

Spikelets panicled, racemed, or sometimes spiked, 
not involucrate, 1$ to 2-flowered; glumes 2, but the 
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lower one usually short or minute (rarely ever want- - 
ing), membranaceo-herbaceous, the upper as long as 
the fertile flower; lower flower either neutral or stam- 

inate, of one palet, which closely resembles the upper 
glume, and sometimes with a second thin one; upper 

flower perfect, closed, coriaceous or cartilaginous, 
usually flattish, parallel with the glumes, awnless, 
except in Digitaria, enclosing the free and grooveless 
grain; stamens 3; stigmas plumose, usually 
purple. 

An ancient Latin name of the Italian millet, P. Ital- 
icum, now Setaria Italica. Thought to come from 
panis, bread—some species furnishing a kind of 
bread corn. 

1. P. Filiforme (Slender Crab grass). Somewhat 
resembling paspalum digitaria. Sandy soils near 
the coast. Flowers in August. 

2. P. Glabrum (Smooth Crab grass). Common in 
cultivated grounds. A troublesome weed. Flowers 
in August. 

3. P. Sangninale (Common Crab or Finger grass). 
In cultivated and waste grounds, a troublesome 
weed. Flowers:trom August to October. 

4, P. Anceps (Double-headed Panic). Wet, sandy 
soil, New Jersey and Pennsylvania, to Virginia 
and southward. Flowers in July and August. 

5. P. Agrostoides (Agrostis-like Panic grass). Wet 
meadows and borders of rivers, from Massachusetts 
to Virginia, Illinois and southward. Flowers in July 
and August. 
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6. P. Proliferum (Prolific Panic grass). Grows on 
brackish marshes, river banks and shores. 

Cattle are fond of this grass. Flower in August. 

7. P. Capillare (Hair Stalked Panic grass, Old 
Witch grass). Sandy soils and cultivated fields, 
everywhere. Flowers in August. 

gs. P. Autumnale (Autumn Panic). Sand hills, Ma- . 
son county, Illinois, and southward. 

9, P. Virgatum (Tall Smooth Panic grass). Moist. 
sandy soil; common—especially southward. 

10. P. Amarum (Bitter Panic). Sandy shores of 
Connecticut, and southward. Flowersin August and 
September. 

11. P. Latifolium (Broad-leaved Panic grass). 
Moist thickets; common. Flowers in June and 

August. 

12. P. Clandlistinum (The Hidden-fiowered Panic 
grass). Low thickets and river banks; common. 
Flowerxs from June to September. 

13. P. Microcarpan. Dry, moist thickets, Pern- 

sylvania and Michigan to Illinois, and southward. 

Flowers in July and September. 

14. P. Xanthophysum (Yellow Panic grass). » 
Plant yellowish green. Sandy soil. Maine to Wis- 
consin, and northward. Rare. Flowers in June. 

15. P. Viscidum (Sticky Panic grass). Densely 
velvety, downy all over, including the sheath. Damp © 
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soil, New Jersey to Nirginia, and southward. Flow- 
ers in August. 

16. P. Pauciflorum (Few-flowered Panic). Is found 
in wet meadows and copses, Massachusetts to Wis- 
consin, and southward. Flowers in June and 
July. 

17, P. Dichotomum (Polymorphus Panic). Is com- 
mon in all parts of the country on dry and low 
grounds. Flowers in June and August. 

bes P. Depauperatum (Worthless Panic). Stems 
simple, forming close tufts. Dry woods and hills. 
Rather common. Flowers in June. 

19. P. Verrucosum (Warty Panic). Spikelets oval, 
roughish, with warts, dark green. 
New England to Virginia, and southward, in sandy 

swamps near the coast. Flowers in August. 

20. P. Crus Galli (Barn Yard Grass). This grass 
is relished by stock, and is deserving cultivation. It 
grows on moist, rich, or manured soils, and along 
the coast in ditches, Flowers in September and Oc- 
tober. 

21. P. Millaceum (Common Millet). . 

SPECIFIC CHARACTER. 

Flowers in large, open, nodding panicles ; leaves 
lance-shaped, broad; stem 1 to 2 feet high. Native 
of Turkey. 

Lint. 
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This grass has long been cultivated in this country, 
but has often been confounded with other varieties. 
Common millet, p. millaceum, grows in a panicle, 
and has something the appearance of dwarf broom 
corn. It grows about three feet high, and has a dense 
mass of leaves and stalks, furnishing a large amount 
ot forage for cattle. It bears a good crop of seed, but 
as this does not ripen together, it is more valuable 
as afodder crop. It is generally conceded that it re- 
quires a dry, rich soil, with any fertilizer, and may 
be sown any time in the spring, from the middle of 
April to the end of June. If for fodder, broadcast, 
at the rate of one to one rnd a half bushels of seed 
per acre. If sown in drills, twelve quarts will be 
be sufficient. It is necessary to have the land smooth, 
and cover evenly, not too deep,, and roll afterwards. 

Harvest when the seed is swelling, and cure sameas | 
Timothy. The seeds weigh 40 lbs. to the bushel. 

61. SETARIA—Beauv. Bristyty FoxtTaiLt GRass. 

GENERIC CHARACTER. 

Spikelets altogether as in Panicum proper, and 
awnless, but with the short peduncles produced be- 
yond them into solitary or clustered bristles resem- 
bling awns, but not forming an involucre; inflores. 
cence a dense spiked panicle, or apparently a 
cylindrical spike. Annuals, in cultivated or manured 
grounds, with linear or lanceolate flat leaves, prop- 
erly to be regarded as merely a sub-genus of Pan- 
icum. 
Name from seta, a bristle. 
1.8. Verticillata (The Bristly Foxtail). 
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SPECIFIC CHARACTER. 

Spike cylindrical (2 to 3 inches long, pale green), 
composed of apparently whorled short clusters ; 
bristles short, adhesive. Found near dwellings, 

though rarely. : 

2. S. Glauca (Bottle grass—sometimes called Fox- 

tail). 

SPECIFIC CHARACTER. 

Spike cylindrical, dense, tawny yellow (2 to 4 in. 
long) ; bristles 6 to 11 in a cluster, much longer than 
the spikelets, perfect flower, transversely wrinkled ; 

stem from 1 to 3 feet high ; very common in stubble. 
Flowers in July. 

3. 8. Viridis (The Green Foxtail ; also called Bottle 

@rass). 

SPECIFIC CHARACTER. 

Spike nearly cylindrical, more or less compound, 
green; bristles few, longer than the spikelets; per- 
fect flower, striate lengthwise and dotted ; common 
in cultivated ground. 

4, §. Italica (Italian Millet or Bengal grass). 

SPECIFIC CHARACTER. 

Spike compound, interrupted at the base, thick, 
nodding (6 to 8 in. long), yellowish or purplish) ; 
2 or 3, in a cluster, either much longer, or else shorter 

than the spikelets. 
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Bengal grass is a native of India, where it bears the ° 
name of Congue. It has been introduced into, and 
acclimated in this country many years ago. It differs 
from Setaria Germanica, by having a stronger spike, 
larger seed, and requiring a warmer climate to bring 
it to maturity. Otherwise it is nearly the seme. The 
method of cultivation observed and practiced with 
Millet and Hungarian grass will apply to Setaria 
Italica. The three grasses have done remarkably 
well with me this season. The drought did not affect 
them. 

5. 8. Germanicum (Hungarian Grass, Bristly Fox- 
tail Grass). This grass has been cut and housed with 
me this season, inside of seventy days, and has fully 
borne out the Prairie Farmer’ s recommendations of 
it, for which, and directions for its cultivation, see 

page 76. 

62. CENCHRUS—L. HeEpDGEHOG or Bur GRASS. 

GENERIC CHARACTER. 

Spikelets as in Panicum, awnless, but enclosed 1 
to 5 together in a globular and bristly or spiny invo- 
lucre, which becomes coriaceous and forms a decid- 
uous hard and rigid bur, the involucre sessile in a 
terminal spike. Styles united below. 
An ancient Greek name of Setaria Italica. 

1. C. Tribuloides (Bur grass or Hedgehog grass). 
Grows in sandy soils near the salt water, where the 
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spikes assume a whitish appearance; and around the 
great lakes and larger rivers. A vile and troublesome 
weed. 

f 

63. TRIPSACUM—L. Gama GRaAss, a GRASS. 

GENERIC CHARACTER. 

Spikelets moneecious, in jointed spikes, which are 
staminate above, and fertile below; staminate spike- 
lets 2, sessile at each triangular joint of the narrow 
rhachis, forming a 1-sided and 2-ranked spike longer 
than the joints, both alike, 2-flowered ; glumes cori- 

aceous, the lower (outer), 1-nerved, the ifner one 
boat-shaped ; palets very thin and membranaceous, 
awnless ; anthers—turning orange or reddish brown 
—opening by 2 pores at the apex ; pistillate spikelets 
single, and deeply imbedded in each oblong joint of 
the cartilaginous thickened rhachis, occupying a 

- boat-shaped recess, which is closed by the polished 
and cartilaginous ovate outer glume, the inner glume | 
much thinner and pointed, 2-flowered—the lower 
flower neutral, palets very thin and scarious, point- 
less; styles united ; stigmas very long (purple) his- 
pid ; grain ovoid, free; culms stout and tall, solid, 
from very thick creeping rootstocks; leaves broad 
and flat. Spikes axillary and terminal, separating 
spontaneously into joints at maturity. 
Name from ¢rido, to rub, perhaps in allusion to the 

polished fertile spot. 

1. T. Dactyloides (Gama grass or Sesame grass). 
Stout, coarse, and hardy, although not considered of 
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much value where better could befgrown. Grows on 

moist soils near the coast, New England to Pennsyl- 

vania and Illinois, and common in Louisania. 

64. ERIANTHUS. Wootty BEARD GRAss. 

GENERIC: CHARACTER. 

Spikelets spiked in pairs upon each joint of the 
slender rhachis—one of them sessile, the other pedi- 
celled—otherwise both alike, with the lower flower 
neutral, of one membranaceous palet, the upper per- 
fect, of 2 hyaline palets, which are thinner and shorter 
than the nearly equal membranaceous glumes, the 
palet awned from the tip; stamens 1 to3; grain free. 
Tall and stout reed-like perennials, with the spikes 
crowded in a panicle, and clothed with long, silky 
hairs, especially in a tuft around the base of each 
spikelet. 
Whence the name, from erion, wool, and anthos, 

flower. 

1. E. Alopecuroides (Woolly Beard grass). 

SPECIFIC CHARACTER. 

Culm 4 to 6 feet high, woolly bearded at the joints; 
panicle contracted, the silky hairs longer than the 
spikelets, shorter than the awn; stamens 2. 
Wet pine barrens, New Jersey and southward , 

rare. Flowers in September and October, 

2. E. Brevibarbis (Short-awned Woolly Beard.) 
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SPECIFIC CHARACTER. 

Culm 2 to 5 feet high, somewhat bearded at the 
upper joints ; panicle rather open ; silky hairs shorter 

than the spikelets. 
Low grounds, Virginia and southward. 

65, ANDROPOGON.. BEARD GRASS. 

GENERIC CHARACTER. 

Spikelets in pairs upon each joint of the slender 
rhachis, spiked or racemed, one of them pedicelled 
and sterile, often a mere vestige, the other sessile, 

with the lower flower neutral, and of a single palet, 
the upper perfect and fertile, of 2 thin and hyaline 

palets, shorter than the herbaceous or chartaceous 
glumes, the lower awned from the tip, ; stamens 1 to 
3; grain free. Coarse, mostly rigid perennials, mostly 
in sterile or sandy soil, with Jateral or terminal 
spikes, commonly clustered or digitate ; the rhachis 
-hairy or plumose-bearded, and often the sterile or 

staminate flowers also. 
Whence the name, composed of aner, andvos, man, 

and pogon, beard. 

1. A. Furcatus ‘Finger Spiked Wood grass). This 
grass grows about 4 feet high, leaves nearly smooth, 
spikelets roughish, downy ; the awn bent. Flowers 
in September. 
Common on sterile soils, rocky banks, and “hill- 

sides. 
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2. A. Scoparius (Purple Wood grass, Broom 
grass). This grass grows from one to three feet high; 
is found on sterile sandy soils. Flowers from July 
to September. 

3. A. Argenteus (Silver Beard grass). Stems rather 
slender, 1 to 3 feet high; spikes in pairs, on pedun- 
cles, exceeding the sheaths, dense, and very silky. 

Common on sterile soils in arenes. and oi 
ward. 

Flowers in September and October. 

4. A. Virginicus (Virginia Beard grass). Stem 
flattish below, slender, 2 to 3 feet high. Sandy soil,- 
Massachusetts to Virginia, Illinois and southward. 
Flowers from September to October. 

5. A. Macrorus (Cluster-flowered Beard grass). 
Stem stout, 2 to 3 feet high, bushy, branched at the 
summit; numerous spikes, forming thick, leafy clus- 
ters. Low and sandy grounds, New York to Virginia, 
hear the coast, and southward. Flowers from Sep- 
tember to October. 

66. SORGHUM. Broom Corn. 

GENERIC CHARACTER. 

Spikelets 2 to 3 together on the ramifications of an 
open panicle, the lateral ones sterile or often reduced 
merely to their pedicels, only the middle or terminal 
one fertile, its glumes coriaceous or indurated, some- 
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imes awnless, otherwise nearly as Andropogon ; 
stamens 8. 
The Asiatic name of S.Vulgare, the Indian Millet, 

0 which species belongs Guinea Corn, Broom Corn, 
the Sweet Sorghum, and other cultivated races. 

1. S. Nutans (Indian grass, Wood grass). Stem 
from 3 to 5 feet high; leaves linear, lanceolate-glau- 
cous, sheaths smooth, the perfect spikelets at length 
drooping (yellowish or russet brown and shining), 

hairy at the base, awn twisted. 
» Dry soil. Common, ‘especially southward. 

Flowers in August and September. 

2. 8. Vulgare (Indian Millet Guinea Corn). In 1824 
the seeds of the genuine Guinea grass was introduced 

into Cuba, and in a few years changed the economy 

of agricultural operations in the interior of the 

island. 
From Cuba it was introduced into Florida, 

and soon established its superiority over Ssev- 

eral other grasses that went by that name. Its 
cultivation has been principally confined to the 

Southern States ever since, where it is considered a 

necessary and valuable crop. It is sown either in 
drills or broadcast, same as sorghum or corn. 

3. Sorghum Saccharatum (Broom Corn). 

SPECIFIC CHARACTER. 

Leaves linear, ligules short and hairy; panicle with 

long, loose, expanding branches ; annual. 
Flowers in August, growing from six to nine feet 

high. 

v 

4 
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This well-known plant is a native of India. Its 
panicles are used for brooms, and the seeds for poul- 
try, swine, etc. | 

The immense quantities of brush, as the panicle o 
broom corn is called, which is manufactured into 
brushes and brooms, may easily be imagined, from: 
the large number of those useful articles in daily 

use throughout the land. 

The culture of broom corn is similar to that o 
Maize or Indian Corn. Early planting and carefa 
tending. The cultivator should be kept going, clos 
up to the rows, till the advance of the plants renders 
further work rather difficult. In the Mohawk Val 
ley, where it has been successfully cultivated fo 
many years, Gray’s broom corn drill is used fo 
drilling it in. The apparatus is gauged so ast 
drop four or five seeds at a time, the droppings or hills 
nine inches apart, the rows two feet nine inches wide, 
thus bringing it closer than the common corn. The 
stalk, in consequence, is slender, making a fine 
brush. This machine marks the rows, and plant 
and covers at the same time. A man and horse wil 
work it. 

There are two kinds of Broom Corn usually grow 
—the Mohawkand the Evergreen. This latter is con 
sidered the most profitable to grow, yielding abou 
eight hundred pounds of brush per acre, while the 
common or Mohawk kind yields about six hundred. 
[Helmus Pier, Shaker agent, in 1871, planted thre 
acres of Shaker Dwarf Broom corn on Mohawk Flats, 
and the produce, after cleaning, weighed 4,500 
pounds, or at the rate of 1,500 lbs of clean brush per 
aere. | 

; 
| 
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The common Mohawk kind is fit to cut when the 
tops begin to redden. The Evergreen is cut as late 
asthe season will admit, avoiding, if possible, the 
frost. The frost hurts it, bleaching it, and reducing 

the weight. If pretty well matured, and gathered 
before the frost, this variety makes a very fine arti- 
cle, green and elastic. The color enhances the price. 
The best brush is green and bright, and spongy, 
without brittleness. The evergreen is of this kind, 
and commands two or three cents per pound more 
in market. 
When the season arrives for gathering, the brush 

is cut, leaving a butt or handle of about six inches 
in length, and is laid in small heaps, followed by the 
wagon, which carries it to the drying place, a barn 

or building, the size agreeing to the amount 
to be dried. It is cleared of its seed as it is 
brought in, by a machine made for that purpose. 
When relieved of its seed the brush is placed on 
laths or narow boards, ranged a few inches apart, so 
as to hold the brush, which is laid on crosswise. The 
entire floor of the building (ifa barn, bays, and sheds 
included), is thus covered with laths and brush—the 
brush two or three thicknesses. If laid too thick, it 
will not readily dry, and it is necessary to have it 
as light as possible, and free from mould. Another 
tier is laid about ten or twelve inches above this, and 
soontothe roof. Ventilation is then given by re- 
moving boards at proper distances out of the sides of 
of the building. The circulation of air wants to be 
free and full. It takes about thirty days thus to 
dry the brush, which must be seen to and turned oc- 
casionally. When dry it is pressed—a hay press 
answering the purpose—two rows of brush, butts 
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outside, put together. It is pressed down hard, a 
bale weighing about three hundred pounds. It is 
then ready for market. 

4. Sorghum Nigrum (Chinese Sugar Cane, Sorghos : 
or Sorgho Sucre.) | 

This plant is well Known throughout the United 
States. It often attains the height of fifteen feet, ac-) 
cording to the soil on which it grows. Erect at first, 
it appears like grass ; as it advances in growth, it re-) 
sembles Indian corn, and towards maturity Broom 
corn, to which it is nearly allied. 

Flowers in a panicle at the top, at first green 
changing through the shades of violet to purple when 

more advanced. | 

Perhaps no plant has ever been introduced into th 
Northern and Western States, which was better re 
ceived, and had more attention paid to its cultiva 
tion for two or three years than the Chinese suga 
cane. Its yield on favorable soils was in excess of 
any crop hitherto cultivated; and for soiling pur 
poses it was admirably adapted to the tastes of a 
domestic animals. When allowed to mature fo 
manufacturing purposes, the quality, more than th 
quantity, was the principal object to obtain. — q 

It has been satisfactorily ascertained, in the numer- 

ous experiences in the reducing by evaporation of the 
green juices of different lots of the cane, that that which 
was grown on rich upland, or gravelly soils mixed 
with a portion of loam, always yielded the richest 
juice. 

A three years’ experience of its cuitivation and 

manufacture convinces me of its superior worth and 
excellence, as one of the finest and most useful crops 
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a farmer can grow on his land, whether for the man- 

ufactured article, so healthy, palatable, and useful 
for family use, or the plant for soiling or fodder for 
stock of all kinds, which seem to relish it so much. 
That a plant so valuable should be laid aside so 
quickly, can only be accounted for on the main 
eround of its acquiring so much extra labor from the 
already overburdened (with work) farmers every- 
where ; that its cultivation for manufacturing pur- 
poses, under the existing state of high-priced labor, 
has to be abandoned ; but for the use of cattle, it 
can be as cheaply raised as Indian corn grown for 
the same purposes. I have cultivated it in various 
ways, but have found sowing ‘or Cropping five or six 
seeds in a hill, one foot apart in the row, cultivated 

one way, to be the most satisfactory and profitable 

method. 
The ground should be well prepared for it, by 

ploughing in well-rotted manure, and, before harrow- 
ing, sow fertilizers of some description, open drills, 
three and a half or four feet apart ; drop seed, as al- 
ready stated, five or six in a hill, one foot apart, and 

cover lightly. Afterwards keep the cultivator going, 
and one or two hand hoeings will, in most cases, be 

sufiicient. 
Cut before being caught by the frost. A few forked 

sticks, with rails stretched along them, will be found 
a very expeditious and convenient method for stack- 
ing, orrather placing the Sorghum against as it is 
cut. Stand it well up on both sides. In a day or so 
it may be stripped, and, as soon as possible after- 
wards, pressed, and boiled on the evaporator. This 
latter must be done by an experienced hand, as many 

a fine lot of sorghum has been spoiled by inexperi- 
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enced or careless operators. It will take from seven 
to ten gallons gallons of green juice to make one o 
salable syrups. 
A few quarts of seed will be sufficient for an acre 

in drills as above. 

67. ZEA, MAIZE. INpIAN Corn. 

GENERIC CHARACTER. ; 

Spikelets 2-flowered; flowers moneecious, the stam- 
inate in terminal panicles ; glumes 2; pales awnless 
obtuse; the pistillate or fertile spikelets 2-flowered, 
with the lower one abortive ; glumes 2, obtuse; pal 
awnless; fruit compressed. 

For an extended notice of this plant, see page 121, 

5 

. | 
4 
' 

4 



CHAPTER. [V: 

LAYING Lanps Down To GRASS. 

In order that the roots of the grass plants may 
penetrate to such a depth below the surface as to be 
out of danger from the effects of heat and evaporation 
during the summer, a good depth of mould is requis- 
ite ; and, on this account, it is better that the lands 
designed for grass, especially where they are to be , 
preserved in a permanent state of sward, should in- 
line in some degree to moisture, or be rather reten- 
ive of it, so as to keep that humidity which is 
essential to the healthy and vigorous growth of 
plants, without running the risk of being destroyed 
by putrefying at the roots, from too much stagnant 
water enveloping them. On this principle, it is chiefly 
that the more light and dry descriptions of soil are 
better adapted to the production of grain than for 
that of permanent grass. 
_ In the laying down of lands to grass, the plants 
must be suited to the quality of the soil, as some de- 
light more in moisture than others; some succeed the 
best in clayey soils, others in those of a loamy kind; 
some on such as partake of the nature of peat, and a 
few in the calcareous sort. 

( 
| 
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As grasses vary materially in their manner of 
growth, there should be a combination of those cir- 
cumstances, in order to constitute good meadows, | 

and also to contribute as much as possible to the sup-* 
port of live stock. 

The different grasses which compose the produce 
of the richest natural pastures in England are from} 
from twenty-six to thirty in number, and are fully 
described in the first part of this work. From thej 
spring till the end of Autumn there is not a month) 
but what constitutes the particular season of lux-} 

uriance of one or more of these grasses; hence 
proceeds the constant supply of rich, succulent herb-| 
age throughout the whole of the season, a circum- 
stance which but seldom or never happens inartificial | 
pastures, where the herbage consists of two or three) 
plants only. 

If the best natural pastures be examined with care 
during various periods of the season, the produce 

wil be found to consist of the following plants : 

1. Meadow Foxtail (Alopecurus Pratensis), May. — 

2. Tall Oat Grass (Arrhenatherum Avenaceum), 
May. 

3. Sweet Scented Vernal (Anthoxanthum Odora-} 
tum), May. 

4. Annual Spear Grass. (Poa Annua), May. 

5. Orchard Grass (Dactylis Glomerata), beginning 
of June. { 

6. Perennial Rye Grass (Lolium Perenne), begin- 
ning of June. 

7. Italian Rye Grass (Lolium Italicum), beginning 
of June. 
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8. Sheep’s Fescue (Festuca Ovina), beginning of 
June. 
_ 9. Hard Fescue (Festuca Duriuscula), beginning of 
June. 

10. Meadow Fescue (Festuca Pratensis), beginning 

of June. 
11. Quaking Grass (Briza Media), beginning of 
June. 
12. Woolly Soft Grass (Holcus Lanatus), beginning 

of June. 
13. Wood Meadow Grass (Poa Nemoralis), begin- 
ning of June. 
14. Floating Glyceria (Glyceria Fluitans), begin- 

ning of June. 
White Clover (Trifolium Repens), beginning of 

June. 

The above grasses afford the principal herbage in 
the spring, and also a great part of the summer pro- 

duce. 

15. Timothy Catstail (Phleum Pratense), July. 
16. Kentucky Blue Grass (Poa Pratensis), July. 
17. Rough Stalked Meadow (Poa Trivialis), July. 
18. Fowl] Meadow (Poa Serotina), July. 

19. Red Top (Agrostis Vulgaris), July. 
20. Crested Dogstail (Cynosurus Cristatis), July. 
21. Meadow Oat Grass (Avina Pratensis), July. 
22. Yellow Oat Grass (Avina Flavescens), July. 
23. Downy Oat Grass (Trisetum Pubescens), July. 
24. Tall Fescue (Festuca Elatior), July. 
25. Nerved Manna Grass (Glyceria Nervata), July. 

Which yield produce principally in summer and 

autumn. 
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Flat Stalked Poa (Poa Compressa), August. 
Fiorin Broad Leaved Bent (Agrostis Stoloniteva), 

August. 
Yarrow (Achillea Milleafolinm), August. 
W hich vegetate with most vigor in Autumn. 
The preparation of land for grass seeds is of mate- | 

rial importance to the success of forming good grass G 

lands. From the fibrous nature of the roots of the 
grass plants in most cases, and the diminutiveness 
of the seeds, it is necessary that lands which are in- @ 

tended to be laid down to a state of sward should be J 
always brought into as fine a state of pulverization ¥ 
and mellowness as possible, before the seeds are 
sown; for the seeds can neither be sown with so 
much regularity, nor vegetate in so equal a manner, 7 
nor extend their roots and establish themselves at } 
first so effectually in the land, when the surface 7 
mould is in a clotted, lumpy state. Besides, a rough, 7 
uneven surface will require a much greater quantity — 
of seed than land witha dry finely pulverized,smooth | 
surface. 

A chain harrow, or a grass one, should be used © 
when seeds are not drilled in. And if any doubts 
exist about the quality of the seed, a much greater 
quantity than is reeommended should be sown. 

CHAPTER YV. 

Grass SrEDs.—Selection, Mixture and Sowing of. 

For want of distinguishing and selecting grasses 
for seed, the Farmer in many instances, fills his pas- 
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tures with weeds, or bad and improper grasses, when 
by making a right choice, afterfsome trials, he might 

_ be sure of the best grass, and in the greatest abund- 
ance that his land admits of. 
Whether raising seeds for his own use or for sale 

to seedsmen, too much particularity cannot be ob- 
served by the Farmer. How often have farmers taken 
seeds indiscriminately from their own hay lofts and 
barn floors, or sent to their neighbors for a supply, 
by which means, besides a certain mixture of all sorts 
of rubbish (which must necessarily happen,) if 
he chance to have a large proportion of good 
seeds, it is not unlikely but that which he intends for 
dry land may come from moist, where it grew natu- 
rally, and the contrary. 

The principal seedsmen of our large cities who 
purchase their supplies from farmers, have too much 
respect for their own and the characters of their res- 
pective establishments, to sell, knowingly, worthless 
or defective seeds, consequently the blame must rest 
on the seed grower who furnishes other than the 
choicest and most valuable seeds to them. 

Grasses of the best kind cannot be collected at too 
great an expense. If a farmer would be at the pains 
of separating a pint of the different kinds of grass 
seeds, and take care to sow them separately he would 
have wherewith in a very little time to stock his 
farm properly, according to the nature of each 

_ soil, and might at the same time, spread these seeds 

distinctly over the country by supplying the seeds. 
men. 

As a mixture tor rich and superior soils, I have se- 
lected the following grasses as being superior to all 
others in nutritive qualities, early growth, produce, 
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reproductive powers, permanency in the soil, and the 
facilities they offer for their propagation by seed: 
The proportions in which the seeds of the different 
species should be mixed for permanent pasture: 

Orchard Grass (Dactylis Glomerata)............. 24 
Meadow Foxtail (Alopecurus Pratensis)......... 10 
Meadow. Fescue (Festuca Pratensis)............ 28 
Sweet Scented Vernal (Anthoxanthum Odoratum) 5 
Rough Stalked Meadow (Poa Trivialis).......... 30 

meamotiry.{ Pilenm.Pratense) :. i420), bears 45 
Tall Oat Grass (Arrhenathertm Avenaceum).... 5 
Hard Fescue (Festuca Duriuscula).............. 20 . 
Crested Dogs Tail (Cynosurus Cristatus)......... 26 
Nerved Meadow Grass (Glyceria Nervata)....... 10 
Wood Meadow Grass (Poa Nemoralis).......... 15 
Pion (Arrostis Stolontiera )s i... «as keeeeee 5. 
#ye.Grass(Lohum-Perenne) .<... 0.22 ikea 25 
Italian Rye Grass (Lolium Italicum)............ 20 
White Clover (Trifolium Repens)...-............ 15 
Alsyke Clover (Trifolium Hybridum) ........... 5 
ied Clover (Trifolium Perenne) ... .<....:i-.ieee 12 
Warrow (Achillea Millefolinm). «22.35. 24:22¢0ee 4 

The proper quantity of grass seeds to sow per acre 
is a point of the greatest importance as regards to 

_ the expense of the seed and the speedy formation of 
the most valuable sward. Thecircumstances of soil, 

tilth and weather, at the time of sowing, all influence 
in a great degree the successful vegetation of the seed. 

_ Should less seed be sown than-is sufficient to furnish 
every part of the soil with plants of grass, a propor- 
tionate loss of time, labor and land will be suffered. 
Minute vacancies of plants in a recently made past- 
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ure, orin afield of seedling grasses may to general 
observation, appear insignificant or escape observa- 
tion altogether, but if these apparently minute de- 
ficiencies which occur over the surface of an acre 
be calculated, a difference perhaps of from ten to fif- 
teen per cent in the produce will be found to exist 
bétween a perfectly furnished surface of land, and 
one where the deficiencies of plants are so minute as 
scarcely to be perceived. 

In the most productive natural pastures no de 
ficiencies of plants are to to be found, every part of 
the surface is closely interwoven with plants and not 
asin pastures artificially formed, of one or two 
species of grass only, where the surface is merely 

shaded or covered by the foliage of the comparative 
thinly growing plants. 

As already stated in the preceeding chapter, a 

rough, uneven surface will require a much greater 

quantity of seed than land with a dry, finely puiver- 

ized, smooth consolidated surface. 
Ifthe surface is wet at the time of sowing, a great- 

er quantity of seed will be required than otherwise 
would be neccesary. 

_ The seeds of most of the essential permanent past- 
ure grasses are so small and light as to be readily 
taken up in clumps by the harrow or roller passing 
over a damp surface. It has been ascertained by carefu 
experiments made by George Sinclair, that the small 
er the number of different species of grasses that are 
combined together ina pasture, the greater is the de- 
ficiency of plants on any given space of land; this 
is animportant fact to be considered in coming to 
a just conclusion respecting the proper quantity of 
grass seeds which should be sown on a given space 
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of ground so as to furnish the surface of it at once: 
with the just sufficiency of plants. 
When an excess of grass seeds is sown, the seeds — 

in general all vegetate, but the plants make little if 
any progress until, from the want of nourishment to 
the roots and the confined space for the growth of 
the foliage, a certain number decay and give the re- 
quisiteroom to the proper uumber of plants, and 
that will be according as there are a greater or less 
variety of different species combined in the sward. 
Having ascertained the number of grass seed con- 

tained in a given measure or weight of such seed and 

comparing these with the number of square feet or 
inches on the surface of an acre of ground the re- — 
sults will show the degree of closeness in which the 
plants or grasses will stand from the use of any 
given measure or weight of seed. 

According to calculatious made by George Sinclair 
with the seeds of most of the above grasses and plants 
mixed in the different proportions, before stated, he. 
ascertained that one bushel of such mixtures of seeds 
sown on an acre ofland would afford but two seeds to 
every square inch, while the most productlve natural 
pastures examined by him had seven plants to every 
square inch. : 

Assuming that this statement is in the main cor- 
rect, it would take at least three bushels of the mix- 

ture to seed an acre of land without a grain crop. 
Approximating this seeding, I will give it a more 
comprehensive and practical form, by giving the 
number of pounds of the seed of each grass required 
per acre, viz.: 

Orchard Grass (Dactylis Glomerata)............. 6 
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Meadow Foxtail (Alopecurus Pratensis)......... 2 
Meadow Fescue (Festuca Pratensis)............. 2 
Sweet Scented Vernal (Anthoxanthum Odoratum) 1 

~- Rough Stalked Meadow (Poa Trivialis)......... 2 
Seoeny (EP hieum Pratense).. 0.2.0. 02.000. 020. 3 

_ Tall Oat Grass (Arrhenathrum Avenaceum)..... 1 
Hard Fescue (Festuca Duriuscula).........:... 2 
Crested Dogstail (Cynosurus Cristatis).......... a 
Nerved Meadow Grass (Glyceria Nervata)....... 2 
Wood Meadow Grass (Poa Nemoralis).......... 2 
ior (Acrostis Stolonifera)... 0... eo eee 1 
Perennial Rye Grass (Lolium Pemiiiic) hos ob pore 5 
Italian Rye Grass (Lolium Italicum)............ ae 
Wy iite Clover (Trifolium Repens)..............; 4 
teed, Clover (Trifolium-Perenne)..... 20.00.00 2.5. 3 
Alsvke Clover (Trifolium Hybridum)............ 1 
Barrow (Achillea Millefolinm........00 0.0.0.2... if 

47 

This will give 47 pounds per acre, which is a lib- 
eral seeding, and leaves a margin for worthless seeds, 
imperfect sowing, etc. 

Keeping in mind the importance of selecting such 
species as blossom at different periods from May to 
September. For rich, loamy soils, the following 
mixture is a suitable one: 

LBS 
Ca TAGS ek Po heal ee a oe Sues 8 
NN OSA ore ova ewe Sak os eee S 
eemoermoeented. Vermale. 0.660. es. Ho eos ee Le ee 2 
or CLI a a aR eR ego 2 
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Kentucky Blue Grass..... est Ju dee eat 

Perennial’ Rye Grass. 2: .<oe See Ao ee 

Heahiat suye Glass. <7. etaet © Rete ee ie ee 

ined Pop: Or Ro Bente 62/0." pecs ene Soe ee 

PESEDEINS 60:4 sods os 9s coke nae cee ern 

ouch. Stalked Meadow... 0.7.00 -t.5 +72: sesame 

PereniiOlOvVer. 2 2s 25.4 see ae Sh. = ee 

ean LOVEE. oo on oe oo we tee oO eee 

x | | Or. C8ao. we ee Oe eos 

This quantity is for an acre sown separately 
W hen sown with a grain crop, 80 pounds ofthe mix 

ture may be used. 

Third mixture for permanent pasture : 
LBS. 

retard (GEASS. Yue. oe Secs cant se eee 6.4 

Mieatonw- AOL 2s ones Sta eee tee ee 4-4 

Rene IUCSCUE. s*.7.c See she soe See ae ee 3 

Wreatow. Rescue. . O56... c. eth cota vio See he 

Mite AT EARR ic. tk se bss Oele vag et t ee 3a 

erential Wye Glass ...... 5.65 «ee tae 6. 
Mitian Hye (lass. 626 6 ae PECs eae A | 

MR ODERC. 9 03.3 oO Gd § Say awe We pe ee ee 4 

Maio ab GIaASS | a.-calecadss we en aoe eee 2 

at aL TAGS... <o ade sss oe 6 a ee ee ae 2 

ouch Sidiked Meadow... \ 2228 : £5.52: saa eee 2 
maent,~cenbsea_-V ermal, . 4.55: tnnw. oes amon “4 oe 2 

rested Dogstail,”. . 3. ba... tes 2s eee ee 94 
Perennial Clover. .o: £3410 Bee eee re 

Warite Olovery > 0.6 5.8 ccs ob a Se eee eee 4% 
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This is an excellent mixture for rich, loamy soils. 

Fourth mixture for permanent pasture : 
LBS. 

ooo rat ie gc othe is fa keusdans Pees 10 
NSE GaT1515s 2.5. SS eo ed See C2 8 pe eee 4. 

MOA CATASS no Pe ois che ok sa eae Ke ES 2 
Seeeemectiven: ¥ eriial . 22... 250.) no iseeee Oe a | 

EL Sa een eee ser ik | 4. 

MCR TLC) 5:05 o eh ce ney Se et Ooh 3 

ne GO Silt io. pa ess Si oe Pe + 
Someein® Grass. .... 22 ce: to Sylar eee 2 
MOWER 0 oe pv ep os nb ee + 
DURING OVGIo? le cooo cies. Pt oe ee eee 3 

EEE STOVER. o.oo hte. oe eae eee 3 
MMEIEES SS nc oe ks ee Le eC eee 4. 

MR SS a eee eae aoe ee 1 

47 

Nearly all those grasses are natural or indigenous 
to light, sandy or gravelly soils, and are the most 
suitable ones for sowing on such. 

Fifth mixture for permanent pastures much shaded 
with trees: 

LBS. 

IE AE AGS So oi elie 0s Poe be os eee bee 10 

mum, Meddow Grass... 2.0.2. 2. casieen Gate Ua ee 6 

Semen pralked Meadow 0.00.5. . 055.068. 35 Seile ee = 
WEE IILCE VV CENA G oo.3o. sie os vo ee go Aw “ie 

UN MarR 22S 8 eS tosh a eaiokr 6 

RIE tac STN Ee Ng 3 
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WRU 2 foc e sau tear eee eR ree Tk ee ee 3 

Peroni lal SwCO CIOVED 2.40 Paes ata a 33 

WWhite Clover.....::.. Da ieee ier biteat eS ae ee Ae 

41 

Mixture for permanent lawns: 

LBS 

ieematciy dole Grass ool. oo. ody aur ee eee 6 

eet seented Vy ermal. 2.6 oss eee Z 

ied Nop, or) he Bent, oe ie eee eee 1s 

Meadow POxtall: > 002, coe AOS eee pa ee toa 

Hard Fescue........ Pega OP Him en en re Aa 4. 

Mia daw. A ORCC. oo cose oe ose ase cee a ae 

Marae (tase. O58 LSet eae ot os ee eee > 

MTOR oi! 5s als wig sos se wn Salon tS eee x 
MeeTlOW Wal CHARS ee oe a oo eRe ee oe 2 

Peerenmial yl, GIASS. 6.640. eo ie Se ge ee ee 3 
Mee Beye GaTASS 0 o eno Js oe oe ee 5: 
Meet An LAGS > «3 $46 oc v eb cow sone oe pee ee 4 

Perennial Red Clover +2)... 4002s0. hoe 4 
Weer IOVEL.. occ fn ek Re wee oie eee eee 5 

MEP Sees ee eis als <e FER ee ee ee eee 1 

4 - 

In lawn mixtures aS in permanent pasture ones, 
it is necessary to have the spring and summer flow- — 
ering grasses in order to preserve aluxuriant and fine 
appearance throughout the season of verdure. — 

Mixture for marshy grounds: 
. LBS. 

PORE Gey O's ae eee ey ipo eee ce eee ay 
Mall Meseue seas 9c sess cash Mis PA eee ee 
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MO ee ee vr Neaaee ee 4 
Fowl Meadow ......... Debates eset oe caa st nue ce ae 6 
BME IVCOTIA. foc. se eee Coe Se Nie cece 4 
MMM PREEV GEASS). 55. cis ae dvr saee cue na BRS oe 
Rieotciked Meadow . 2. coi. . oc occ s cae bee 
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The foregoing mixtures will serve as a basis, in 
n connection with the study of the character, &c., of 
the grasses, for the making up of any desired mixture 
which a farmer may require. 

The advantages derived from sowing a number of 
Species of grasses, compared with sowing only one 
or two in mixture, is so self evident from reasons al-— 

ready given, that it should be supposed few farmers 

could be found to advocate the latter practice. But 
unfortunately for the advancement of grass_ culture, 
there are thos2 and their name is legion who 
still maintain the sufficiency of one or two species. 

At the present time in England, half of the arable 
land in the Kingdom is supposed to be under mead- 
ow and pasturage. The greater part of this land is 
rented to farmers at extravagant prices. 

Notwithstanding which their system of Grass cul- 
ture embraces the circle of the useful grasses, from 
the towering Timothy to the modest little Poa An- 
nua all (nearly) alike receive the fostering care of 
the husbandman, who is well repaid by this imita- 
tion of nature in the speedy formation of a thick and 
beautiful sward, producing a sweet and varied her- 
bage grateful to the tastes of his animals, permanent 
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in its duration and the admiration of every tourist 
who travels through that well cultivated and beau- 
tiful country. 

As C. L. Flint in his valuable treatise remarks: — 
‘The range of climate of the United States is so 

extensive, embracing, we may almost say the tropi- 
cal heat on the one hand and the short summer and 
Severe winters of the Canadas on the other, that the 

grasses adapted to one region wonld not even suc- 
ceed in another. Some grasses which are eminently 
adapted to sandy soils of a moist climate will not 
grow on similar arid soils in a drier climate and un- 
der a hotter sun.”’ 
Every allowance therefore must be made 

in favor of this country as regards the general ap- — 
pearance of both in the show of artificial meadow 
and pasture lands. But I fail to perceive the advan- 
tages English farmers have over those of New York 

state in either soil or climate in the cultivation of- 
grasses, notwithstanding the extremes of heat and 

cold experienced here compared with England. In 
general the weather experienced here during the 
spring and fall seasons is superior to what prevails 
during the same seasons in that country. Vegeta- 
tion here is more rapid. The land here is more 
easily cultivated and brought quicker into a proper 
condition for the reception “of seeds than the heavy 

clay lands of England. 
Several of the finest grasses now being cultivated 

extensively in both countries are natives of this. 

Timothy and Orchard grass both flourish here, un- 
der circumstances that would be attended with only 
partial success there. In general the crops of 
Timothy, Orchard grass and Red clover raised -in 
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this state (N. Y.) are not excelled in any part of the 
- United Kingdom. 

Tam satisfied from experience that cthers of the 
- valuable grasses will thrive under proper manage- 
ment equally as well here as in England. Itis also 
an admitted fact that though grasses grown in a 
moist and equable climate may appear more rich 
and luxuriant, the nutritive qualities of grasses 
grown under greater heat and a drier climate are un- 
doubtedly superior. It is§therefore evident that we 
must attribute the attractive appearance of the 
artificial meadows and pastures of England over 
those of New York state to other causes than that 
of soil and climate. | 

In conclusion I will remark that the subject of 
- grass culture being one of national importance, and ~ 
regarded as the true basis of agricultural wealth and 
prosperity to the country, has always been strongly 
advocated by the foremost men ofall classes. The 
illustrious Jefferson, who aided both by example and 
writings; the venerable and philantrophic Judge 
Peters, of Pensylvania; by the writings of that ex- 
cellent and distinguished pioneer of agricultural 
weeklies, J. S. Skinner, of Baltimore; Judge Bue 
and his worthy successors, L. Tucker and son of 
Albany; the indefatigable C. Flint, of Massachusetts, 
whose writings are invaluable; and by the examples 
and writings of the noblest men in the country of 
the present day, whose efforts to beautify and er- 
rich the most favored country in the universe will 
alwaysreceive my humble but sincere and hearty 

co-operation. 
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ERRATA. 

By an oversight, this latter portion of the article 
on Italian Rye Grass was omitted on page 34. It 
will be seen by a comparison of the analysis of this 
grass with that of Timothy in a dried state, that they 
are nearly equal in every respect. An important 

fact, and one which highly recommends it to the 
notice of American farmers. Although moist, fertile 
loams are best adapted to this grass, it will grow on | 
various soils equally as wellas Timothy. It has far 

exceeded Timothy with me this season, both grown 
on the same plot. The Perennial Rye grass has fully 

equalled Timothy in every respect, both fairly tested 
by me this season. For a separate seeding from 21 
to 28 Ibs. of seed per acre, of Italian Rye grass will 
be required, less if sown with a graincrop. Itis not 
advisable to sow red clover with it, although 2 or 3 
lbs. per acre of either wheat or clover would not be 

Objectionable. ‘The seeds of this last weigh 15 lbs. 
per bushel. 

On fourth line from the bottom for flower read 
flourish, page 27. Eighth line from the top for 
on read an, on page 43. Fourth line from the foot 

for came read come, on page 43. Second line from 
the top for fellow read fallow, on page 44. Last line 



238 ERRATA. 

foot of page for Compassa read Compressa, on page- 
45. Twelfth line from the top for Trivalis read Triv- — 
jalis, on page 49. Tenth line from bottom for Tan- 
ton read Taunton, on page 59. For wooly (running — 
Title) read Woolly, on page 62 and 63. On first line © 
at top for irriagated read irrigated, on page 70. _ For 
running Title Glaceria read Glyceria, on page 72. 
On the 16th and 17th lines from the top read for a 
Separate sowing 20 to 25 lbs per acre will be required, 

on page 86. Forrunning Title Alaskye clover read 
Alsyke, on page 93, 94, and 95. For running Title 

Btrnet, read Burnet, on page 114. For 11 Brach- 
yelytrum read 12, on page 146. For No. 6, Species” 

Atterniflora read Alterniflora, on page 152. For No, 
2 Species Trefolius read Brevifolius. On fourth line 
from foot for Pensylvana read Pensylvanica, on page 
166. On fourth line from top for Repians read Rep- 
ans, on page 173. On fifth line from foot for Futanst 
read Nutans, on page 175. On first page from top 
for Avena read Ovina. 
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‘to Timothy in nutrition, but, is better adapted to the Cot- 
ton States for general use. After being cut it springs up 
‘very rapidly, and if not pastured, which it shouid not be 
in summer, will soon produce a second growth for another 
-erop. It does not stand a drouth as well as Meadow Oats 
grass, but better than any other of the cultivated grasses. 
Nitcadow Oats and Orchard Grass may be sown together, 
‘since both blossom at the same time, and may be cut to- 
gether. In connection with the perennial grasses itis well 
for the farmer to be informed, if he does not know it, that 
‘the sward which these grasses create is as useful and val- 
uable to his soil as a good application of the best manure, 

‘far superior to any commercial fertilizer for a crop of 
or cotton. These perennial grasses will not trouble in 
altivation of the next crop if the sward is broken up 
y as it should always be done. 

MEADOW OAT GRASS. 

if this grass we cannot very well say less, nor do we 
ire to say more, than a qualified writer on grasses has | 
l, and hence we quote his remarks in part. Werefer to. 

oi. J. B. Killebrew, late commissioner of agriculture for 
ie State of Tennessee: ‘‘ This is a perennial grass, and is 
native of Great Britain. It is one of the few grasses that 
9 best on a dry soil. It grows to the height of only eigh. 
‘en inches jn its native pastures. But hereitisa quite dif- 
xent grass, and rises to the height of from five to six feet. 
t will not grow well on moist soils, but on rich upland or 
.od sandy land it grows with vigor. It deserves a place 

every farm, as the hay is excellent, and is greedily eaten 
stock, and besides, the yield is extremely large. Should 
autumn prove a wet one, a second crop can be cut, but 
here is not sufficient aftermath to justify cutting do not 
ture it, but allow it to grow on as long as it will, and 
mt Christmas it will turn over and the tops turn yellow, 
n turn in the stock, and it will sustain them until other 
ses take its place. However, should it be desired to 
+it for hay the next year the stock must be taken off 
out the middle of February. It will seed im the fall after 
‘ng sown in the spring, which is the proper time for sow- 
sit. Sow two bushels to the acre. The seed is very 
‘bt and chaffy. It is a tussock grass, and does not spread 
jm the roots, consequently the seed must be depended 
on for a stand. ter the first sowing there will be no 
ficulty in obtaining seed, as the yield is large, It affords 
th for haying and pasture, perhaps more green food than. 
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